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Dillingham May 4, 1982
Mr. Peter Hauanio, President
Puna Hui Ohana
P. O. Box 611
Pahoa, Hawaii 967 8
Dear Peter:
I was very pleased to review the Assessment of Geothermal Development
Impact on Aborigin ~l Hawaiians Report of the study performed by the
Puna Hui Ohana with you as the principal investigator. Everett
Kinney was kind enpugh to send me a copy for my study and review. I
have also shared this copy with Ralph Patterson, Manager of Dilling-
Iham Geothermal, In .
I believe your met odology and the actions taken by the Puna Hui
Ohana in making the study with the assistance of Dr. Jerry Johnson
and with the direc~ion as provided by Everett Kinney produced a
realistic and mean rngful assessment and evaluation of the attitudes
of the Hawaiian people concerning geothermal development in the Pahoa
Area, in the conte t of the many changes taking place in the entire
Puna District.
I did note that in the evaluation in Chapter 11 there was a statement
to the effect that there is little evidence that all the efforts of
the Puna Hui Ohana to present community concerns about geothermal
development have influenced the process of development in any substan-
tial way. Of cour~e, I am no longer close to the geothermal develop-
ment activities bu t I do believe that you and the Puna Hui Ohana have
made a substantial jimpact on the decision making authorities both in
the County and in the State and you should be proud of the positive
contributions that you have made over the last several years. We
have all learned a great deal about geothermal development and the
process of change ~ n a community; we certainly might have done things
differently if we ~ a d prior knowledge of all the social changes taking
place, but I belie~e you and the members of the Ohana will agree that
your active interest in the community and its future will end up being
Ihelpful to everyone over the long term.
BOX 3468 HONOLULU HAWAII 96801 CA LE: DILCORP TELEPHONE (808) 946-0771
. ..
..
Mr. Peter Hauanio
I
e
-2- May 4, 1982
I miss getting tog ther with you and look forward some day to
return to Pahoa an have the opportunity to sit down once again
and discuss common issues. Please give my very best regards to
Sarah and my compl ments to Everett Kinney for doing such a finejob.
Warm regards and m halo.
JWM:vjh
CC: E. K. Kinney
W. L. Jones
R. A. Patterson, Jr.
Sincerely,
W. MOREAU
ENE Y CONSERVATION PROGRAM
COORDINATOR
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Dear Jim,
; .
• PUNA H AWAIIAN ORGANIZATION
• HAWAIIAN PARENTS SOCIETY
• HU I OPIO
• YOUNG HAWAIIANS OF PUNA
Our pro je1was officially this last February. Heardyou had been ansferred to another office. Spoke to yourformer colleagl es at HDredging. Just wanted to be sure you
got a copy. ~! don'~e too many extras so am unable to
send one to Ra ph.~ .
Am still w'th the Hui, mostly on kokua---waiting for
proposals to c me through. Have been doing feasibility
projects, direct-use applications geo/t, for Alu Like and
OHA. Also, ak setting up consultant service (social and
community analysis in association with the Foundation for
Urban~Neighbor ood Development2, D~ Colorado.
Alo 1 -
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The Puna Hui Ohana, an organization of the Aboriginal
Hawaiian comm nity in lower Puna, Hawaii, is pleased to '
send you this copy of their recently-completed social re-
search projec. The project is a representation of the
Hawaiian comm nity's own assessment of potential effects
of geothermal development on their cultural lifestyle,
with relevant professional assistance contracted for as
necessary.
We since ~ely hope the project methodology and the
resuLts of the study will provide a significant resource
contribution ~o future decision-making by County, State,
Federal or pr~lvate agencies responsible for defining geo-
thermal planning and development, including its commer-
cialization poitential. .To this extent, the Puna Hui Ohana
also stands ready to provide appropriate assistance to any
agency and other decision-making or information-gathering
bodies 's e e k i ng applicable data, dependent on the co~t of
providing such a service.
The baseline data collected reflects ' the community's
attitudes and ~al ue s as perceived within the time frame-
work of the sthdy. Documentation of the data suggests . a
need for conti~uing research and monitoring of the commu-
nity's views w~ich can be expected to shift as new infor-
mation concerning expanded geothermal development becomes
known.
On behalf of the members o f the Ha wa i i a n community
and the Board of Directors of the Puna Hui Ohana, we wish
to take this o pportunity to extend our deepest gratitude
to all those individuals and organizations . who contributed
to the success lofthe project. Please feel free to con-
tact the proje9t Director for any additional infor-
mation which ~ou may require within the context of the
research project.
Mahalo a J Ui loa and,
Peter Hauanio
President, Puna Hui Ohana
POST O FFICE BOX 611
I
PAHO A, HAWAII 96778 TELEPHONE (808) 965 -9140
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professiona l s e r vices. Thus the
PREFACE
na is an organization 0 the Puna HawaiianThe Puna Hui
i
pr ofe s s i o na l help; r ther t han social scientists doing the assess-
a r e p r e s ent a t i v e co unity - ba s e d organizat ion from the outset, and
men t with the assist nce of the community. The results of this
assessment of s o c i a l a nd cultural effects is a newer and less clearly
the t ypical / c ommuni t y relationship by being built around
Envir o nme nt al i p a c t s t a t e me nt s are normally researched and
wr itte n by pro fess io 1al people, partly because the emphasis is
do logie s in this The model used by this project reversed
the conce r ns o f t he out h, young adult s , parents and elders of
a boriginal Hawai i a n ommunity assessed the pot ential social and
cont r a c t i ng for the
defined process, and t he r e i s a need to develop and tes~ new metho-
effe cts of geotherma l deve l opment on t heir culture and lifestyle
the communi ty. The awaiian communities ' concern about the po s s i ble
r e por t .
wa s t he s t i mu l u s for the pro ject which is the subject of this
communi t y , a nd is prised of a Board of Di r ectors repre s e nt i ng
cultural i mpa c t o f o thermal development on it self with relevant
a sses sed by professi na l peop le (social scientists); however, much
of the work in t h is l r e a canno t be done effective ly without the
. If ull a nd ho nest c ooperation of the members of the community. The
mos t o ft e n on the ph s i cal i mp a c t of development, which requires
c onsiderab l e technicr. l skill t o understand. The social and cultu-
r al impact s of energy development pro jects are also typically
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effort and an evaluation of the model's advantages and disadvan-
tages constitute the content of this final report.
One result of t e Puna Hui Ohana experience was the feeling
that the community "bit off more than it could chew." The com-
plexities of assessing the effects of geothermal development on
the social and cultural characteristics of the Aboriginal Hawaiian
Community of Lower Puna call for much more investigation than the
resources of the present project could provide. There is a clear
need for additional baseline data collection as well as a continuing
monitoring of the variables investigated by this project. It is
hoped that, at the least, the present effort provides a solid set
of baseline data about community attitudes and cultural characteris-
tics against which the effects of future geothermal development in
Puna can be compared and changes documented.
The final report was prepared by the program director and
the project consultant. The program director, with the editorial
assistance of Ms. Stephanie Mathews, wrote chapters 3, 5, 7, 8 and
9; and the project consultant wrote chapters 1, 2, 4, 6, 10 and 11.
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the t a r ge t of study by oneself is prob-
we wo u l d like to t h ank, on behalf of
n i c a l assistance and c onsultation: and Pro-
ute r analysis ' of t he surve y data. Ms.
Ms. Jan Ayabe were indispensible in their
the Puna Hu i Ohana, t he f ol l owing people f or their contributions
activi t ies. Professo s Bill 'Che n , Craig Severance and Mark Mathews
some omission. Howe
Ac knowledgments are a lways difficul t t o wri t e for fear of
to t he Proj ect. Mos i mport a nt l y , we are grateful to the members
iii
ably only slightly 1 ss intimidating than being the subject of
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
t o the staff ining a community perspective on the Project
of t h e Puna Hawa ii an Community for their cooperation with the
provided valuab le
fessor Lee Howard
Edward Kanahel e , Dr . r a i g S ev e r a n ce , David Hess) was'most helpful
assrstance
research effor t.
to engage i n such extensive se lf- s t ud y made t he Project possible.
The o f f ice staf f of J h e Hui (Mahealani Naungayan, Sheila Bright,
someone else's study; and only the willingness of the community
Pear l Kaji y ama, Linda Enriq uez, Kauamakani Elia) provided support
well beyond their no a l level of responsibility throughout the
very muc h . The Project Advisory Board (Ann Nathaniel, Brenda Lee,
Project, and the ir wil lingness to extend themselves is appreciated
Stephanie Mathews d id an exceptional job of p roviding editorial
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help with the final r port und e r greater time pressure than anyone
I
I
should be subjected to. Fina l l y, Ms. 'J an Ayabe, Ms . Pam Iwanaga,
Ms. Stephanie Mathews and Ms. Kate Crosson were wonderfully under-
standing and flexible during their typing of the final report.
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SECTI·ON I
INTRO UCTION AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY
Section one 0 the report discusses the need for an examina-
tion of the social and cultural impacts likely to occur with geo-
thermal developmen in Puna and presents a historical summary of
the Puna Hui Ohana's involvement in articulating this need to
government agencier and geothermal developers. A summary of the
major objectives ot the Project and the methods used to reach them
is also presented.
2CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTI ON
Geothermal development in the State of Hawaii offers the
possibility of an alternate energy source which could markedly
reduce the State's dependency on imported fuels for energy
production. At the present time research into the technical
feasibility of utilizing t hi s energy and the potential for com-
mercialization of it is being conducted in the Puna District of
the Island of Hawaii. To date this research has focused on the
technical problems the use of geothermal energy in Hawaii pre-
sents, rather than the social, cultural and economic consequences
which possible development a nd utilization might bring. There
is concern among the residents of Puna, particularly the longtime
Aboriginal Hawaiian residents, about how such development might
influence the lifestyle of their community, and how it would
relate to their cultural v alu e s and beliefs. This report is the
result of a research project designed to assess the impact of
geothermal development on the social, cultural, and economic
structure of the Puna Hawaiian c ommun i t y .
The Hui's Entry into Geot hermal Concerns
The Puna Hui Ohana's interest in geothermal development
grew out of the public's conf u s i on over recent discoveries of
geothermal potential and the subsequent land-lease negotiations
for geothermal r i ghts. The activities of land speculators and
pressure from agents r eprese nt i n g several interested oil com-
panies prompted 44 Native-Hawaiian land owners to appeal to the
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3
Puna Hui Ohana f or adv ice , guidance , a nd a n inves t i ga t i o n o f
the ov e r a l l Hawa i i n Communi t y concerns.
Native Hawaii n ri ghts gr o up s were also e xp ressi ng scrlOUS
concer n ove r estab ishing t he ownership of the geothermal re-
source . In additi0n they were concerned about traditional
Hawai ian be l i e f s r garding t he us e s o f the geothermal steam. For
example, it was su ges ted that Madame Pele, the Hawaiian fire
goddess, would be , f f e nd e d by geothermal drilling, with poten-
tial l y disasterous consequences for the Puna community.
Th e concerns escribed above were voiced by a number of
. , . 1 d i I ' f h . OhHawallans , lnc u l f g r epres e nt a t l v e s 0 t e Puna HUl ana, at an
inte r nation a l c onf rence o f t h e Geothermal Resources Council held
i n Hilo in J uly, 1 78. The Department of Energy staff attending
the conference ind c ated a wi llingness to consider funding a pro-
posa l f r om the Hawaiian Community to conduct a study to address
the s oci a l and cui imp l ications of geothermal development
for Aboriginal A proposal submitted by the Puna Hui
Ohana was funded b t he Department of Energy , and this report
summa r izes the res its o f that study.
Ob'ectives o f the
The majo r ob j o f the Projec t c a n be described as
follows:
1. Descripti o f t he lifestyle and cult ural characteris-
e Puna Hawaiian Community .
2. Collectio of information about the probable effects of
geotherma development in Puna.
4
3. Establishment of an effective communication system
within the Hawaiian Community.
4. Survey of Hawaiian Community attitudes about geothermal
development.
5. Communication of Hawaiian concerns and attitudes to
appropriate government decision making bodies.
6. Evaluation of the Project's community-based model of
social and cultural impact assessment.
The chapters to follow describe the methods and procedures
used to accomplish these objectives, the outcomes of the study,
and an evaluation of the Project.
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECT METHODOLOGY
In tablish a strong relationship between the
Project activities and the broader Puna Hawaiian Community all
Project staf f memb rs selected were Hawaiian residents of the
community . The na ure of the staff was expected to be an asset
veys, and in facil ,'tating communication within the community
about Project acti ities. In addition, the learning experiences
of the staff in ga hering the data for the Project would make
them better informed about the process and possible consequences
I
of geothermal deve lopment and would thus serve an educational
role.
A variety of procedures were used to gather information
relevant to the pr ject objectives. Existing information about
geothermal developtent was collected and organized in the Hui
library, and a num er of conferences, workshops and meetings
about geothermal d velopment were attended by Project staff .
Site visits by pro'ect staff and members of the Hui were made to
existing geotherma fields in California and New Zealand in
order to obtain fi stharid exposure to developed geothermal fields .
Both anecdotal obs rvations and unstructured interviews provided
initial descriptiv information about the community. At the end
of the Project a s stematic survey of community a t t i t ud e s toward
geothermal develop ent was conducted. The survey also provided
6information about the lifestyle and cultural characteristics of
the Hawaiian Community.
In most cases the Project objectives were addressed using a
number of methodological approaches. The specific methods used
to address each major Project objective are described below.
Baseline Description of Lifestyle and culture
The description and documentation of the current lifestyle
of the Puna Hawaiian Community began with the preparation of
a wall map designating lower Puna as a Human Geographic Communi-
cation Unit which was organized into six sub-units (see Fig-
ure 2-1). A census of the Hawaiian population in the six units
was conducted by the clerical staff and completed by early summer.
Interviews with community members, leaders and elders as well as
portions of the geothermal survey provided the basic information
about lifestyle and culture.
Collection of Information About the Probable Effects of Geothermal
Development
Existing information about geothermal development was ob-
tained through mailing lists, contacts with other research agencies
and projects, at tendance a t relevant conferences and workshops and
membership in a p p r o p r i a t e organizations and on government energy
councils. Site visits to e xi s t i n g geothermal fields in California
and New Zealand p r ov ided v a l u a b l e firsthand observations.
Establishment of an Effective communication system within the
Hawaiian Community
Th e Pr oj e c t Advisor y Board included Hawaiian members from
ou tside the Puna Dis t r i c t, and the Hui Newsletter mailing list wus
. 1
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FIGURE 2-1
GEOGRAPHIC SUB-UNITS
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8expanded to include Hawaiian organizations throughout the state.
Contac;twith the non-Hawaiian communitY. was made through numerous
presentations about geothermal development to community organi-
zations on the Island . Th e Hui also sponsored a geothermal sym-
posium in Pahoa .
Survey of community Atti tudes About Geothermal nevelopment
Information about community attitudes toward development was
obtained through anecdotal observations and unstructured inter-
views as well as a systematic survey administered to the adult
Hawaiian population of Lower Puna .
Communication of Hawaiian Concerns and Attitudes to Appropriate
90vernment Decision Making Bodies
The project director identified, attended, and provided
input into all relevant government planning and decision making
meetings and hearings concerning geothermal development in
Hawaii.
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SECTION II
DATA COLLECTION
The sources of information about geothermal development
included a Hui Ohana library and an annotated list of
meetings ences attended for informational purposes are
included ction of the report. A synopsis of the status
of geothermal deve opment in Puna based on the information col-
lected is presente. This section also includes a description
and evaluation of he site visit to New Zealand which was under-
taken to make firs hand observations of large-scale geothermal
development in a P lynesian cultural setting.
10
CHAPTER 3
DATA COLLECTION
(Library Materials and Meetings)
The Puna Hui Ohana has collected a variety of written mate-
rials pertaining to geothermal development. These materials are
kept in a library at the Pahoa Community Center and are available
to interested people. Appendix 5 contains a list of materials
currently in the library.
In addition to the collection of written materials, project
staff members attended a variety of meetings and conferences ,to
learn more about geothermal development . Appendix 1 contains a
list of meetings attended and a brief description of the informa-
tion obtained.
Below is a brief summary of the information collected
about geothermal development in the Puna District.
Geothermal Energy Development in Puna
Early Hawaiians used the steam emanating from fissures
along the rift zone for cooking and geothermally heated water
ponds for bathing. Though exploratory drilling had begun in
the 1960's in Puna, t h e first successful well wasn't discovered
until 1976 (see figure 3-1). Des i gnated HGP-A (Hawaii Geo-
thermal Project-Abbott), the we l l was one of the hottest in the world
(675°), high pressured (55 5 psi ) , a nd relatively chemically
benign. The successful well represented a new era of alternative
e n e r gy f o r the State o f Hawaii. For the community of Puna, the
geothermal success introduced a developmental el ement for which
it had not been prepared.
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12
A wellhead generator has been installed on the geothermal
site to measure the economic feasibility of producing electricity.
The anticipated steam flow of approximately 75,000 pounds per hour
from the well will be capable of producing an estimated 3 MW of
electrical power. The electricity is being distributed into the
Big Island grid system on or about July 17, 1981.
Exploratory drilling programs are underway to define the
size of the reservoir and the characteristics of the resource.
To date, 24 special use drilling permits have been approved. The
Hui has requested a moratorium on permit issuance subject to the
submission of a cooperative planning design by the planning depart-
ment or the county administration.
While it is impossible to predict the total output of the
geothermal field, current estimates suggest a potential output
between 500 and 1000 MW in the Puna geothermal fields. Several
possible uses of the geothermal energy have been suggested.
These applications include the production of electricity for
(1) the HELCO grid system, (2) processing local raw materials,
(3) use in proposed industrial developments, and (4) use in
Honolulu.
It is important to note that the HGP-A well is not remotely
situated. It is located nearly in the middle of a geothermal
field surrounded by residential and agricultural subdivisions in
one of the fastest growing districts in Hawaii County. In many
sections, geo t he r ma l wells are permitted less than 100 yards away
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from roads and res dential areas. There are also several papaya
farms in the area. These papaya farms account for an estimated
$6 ,000,000 in o ut- f-d istrict export a nd p r ov ide jobs f o r t h e
local population.
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CHAPTER 4
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS ON
PARTICIPANTS OF THE NEW ZEALAND SITE VISIT
Jerry L. Johnson, Ph.D.
University of Hawaii at Hilo
Project Consultant
In addition to the various secondary sources of information
described earlier, the Puna Hui Ohana gained first-hand knowledge
of geothermal development by sending a delegation to visit the
geothermal fields of New Zealand. New Zealand was chosen for
the site visit because of the similarity between the aboriginal
cultures of the New Zealand and Hawaii. The Maori culture and
language are the most like those of aboriginal Hawaiians of all
Polynesian cultures. In addition, a large scale geothermal
development currently exists in the central portion of the North
Island of New Zealand, an area heavily populated by the Maori
people. Further geothermal developments are also being planned
for this area. While not identical to the situation in Puna,
this work in New Zealand provides an excellent source of informa-
tion about the potential effects of geothermal development on
an aboriginal people very similar to those of Hawaii.
PROCEDURES
The Hui Study Group
The delegation sent to New Zealand included representatives
of each of the four organizations which make up the Puna Hui
Ohana. It was expected that having a broad-based delegation
would maximize the communication about the findings of the study
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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individuals and or anizations.
delegate.
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Hawaiian Community. Each delegate was
to research while in New Zealand. Each
to serve as a community resource person
assigned specific
trip throughout t
and making availab .e relevant information to the Hawaiian dele-
gation. Much of t liS information is included in the Hui
Geothermal Library and has been made available to interested
The geotherma field at Broadlands is entirely on Maori
lands, and there i a great deal of planning and discussion
guided inspections of the geothermal fields and power plant,
for the remainder of the Project period, and to assist in the
underway between Nlw Zealand government officials and the Maori
community. Much o · this planning involves the same cultural,
delegate also agr
Geothermal Sites V~sited
The site ViSir included inspection of the geothermal fields
at Wairakei and Broadlands, the power plants at Wairakei and
Huntley, various nbn-electric applications of geothermal energy,
and vis~ts with Mabri communities near the geothermal areas.
The delegation frok the Puna Hui Ohana was hosted in New Zealand
I
by the Center for Maori Research and Studies, and by Maori com-
munities in Hamiltln, Taupo and Rotorua.
Senior staff kt Wairakei were very helpful in providing
data collection for the survey of attitudes conducted at the
end of the projecJ. Financial expenses for the trip were pro-
vided by the Hui, 'ts member organizations, and the individual
I
I
I
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social and economic i s s ues which are of concern to the Puna
Hawaiian community. The opportunity to observe this planning
process and talk with the principals involved provided informa-
tion, uniquely available in New Zealand, about anticipated
cultural impact. The modern environmental planning behind the
Broadlands development also provided a valuable context for
assessing the Wairakei development.
In the town of Huntley there has been a great deal of effort
expended to resolve potential problems created by the siting of
a large thermal power plant near the rural Maori community of
Waahi. Extensive and thorough assessment of the impact of this
facility is ongoing--particularly in the areas of cultural,
social and economic impact. I n addition to gathering the printed
material about t h e Huntley project the delegation was able to
meet with the members of the Maori cornrnrnunity who were the prin-
cipals in the definition of the social, cultural and economic
impact of the project; and who negotiated with the government
on behalf of the Waahi people.
The non-electric uses of geothermal energy inspected included
the processing of agricultural products and paper pulp, horne use
through heat "exchangers, medi c i na l treatment, thermal baths, and
tourism.
Assessment Design
The eva lua tion o f the New Ze a land site visit included both
subj ectiv e assessment s by t he participants and the administra-
tion of a structured a t ti t ud e survey. Participants kept daily
journals of their impress ions during the time in New Zealand,
I
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and this written ecord provides an account of the issues which
made the greatest impact on the group members. The structured
attitude survey w s administered to two groups before the trip
and three groups fter the trip according to the following
design:
BEFORE TRI P AFTER TRIP
GROUP 1 14 PftjRTI CI'PANTS 14 PARTICIPANTS
GROUP 2 15 N01N PARTICIPANTS 11 NON PARTICIPANTS
GROUP 3 13 NON PARTICIPANTS
The members 0 f the site visit delegation completed · the sur-
vey before and aft r the trip; a matched group of residents of
the Puna Hawaiian f ommun i t y also completed the survey at the same
points in time befrre and after the trip; and a third matched
community sample completed the survey only at the post-trip
administration. T e variables used in selecting the matched
,
comparison groups 'ncluded age, sex, area of residence in Puna
and level of participation in community activities.
The comparisoh groups from the community were included in
the assessment of tl he effects of the site visit in order to sep-
arate the effects n attitudes of retaking the survey instrument
independently of t e New Zealand experiences. The design pro-
vides information l i t h which to validate the success of the
matching procedures in forming groups with similar initial atti-
tudes, information about any changes in attitudes resulting from
the site visit, an , information about the effects of simply
retaking the survet.
18
The survey instrument included questions asking for descrip-
tive information about the respondent; possible social, cultural,
economic and physical impacts of geothermal development; possible
uses for the geothermal resource, and finally a question about
the perceived magnitude (on a 5 point scale) and perceived favor-
ability (on a 7 point scale) of development. All questions were
piloted with the Hui Board of Directors and with a University
social psychology class. As a result of the pilot administrations
changes in item wording and format were made before the pre-trip
administration. A complete copy of the survey is presented in
Attachment 4-1 which follows this chapter. The following item
illustrates the question format.
(CHECK ONE)
VERY LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
VERY SMALL
NO CHANGE
B,
SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTION
OVERALLJ THE EFFECT OF GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
WOULD BE I I I ?
A, (CHECK ONE)
VERY FAVORABLE
FAVORABLE
SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR UNFAVORABLE
SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
UNFAVORABLE
VERY UNFAVORABLE
IN PUNA
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(t =3 . 09 ; p<.02). This
The results 0 the assessment of attitudes toward geothermal
The assessme t design called for a total o f 73 administrations
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RESU TS OF THE SITE VISIT ASSESSMENT
#1 on the post-trip administration .
the New Zealand .gr ou p after the site visit, but all other groups
age of respondents was 36 years. All three groups reported a
three groups. 4-1 presents the means of the responses to
are similar.
the question about verall impact of geothermal development.
ure shows increase in the self-perceived level of knowledge with
of the attitude s All 29 of the respondents completed the
finding however, co Id be reflecting the absence of the 4
for the post-test. The majority of the refusals (4) were from the
Most of the respondents lived in either Pahoa or Kalapana,
I
and had lived in Puna for an average of 25 years. The average
the form again.
in the change to mo e negative atittudes for comparison group
The only statistica ly reliable difference among the groups is
their attitudes ha not changed so they didn't need to fill out
moderate to large level of knowledge about geothermal development .
Figure 4-1 present l the level of knowledge reported for each of
the five administrltions of the survey. Inspection of the fig-
survey for the pr and 38 of the 43 respondents completed it
comparison group I at completed the survey before the trip, but
when approached fo~ the post-trip administration they said that
development point impressive level of similarity among the
\ I
I
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2
3
FIGURE 4-1: AVERAGE SELF-REPORTED LEVEL
OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
VERY 6
LARGE
..-I
W
>
W SMALL..-I
W
(!)
0
w VERY
..-I SMALL3:
0
z
~
NONE
BEFORE AFTER
ITRIP TRIP
NEW ZEALAND GROUP. • I
COMPARISON GROUP #1 11-----------11 I
COMPARISON GROUP H2 • II
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respondents who d clined to complete the survey the second
time.
TABLE 4-1
ANS OF RESPONSES TO SURVEY
QdESTION ABOUT OVERALL IMPACT
COMPARI- COMPARI- COMPARI-
SON GROUP SON GROUP -SON GROUP
NZ PRiE NZ POST- 1 PRE- 1 POST- 2 POST-
TESTI TEST TEST TEST TEST
Favorability 4.79 4.50 5.07 3 .60 5.38
Magnitude 4.14 4.00 4.38 4.30 4.33
The responses to this question a re presented graphically in
Figures 4-2 and 4-. The impact is generally perceived to be
. I
large, however attitudes are not significantly different from
the neutral point I n the scale. This pattern of perceived large
impact and relativ~lY neutral attitudes about favorability is
typi cal of respons~s to all of the survey questions for all three
of the groups.
Figure 4-4 presents the responses to the questions about
I
possible uses for the geothermal resource. Four of the five
potential uses are viewed as slightly favorable, while the fiLth,
large industry, is perceived as neither favorable nor unfavorable.
The subjectiv assessments of the New .Zealand site visit are
generally consiste t with the results of the attitude survey. Some
of the members of he site visit group were impressed with the eco-
nomic opportunitie that geothermal development could .b r i ng to Puna.
Others were fright ned by the threat of massive development to the
lifestyle and cult re .of Puna Hawaiians. Most reported that they
___ -L _
I
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FIGURE 4-2: PERCEIVED MAGNITUDE OF IGEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
IMPACT I
I
VERY 5
LARGE I
ILARGE 4
I
SMALL 3 I
I
VERY 2 ISMALL
INO
CHANGE I
I
BEFORE AFTER ITRIP TRIP
I
D NEW ZEALAND GROUP I
• COMPARISON GROUP ItlIS] COMPARISON GROUP tt 2 I
I
UNFAVORABLE 2
NEUTRAL 4 ~~___
AFTER
TRIP
o NEW ZEALAND GROUP
• COMPARISON GROUP ttl .
~ COMPARISON GROUP It 2
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FIGURE 4-3: PERCEIVED FAVORABILITY
OF GEOTHERMAL
DEVELOPMENT
BEFORE
TRIP
7
VERY
UNFAVORABLE I
SLIGHTLY
FAVORABLE 5
•
FAVORABLE 6
VERY
FAVORABLE
SLIGHTLY
UNFAVORABLE 3
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
[I
I
I
I
I
II I
I I
I I
I
VERY
UNFAVORABLE
~ SLIGHTLY
::::> UNFAVORABLE 3
~
~
~
UNFAVORABLE 2
Large Small Electrical
Indus~ Indus- Power for
tries tries the Big Island
W/Direct
Use
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USE
I
I
ATTITUDES TOWARD USES OF
THE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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He a l th
Spas
POTENTIAL
FIGURE 4-4:
Agricul-
t ure or
Aq ua c u l -
ture
5
4
6
7VERYFAVORABLE
SLIGHTLY
FAVORABLE
NEUTRAL
FAVORABLE
that the educational experience of the
the tendency for such a negative shift
learned a great deal about geothermal deve-
It could be a
to local news cove age and discuss the issues with their neighbors.
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participants in th New Zealand site visit suggest that the trip
learned a great deal about both the benefits and costs of geo-
aware, and leads to an attitudinal shift in the negative direction.
DISCUSSION
Both the attitude survey and the subjective reports of the
had little effect n either the direction or strength of atti-
ever, feel that th
second survey admi istrations. It is possible that the first
survey administati n prompted participants to a t t e nd more closely
site visit counter
thermal developmen , but then in ~eighing the overall effects
It should be noted that two weeks elapsed between the first and
tudes toward geoth The participants did, how-
lopment, its effects and uses. It seems clear that this gain in
knowledge had litt~e effect on attitudes since the attitudes of
the participants bdth before and after the site visit did not
differ from those d f the comparison groups on two of the three
survey administrat Jons. It is not clear why the first comparison
group viewed the oJerall impact of development as more negative
on the second survjy administration. There is some evidence that
'1 d ' , t I. 't' th d tSlmp y rea mlnlS e ,lng a survey senSl lzes e respon en s to
potential issues a d problems of which they were not previously
against it .
they found it diff'cult to take a strong position either for or
[ .
I
I
I
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for the participants. However, i t is also possible that the
"change" in attitudes for the comparison group is an artifact of
the missing data for the four respondents who declined to complete
the survey the second time on the grounds that their attitudes
had not changed.
Though not directly related to geothermal attitudes, there
is an effect of the site visit that does seem to be particularly
powerful. The journal reports and the conversation of the par-
ticipants emphasize the importance of the cultural experiences
the site visit provided. The opportunity to interact closely
with the members of another Polynesian culture which retains more
of the traditional culture than remains for the Hawaiians made
a strong impression on the participants. The site visit has
stimulated a continuing series of exchange visits between the
Maori people o f the central North Island of New Zealand and the
Puna Hawaiian Community. The Puna Hui Chana has initiated a num-
be r of programs designed to preserve and regain the traditional
culture, and these programs were directly stimulated by the New
Zealand experience. From t h e educational perspective which was
the primary goal o f the site visit, it must be judged a resounding
success.
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AGE
BACKGROUND I NF ORMATI ON
SEX (CHECK ON E) MAL E FEMALE
HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU LI VED IN PUNA?
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___ NANAWALE ESTATES
__ _LEILANI ESTATES
.._..__.. KAP OHO
....__ ....0 P I HI 1\ A0
....._._ KAI... APANA
GEO TH ERMAL SUR VEY
PUNA HU I OHANA
_.__RADIO
. .TEI... EVI S I ON
__ __NEW SPAPER
___ GEClT HERMAL WORK SHOP OR CClN FER ENCE
___ PUNA HUI OHANA MEE TINGS
___ PUNA HUI OHANA NEW SLETTE R
____ .._FI=< f END
___OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) _
.. m-;:CHID LAND
. ._PAI:::AD I SE r-: ' AF~ I\
__ _HAWAI IAN BEACHES
____ AI NAOL.A
___ PAHOA
.._.... _.. ~JH EN I T WfiS BE:rNG DF<:r I... L. En
_~_WHEN I 'r WA S BEING TES TE D
__ _WHEN IT WA S NOT BEING TESTED
___ VERY LA RG E AMOUNT
____LAF~GE AMOUNT
___ MOD ERAT E AMOUNT
.__._.SMA L. L AM OUNT
___ VERY SMAL L AMO UN T
. NONE
IN WHA T PAR T OF PUNA DO YOU LI VE ? (CHECK ONE)
HO W MUCH I NFORMATI ON DO YOU FEEL YOU HAVE ABOUT
GEOTH ERMAL DEV ELOPMENT? (CHECK ONE)
HAVE YOU VI SIT ED TH E GE OT HE RMAl... WELl... IN OPIHIKAO
(CHECK ALL WHICH APPLY)
HOW HAV E: YlJU LE ARNE D AB ClUT DEOTH EI:;:MAL DEVELOPMENT ";'
(CHECK ALL WHI CH APPL.Y)
'")4'" •
1 •
a::"
,J •
4.
3.
7.
6 .
2. WHAT KIND OF CHA~GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON HISTDFHCAL SI"ES IN PUNA.
INSTRUCTllJNS
HAWAIIAN CULTURE AND LIFESTYLE
1. WHAT KIND OF CHA GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEV ELOPMENT BRING
IABOUT ON HAWAIIAN CULTURAL VALUES AND BELIEFS IN PUNA.
29
B. (CH ECK ONE)
B. (CHECI" ONE)
___ VERY LAnGE
_.__LARGE
._.... .... SMALL
UNFAVlJRABLE VERY SMALL
.... .__.. NO CHANGE
__ ._VE r.;;y I._AI:;:GE
__.... ... LAF\ GE
_. __.. ~~MAL.. L
UNFAVOf~ABL E __ .... VEI;:Y SMALl....
. NO CHANGE
A. (CHECK ONE)
AS YOU KNOW, THERE I~ ONE GEOTHERMAL WELL IN PUNA NOW, AND
THERE ARE PLANS TO D~ILL MORE WELLS. A NUMBER OF THINGS
ABOUT THE PUNA AREA IGHT CHANGE IF THE PROPOSED GEOTHERMAL
DEVELOPMENT HAPPENS. THESE POSSIBLE CHANGES HAVE BEEN
GROUPED INTO THE FOUR CATEGORIES BELOW:
A. HAWAIIAN CUL~URE AND LIFESTYLE
B. SlJCIAL IMPACr
C. ECONOMIC IMP-CT
D. PHYS ICAL ENV RONMENT IMPACT
PLEASE INDICATE WHAT YOU FEEL WOULD BE THE EFFECT OF
GEOTHERMAL DEV ELOPME T IN PUNA BY CHECKING 1) HOW
FAVORABLE A CHANGE A D 2) HlJW LARGE A CHANGE YOU THINK
GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPME T MIGHT BRING.
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
___FAVlJRABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___NEI~H~R FAVORA~~E INOR
___SLIGHrLY UNFAVORA LE
__ _UNFAVORABLE
~__ VERY UNFAVORABLE
___VERY FAVORABLE
___FAVORABLE
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE INOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
. . UNF AVOI;:ABL E
___ VERY UNF~VORABLE
I I
I
I
I
I
I'
I
I
I
I I
I I
I
I
I
I I
!I
I
I
I
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6 . WHAT KIND OF CHANG E WOULD GEOTH ERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABUUT
ON HUNTING, FI SHI NG AND FOOD GATH ER ING IN PUNA.
5. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOU 'r
ON TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN PLACES IN PUNA.
3. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE LIFESTYLE OF THE PUNA HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B. (CHECK ON E)
B. (CHECI\ ON E)
II. (CHECK ONE )
_._ .... VEI:;;Y L.AF<GE
_..__.LARGE
....._._.. SMALL
... _...VEr.;;Y SMALL
.... ........ ND CHAN GE
...._ V Er~Y LI~I~G E
._ __L.. AF~GE
._._._. SMtlLL
_.. ._ VEF~Y r:; MAL I..
.... ._ NO CH(-~NGE
._._._VEF~Y LARGE
....__.LAF.: GE
_ !:;riA I... L
." VEHY GMALL
....._ ND CHANGE
B. (CHECI, ONE)
___ VERY LAFWE
.__.... LARGE
....__ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
_..__.NO CHANGE
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
__ _VERY FAVORABLE
___.. FAVORA BL E
__ _SLIGHTLY FAVO RAB LE
___NEIT HER FAV ORAB LE NOR UN FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORA BL E
__ -_.... UNFAV0 RABL.. E
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
A. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY FAVORABLE
_.... .... FAVOF<ABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
__ _NEITHER FAVORABL E NOR UNFAVORABL E
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
__ _UNFAVOI~ABLE
__ _VERY UNFAVORABL E
A. (CHECK ONE)
__ _VERY FAVORABLE
___ FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
__ _SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___UNFAVORAB LE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
4. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHER MAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON TRADITIONAL HA WAIIAN RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND BEL I EFS I N
PUNA.
___ VERY FAVORABLE
__ _FAvm~ABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
__ _NEI THER FAVORABLE NOR UNFAVORABLE
___SLIGHTLY UN FAVORABLE
.... _ ...lJNFAV 0 I~ABLE
___VERY UN FAVORABLE
SOCIAL IM PACT
3. WHAT KIND OF CHA GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEV ELOPMENT BR ING ABOUT
ON THE POPULATIO IN PUNA.
1. WHA T KIND OF CHA GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVE LOP ME NT BRING
AB OUT ON PUBLI C I ERVICES IN PUNA.
•
B. (CHEer< nN E)
II. (CHECK ONE)
B. (CH ECK ONE)
B. ( CH Ecr.;; ONE)
___ VERY LAI, GE
___ LARGE
___SMA LL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
____VERy L. MWE
. LARGE
___ SMAL L
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANG E
___ VERY L. MW E
__ _LARG E
___SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMAL L
___ NO CHANGE
___VEI~Y LAf~GE
____ LARGE
__ ___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
_ __ NO CHANG E
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WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVE LO PM ENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE TRADITIO~ L OHANA IN PUNA.
A. (CHECI< ONE)
A. (CHE CK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY FAVORABLE
___ FAV ORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
__ _NEI THER FA VORABLE INOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___UNFAVORABLE
__ _VERY UNFAVORABLE
A. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY FAVORABLE
__._FAVORABLE
__ _SLIGHTLY FAVORABL
___NEITHER FAVO RABLE NOR
__ _SLIGHTLY UNFAVORA LE
___UNFAVORABL E
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
_____FAVORABLE
___ SLI GHTLY FAVO RABLE
___NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___ UNFAVORABLE
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
7.
2. WHA T KIND OF CHA~GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVEL.O PM ENT BRING
AB OUT ON COMMUNI · Y CLOSENESS IN PUNA.
___ VERY FA VORAB LE
___ FAVOF\A BLE
___ SLIGH TL Y FAVORA BL
___ NEITHER FAVOR AB LE NOR
___SLI GHTLY UNFAVORABLE
. UN FAVO RABLE
___ VERY UN FAVORABL E
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON HOUSING IN PUNA.
7. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE SCHOOLS IN PUNA.
6. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE YOUTH OF PUNA.
5. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON RECREATION IN PUNA.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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B. (CHECK ONE)
B. (CHECK ONE)
B. (CHECK ONE)
B. (CHECK ONE)
.,__VERY LAfWE
_._.._LARGE
_.__!3MALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
______ VERY LAF~GE
._.__LARGE
____SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
... ..ND CHANGE
___ VERY LAFWE
_..__ LARGE
___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
. NO CHANGE
_. __.VEr.;:y L.AFWE
_._ .._LAFWE
_____ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMAL.L
__ ... NO CHANGE
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
____ FAVORABLE
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
__ _NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___ UNF AV 0 I:;; ABL E
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
___ FAVORABLE
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
__ _SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___._ UNFAVOI1:ABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
___ FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
- __ UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
.. FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___....~;L I GI-ITI...Y UNFAVOF;:,ABl..E
____UNFAVm~ABL..E
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
•
ECONOMIC IMPACT
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2. WHAT KIND OF CHA~GE WOUL.D GEOTHERHAL DEVEL.OPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON EMPLOYMENT FOR HAWAIIANS IN PUNA.
8. WHAT KIND OF CH~NGE WOULD GEOTHERHAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN PUNA.
B. (CHEel, ONE)
B. (CHECK CINE)
II. (CHECK ONE)
B. (CHECK ONE)
___ VEF,Y LAFWE
____ LARGE
___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
___ VEr,Y LAF~GE;:
___ LAr\GE
___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
____ NO CHANGE
_.__VERY L.AI:;;GE
___ LAr,GE
___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
__ _.NO CHANGE
. VERY LARGE
___ LARGE
___SHALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
A. (CHECK ONE) .
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
1. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL. DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE AVAILABILITY OF AGRICULTURAL LAND IN PUNA.
A. (CHECI< ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
___ FAVORABLE
__ _SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE INOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___ UNFAVORABLE
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
____ FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABUE
I
___NEITHER FAVORABL8 NOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVOR IBLE
___ UNFAVORABLE .
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
___VERY FAVORABLE
__ _FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORAB ~E
___ NE ITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
___ FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORA LE
____ UNFAVor,ABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
9. WHAT KIND OF CH NGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON TRAFFIC IN P NA.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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3 . WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE ELECTRIC RATES IN PUNA.
4. WHAT KIND lJF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPM ENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE LAND VALUES IN PUNA.
5. WHAT KIND lJF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPM ENT BRING ABOUT
ON TAX ES IN PUNA.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B. (CHECI\ ONE)
___ VERY LARG E
._ ._._LAF' GE
__ __ SMALL
UNFAVORABL E VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
B. (CHECK ONE)
_._. __VERY LArWE
___LARGE
___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
_.__NO CHANGE
B. (CHECK ONE)
___ ._ VERY LArWE
._. LARGE
___ SMALL
UNFAVlJRABLE VERY SMALL
__ .__NO CHANG E
B. (CHECK ON E:)
__.__V EI~Y LAFW E
. LAI=i: GE
____ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMA LL
_.__NO CHANG E
A. ( CHECI\ ON E)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
__ . FAVO F.;A BLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORAB LE
__ _NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
._._.. __ UNF (~V()F~ABl, E
___ VERY UN FAVORABLE
A. (CH ECI, ONE)
___VERY FA VO RABLE
.. FAVOI~AB L E
___ SLI GHTL Y FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
_. UN FAVDRABLE
__ _VERY UN FAVO RABL E
A. (CHECK ONE)
__ _VERY FAVORABL E
__ ._FAVORABLE
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NlJR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
__ _UNrAVOF.;ABL E
__ _VERY UNFAVO RA BLE
6. WHAT KIND OF CHANG E WOU LD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPM ENT BRING ABOUT
ON ECONOMI C GROWTH IN PUNA.
A. (CH ECI, ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
__ ._FAVlJ l=i: ABLE
___ SLI GHT LY FAVOR ABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___SLIGH TLY UN FAVORABLE
__ _UNFAVO F,ABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORAB LE
----
-----
--
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1. WHAT KI ND OF CHA GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BR ING ABOUT
ON THE VISUAL EN IRONMENT OF PUNA.
7. WHAT KIND OF CH NGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE INCOME 0 PUNA HAWAIIANS.
B. (CHECK ON E)
_._.._VERY LAFWE
__ _LAr';; GE
. .SMALL
_._._V ERY SMA LL
.__._ NO CHANGE
B. (CH ECr" ON E)
B. (CH ECK ONE)
_ _ oo _ _ .VEF.:Y LARGE
_._._LAFWE
_._._GMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY GMALL
_____NO CHANGE
B. (CHECK ONE)
_..__V Er~Y LMWE
_._ ._ L. AI::: GE
_.__SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMA LL
___NO CHAN GE
WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPM ENT BR ING ABOUT
IN PUNA.
_ _._IJE/':Y LAFW E
___ LAr':G E
___SMALL
OR UNFAVORABLE VERY SM ALL
E NO CHANGE
L ENVIRONMENT IMPACT
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ON E)
A. (CHECK ON E)
A. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY FAVO RABLE
___FAVpR ABI..E
__ _SLI GHTLY FAVORABLE
___NEITHER FAVORA BLE
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORAB
__..UNFAVORABL E
___VERY UN FAVORABLE
3. WHAT KIND OF CHA
ON TH E SULFUR SM
2 . WHA T KIND OF CHA~GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEV ELO PM EN T BRING ABOUT
ON THE LEVEL OF NO ISE IN PUNA.
___ VERY FAVORAB LE
_...__.FAVORABL E
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABL
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE
__ _SLIGHTLY UN FAVORA
. ••1INFAV0 RABLE
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
._ X AVORABLE
__ _SLI GHTLY FAVORAB UE
___ NEI THER F AVOR A BL ~ NOR
___SLI GHTL Y UNFAVOR~BLE
___ UNFAVOI,:ABL E
___VERY UNFAVORABL E
___VERY FAVORABLE
_. _._FAVORABLE
__ _SLI GHTL Y FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE! NOR UNFAVORABLE
___SLI GHT L. Y UN FAVORA LE
._. UN FAVORAB LE
__ _VER Y UN FAVORABLE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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6. W'1AT KIND .OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON ERUPTIONS IN PUNA.
4. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE AIR QUALITY IN PUNA.
'7. WHAT I-::IND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BrUNG ABOUT
ON THE PLANTS AND ANIMALS IN PUNA.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B. (CHECI, ONE)
B. (CHECK ONE)
B. (CHECK ONE)
_.. VEI:~Y LAI:;:GE
. LAF~GE
_.._SMALl
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
__._._NO CHANGE
,
B. (CHEC'O:: ONE)
___ VERY LAI:WE
..__LAri:GE
... _....SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
__.... VEI:;:Y LAFWE
......._L.Ari:GE
__ ._SM(~LL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
_... ... ND CH(.~NGE
__ _.VEri:Y LAFWE
_.....L.AF'GE
___.f.;MALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
_....._NO CHANGE
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECIO:: ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
5. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON EARTHQUAKES IN PUNA.
___ VERY FAVORABLE
... .__FAVOF'ABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
__....UNFAVOr~(.)BLE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
__ _VERY FAVORABLE
_.._....FAV DFM BLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABL.E NOR
___SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
....... ... UNF AVO F:A HI... E
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
___VERY FAVORABLE
....... .... FAV ()f~A BL. E
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
~__ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
........... SI... I GHTI.. Y l.JNFAVOF~ABLE
... ...._l.JNFAV(.JI~(.)BLE
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
___VERY FAVORABLE
.. .. ...FAI.... CJ r~A ELE
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR
___ SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
..._...UNFAVOr~ABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORABLE
. A. ( CHEC10:: 0NE )
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8. WHA T KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BR ING ABOUT
ON HEALTH AND SA~ETY IN PUNA.
9. WHAT KIND OF CH A GE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON THE QUALITY A D AVAILABILITY OF WATER IN PUNA.
___ VERY FAVORABLE
.......... FAVORABL E
___SLIGHT LY FAVOR -BLE
__: NEI THER FAVORA ILE NOR UNFAVORABLE
___ SLI GHTLY UN FAV RADLE
_.__ UNFA VORABLE
___ VERY UNFAVORAB E
B. (CHECK ONE)
II. (CHECI, ONE)
___ VERY LAFWE
__ _LARGE
___ SMALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO . CHANGE
__..VERY LAFWE
. LArWE
__._S MALL
UNFAVORABLE VE RY SMAL L
___ NO CHANGE
___ VERY FAVORABL~
... ._...FAVCmABLE
___ SLI GHTLY FAVOrABLE
___ NEITHER FAVOR ~BLE NOR' UNFAVORABLE
___SL IGHT~Y ~U~FAVIORABLE
. UNF AVOF\ AI. L/:.
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
2 . HEALTH SPAS/J TELS (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVOR ABLE
._...._FA V[)f~ABLE
___SLIGHTL Y FAV OR ABL
__ _NEI THER FAVORABLE ! NO R
___SLI GHTL Y UNFAVORABLE
__.. UN FAVORAB LE
___ VER Y UNFAVORABLE
USES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
I
WHAT ARE YOUR FEELI NGS ABOUT THE .USE OF GEOTHERMA L ENERGY IN
PUNA FOR EACH OF THE !FOLLOWI NG:
1 . AGR ICULTURE OR AQUACULTURE (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVORAB LE
._ . FAVO RABLE
___SLI GHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEI TH ER FA VORABLE !NOR
___SLI GHTL Y UN FAVORABLE
._.._UNFA VOR ABLE
___ VERY UN FAVORABLE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
----~----_._--------------
OVERALL IMPACT
5. ELECTRIC POWER FOR THE BIG ISLAND (CHECK ONE)
OVERALL, THE EFFECT OF GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT IN PUNA
WOULD BE ••• 7
4. SMALL INDUSTRIES USING STEAM OR HOT-WATER DIRECTLY(CHECr, ONE)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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B. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY LARGE .
___.LARGE
___ !3MALL
UNFAVORABLE VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
3. LARGE INDUSTRIES (E.G. PROCESSING MANGANESE NODULES)(CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
.. FAVORABLE
___SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR UNFAVORABLE
__ _SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
._._._ UNFAVORABLE
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
___ VERY FAVORABLE
_..__FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR UNFAVORABLE
__ _SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
.__oo_UNFAVORABLE
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
__ _VERY FAVORABLE
____ FAVOr';;ABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
__ _NEITHER FAVORABLE NOR UNFAVORABLE
' SLIGHTLY UNFAVORABLE
___.UNFAVORA BL E
___ VERY UNFAVORABL E
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY FAVORABLE
__ _FAVORABLE
___ SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
___ NEITHER FAVORA BLE NOR
__ __ .... 81... IGHTI... Y UNFAVORABLE
_.._._ UNF AVORABL E
___VERY UNFAVORABLE
OF T E LOWER PUNA HAWAI IAN COMMUNITY
AND CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
SECTION III
THE LI
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In order to a curately assess the e ffects of geothermal
and a survey condu ted by the Puna Hui Ohana (Chapter 6).
the elements of th's lifestyle that reflect the Hawaiian Culture.
Community before he development occurs . Collecting information
for this baseline escription is one of the major goals of the
report is on the l'festyle of the Puna Hawaiian Community and on
Community in Lower Puna is based on anecdotal observations and
interviews with selected members of the Community (Chapter 5);
important to have a description of the characteristics of the
It is hoped that ttis attitudinal, lifestyle, and cultural infor-
mation will contri ute to an understanding of the nature of the
Community before t he intrusion of geothermal development.
The informatio l on the lifestyle and culture of the Hawaiian
Puna Hui The focus of this section of the final
development on th Hawaiian Community of Lower Puna, it is
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 5
LIFESTYLE AND CULTURE:
INTERVIEWS AND ANECTODAL INFORMATION
Historical Background
Because this research project represents an effort by an
aboriginal Hawaiian organization to assess the impact of geo-
thermal development on the aboriginal Hawaiians of Lower Puna,
it might be appropriate to briefly describe the population.
Hawaiians are Polynesians. Other Polynesian groups include the
Maori, Samoans, Tongans, Tahitians, Cooks Islanders, and
Marquesans.
Much information about the beginnings of Hawaiian history
has been lost over time. ~owever, through an oral history of
ancient chants and vocal music (meles) that have been handed
down through time, the Hawaiian people trace their origin to
early ancestor seafarers who discovered and colonized the
Hawaiian Islands.. There is no c lear consensus as to when the
I
I
I
I
\
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
many voyages across the Pacific occurred . It is estimated that I
somewhere near 1000 A.D. t h e voyages stopped and a culture
flourished in Hawaii. Rad iocarbon dating of ancient campsites
suggest that the Hawaiians may have settled in the island chain
as early as 500 to 700 A.D .
For nearly 1000 years the Hawaiians were isolated and undis-
turbed by exte rna l influenc e s. The societal st ructu r e was
stratified in a fe ud a l manner which consisted of rulers (ali'i),
priests (kahuna), commoners (maka'ainana) and slaves (kauwa).
I
I
I
I
I
I
A "Native Hawaiian" is defined as
estern influence produced i mme d i a t e and
The loss 0 the kapu system occurring at a time when
the people had few resources with which to withstand
the change brought on with a substituted system radically
different 1 r om a system of submission to God and nature.
Th~ overthl0w of the monarchy which gav~ .power and leader-
ShlP to western entrepreneurs. The Hawallans were left
leaderless and powerless against foreigners.
IntroductiQn of the Christian missionaries which
displaced ' e nt u r i e s - o l d religious beliefs.
Introductin of explosives and iron implements which
effected t.e political structure an~ shifted the Hawaiian
from a sub istence economy to a barter and money economy.
Introductibn of new diseases to a peopl e without
hereditary immunity which reduced the pure Hawaiian
population from 300,000 in 1778 to an estimated 40,000
in 1900.
2.
1.
3.
4.
5.
There are two ategories of aboriginal Hawa iians: the "Native
41
In 1778 the Ha aiian Islands were discovered by Captain Cook,
and named the sandwlch Islands. The populat ion then was estimated
at approximately 30 ,000 with the largest population living on the
Hawaiian" and the "H
one who is of more hat 50% Hawaiian ancestry. Proof of ancestry
There are approximately 3,000 pure Hawai i a n s remaining today.
Most Hawaiians tOdaJ are offspring of i n t erma r r i a g e s between the
island of Hawaii.
The soci ety was highly regimented with str i c t s e paration of
socia l classe s. sobial status was heredita r y .
may be confirmed by birth certificate, the family's genealogy, or
devastating impacts on the Hawaiians. These impacts included:
various ethnic grou
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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by affidavit of persons who can testify that they personally have
knowledge of the claimant's alleged blood quantum. A "Native
Hawaiian,"by Department of Hawaiian Homelands definition, shall
be at least 50% of blood of the people living in Hawaii· in 1778.
A "Hawaiian," according to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs,
is any person having any amount of Hawaiian ancestry. The Puna
Hui Ohana classifies its members as "aboriginal Hawaiians." That
is, members must be able to claim ancestry to the aboriginal
people of Hawaii as they were discovered in 1778.
The Hawaiian Homes Act of 1920 represented the United States
government's effort to establish a land program of Hawaiian
"rehabilitation" through homesteading. The act set aside a
total of 203,500 acres within the state for homesteading by
Native Hawaiians. Of this total, 107,300 acres is on the
island of Hawaii. Two-thousand acres of Hawaiian Homes land are
located in Lower Puna.
In anticipation of a growing Hawaiian population and poten-
tial economic opportunities resulting from geothermal development,
the Puna Hui Ohana is utilizing the blood quantum report as a
basic document for promoting Hawaiian homesteading in Lower Puna.
Section 2 of Act 32 of the First State Legislature established
a public trust fund into which was appropriated all funds from the
sale, lease of other disposition of public lands, which were ceded
to the U.S.A. upon Annexation of Hawaii to the U.S.A. In 1961
these lands were transferred from Federal jurisdiction to the
State of Hawaii. All proceeds from the use of such lands were
to be us ed for five purposes, one of which is for the exclusive
I
I
I
I
I
I
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satisfying aborigi al Hawaiian claims to subs ur face geothermal
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royalties paid to t he State, is
i Ohana as a seconda r y vehi c le obliquely
benefit of Native awaiians. Section 5-f , with respect to
geotherma l l ease
seen by the Pun a
resources for the benefit of Native Hawaiians. The Puna Hui
Ohana belie~es tha~ all Hawa i i a ns ar e the pri ma r y owners of the
I
:::::::::: .::: o::C1~at ion ·Baok round Information
I
I
I
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Th e island of Hawaii, measuring 4 ,038 square miles, is the
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
largest land mass 'n the chain of eight i nhabited islands which
consti tute the StaJe of Hawaii. The island is d ivided into nine
geographic distric s. These include South Hilo , North Hilo,
Hamakua, South Koha l a, North Kohala, No r t h Kona, South Kona, Ka'u,
and Puna. As can be seen in Fi~ure 5-1, the district of Puna is
the island's second largest. The Puna district also has the
second largest popu~ation on the island. The t a r ge t area of this
project was defined as the Lower Puna census tract (from the town
of' Pahoa to the town of Kalapana). This included the residents of
the Hawaiian Beachel subdivision.
I
The district of Puna is currently undergoing very rapid
growth . Overall, t ie population of the Puna district has
This comparison sho s that the largest percentage increases in
Hawaiians living in Puna.
population are in t e number of Caucasians and the number of
1970 and 19 80. Table 5-1 shows
population by ethnic classification.the percentage incr
increased over 128%
I
I
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Table 5-1
1970 & 1980 ETHN C GROUP POPULAT10NS IN THE PUNA DISTRICT
1970 1980 Percentage
Ethnic Group Census Census Increase
Hawaiian;
Part-Hawaiian 452 1,334 195%
Caucasian 1,237 5,078 311%
Other
Non-Caucasian 3,465 5,339 54%
Total Population 5,154 11,751 128%
An even larger increase in population has occurred in Lower
Puna. Table 5-2 sh ws the percentage increases in population by
ethnic classification.
Table 5-2
1970 & 1980 E HNIC GROUP POPULATIONS IN LOWER PUNA
1970 1980 Percentage
Ethnic Group Census Census Increase
Hawaiian;
Part-Hawaiian 350 1,001 186%
Caucasian 234 1,924 722%
Other
Non-Caucasian 768 1,618 110%
Total Population 1,352 4,543 236%
There are 1001 aboriginal Hawaiians residing in Lower Puna.
This total includes 446 adults and 555 children under 18 years
of age. They are al ost evenly distributed throughout the sub-
district communications units of Kalapana/Kaimu, Nanawale Estates,
Pahoa South/Communit Center and Pahoa North/Subdivision.
46
However, over 22% of the aboriginal Hawaiian population lives in
the Hawaiian Beaches Subdivision. Most of the Hawaiians in this
district are young newcomers originating from Hilo, Honolulu, and
the outer islands as well as young married adults from several
Lower Puna families.
Lower Puna has traditionally been rural and agricultural.
Local farmers produce the bulk of the county's papaya, anthuriums,
orchids, bananas, vegetables, maile, and marijuana. These crops
are worth nearly $55,000.00 a year, excluding the value of the
illegal marijuana crop. Marijuana figures prominently in the
economy of Lower Puna and the County.
The research staff recently investigated the current employ-
ment of resident aboriginal Hawaiians. Ninety-one Hawaiian
adults were employed locally (in Lower Puna). Table 5-3 shows the
employment categories.
Tab l e 5-3
EMPLOYMENT OF PUNA HAWAIIANS, BY INDUSTRY EMPLOYED IN LOWER PUNA
Industry Number Percent
Public Service 28 30.8
Agriculture 18 19.8
Fishing 9 9.9
Retailing/Wholesale 9 9.9
Construction 7 7.7
Transportation 8 8.8
Finance/Real Estate, e t c . 5 5.5
Students, U.H.-Hilo 5 5.5
Geothermal Drilling 2 2.2
-
TOTAL 91 100.0
I
I
I
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Table 5-4
in enrollment bet we e n 1979-1980 a nd
"white" category enro llment h as increa sed
o and 1980-1981. The Hawaiian s tudent popu-
Anthropologist Sutkus,in preparing documentation for a
PAHOA SCHO L ETHNIC CENSUS AS OF MAY 5, 1981
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All schoo l ag children in Lower Puna at tend the Pahoa
and Kama . Members f these family groups hav e since intermarried
extensively, contriuting to a continuance of familial relation-
Kahilihiwa, Ka'awal a, Koanui, Keliiho'omalu , Kaho'okaulana,
Table 5- 4 depi c t s
1 97 9- 1980 1980-1981
Ethnic Gr oup Enrollment Enrollment
Hawaiian 353 394
Ca ucasi an 257 351
Al l Other s 508 597
Total 1,118 1,342
kinship a n a l y s i s , c lled attention to six or iginal root families:
lat i on has i ncrease approximately 12% .
37 % be t ween
1980-1981. The enrol l ment printouts obtained from the Pahoa
tion. As a result, cultural accountability within the Lower Puna
ships among a compa atively large number of the Hawaiian popula-
Elementary and Hig Sch oo l unless they attend private schools or
Enrollment h a s i nc e ased f rom 411 in 1 971 to 1190 i n 1 981 . '
SOURCE : PAHOA SCHO L, SCHOOL ROSTER 383
NOTE: Paho a SChoollhas a very high transit/mobility rate of
60 0- 7 00 s t ud nts annually. Closing average student
body will prl~bablY be closer to 1190.
Contem Hawaii n Culture and Lifes t le
have out-of-distri t ransfers. The school i s located in Paho a .
School show
I
I
I
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Hawaiian community has been considerably enhanced.
Hawaiians represent about 20% of the Lower Puna population
and have a recognized common interest and lifestyle. Contemporary
Hawaiians, including members of the Puna Hui Ohana, prefer to
concentrate on "improving the conditions of the Hawaiian person
providing him with the ability to control his own destiny,"
(PHO- By-laws). Emphasis on education, economic development,
self-sufficiency, cultural preservation, and political development
dominate organizational policy and planning.
In an attempt to better understand the contemporary Hawaiian
culture, personal interviews were conducted with the Lower Puna
community's Hawaiian leaders. The sample group was selected in
recognition of their overall leadership experience. Twelve elders
(kupuna) and other leaders of the Lower Puna Hawaiian group con-
stituted the sample population.
The interview was structurally unstandardized. The respon-
dents were not considered equal. On the whole, the people inter-
viewed were considered to be better informed and more sensitive
to the topic of the interview than other local residents. In
the judgment of the interviewer (the Project Director), their
responses were more likely to carry the burden of respect and
authority. It was hoped that the unstandardized interview would
provide interesting insights that would be unavailable from a
standardized questionnaire interview format.
Of the 12, all represented two to three generational decen-
dants of well-known ohana (family clan) in the Puna region. All res-
pondents were Hawaiians and each was involved in one or more of the
I
I
I
I
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required the respondent to be
the topic of the contemporary Hawaiian
respec t and trust be t we e n the Project
req uired a n e stablishment of f r i e ndly
to minimize intervie w bi ases. The inter-
served as a parti c i p a n t -observer in the
sensitive responses that mi gh t not have
Th e interview
The respondents were encouraged t o present not only their
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thoroughly familiar
been divulged to a stranger or in a standardized q ue s t i on n a i r e .
cu lture . Th e inte
from 25 to 75.
umbrella organizat :ons of the Puna Hui Oha na. Nine a r e presently
all speak the Hawai' a n language well and have , from time to t i me ,
project a nd attempt
Parents Society , t e Hui Opio, o r t he Young Hawaiians o f Puna.
view results produc
o r past preside n ts of the Puna Hawa i i an Organization, t h e Hawaiian
Project Di rector al
support,
Director, who serve as t he interviewe r , and t he respondent. The
membe rs o f the Boa d of Director s . Ten were either presidents
Hawaiian cultural r tifacts. Nine are p r e s e nt l y employ e d , the
Three are kupuna (elders) r e c o gniz ed by s tatewide Hawaiian kupuna
organ izations a nd lre f r eque nt ly called upon for valida t i o n o f
intervi ewed are f emale and four a re ma le. The i r ages range
various statewide H waiian organizatio ns. Eight of t he people
remainder are reti1ed. Occupationally, t wo a r e successful
farmers/business pdople, two are jour neyman trad e sme n , three are
school aides at paJoa School, one is a . loca l secretary, one is a
long-time agricultJral worker. Of the t h r e e r eti r ed r e s po nd e nt s ,
served as cultural specialists. One contr ibutes his free time to
I
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interview.
in which changes are t ak i n g place?
following ways:
I
I
I
I
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(1) discuss their perceptions
(1) anonymity, (2) confidentiality of data obtained,
These experts were asked to:
All respondents were in unanimous agreement that changes,
and cultural changes? If so, how do you perceive the manner
The respondents were eager to cooperate and each interview
"Large, young Caucasian . (haoles) transient groups;
roaming around, living off the 1and--he1p themselves
to people's property"
mainly negative, are taking place a nd are very visible in the
"Tremendous population growth, mostly Caucasian (haoles)
moving into the r egion's residential subdivisions, are
taking over the culture"
The responses to these questions follow:
determi.ne how they d e f i.ne ' the p rocesses through wh i ch ' chariqes
1. Do you believe Lower Puna is presently undergoing social
are occurring and how they tend to measure these changes, and
(3) determine how the abor i ginal Hawa iians in· the Lower
perceptions of the situation, but also to define that situation
these changes impacting the Hawaiian life-ways in lower Puna, (2)
Puna community can best adapt to the new technology and innovation.
took from 90 to 120 minutes to complete. Each respondent was
assured of:
regarding social and cultura l changes and how they presently see
in their own terms and to include whatever information they
regarded as relevant. Inconsequential remarks can often reveal
and (3) the security of information collected.
important information when considered in the context of the
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result of political decisions, which have influenced change a nd
2. What do you be i ev e a r e some of the factors causing chang es
in the large subdivisions surround-"Che a p, fee si
i ng Pahoa "
IIHawaiians hav been unable to hold onto t.heir land- -
have been fore d t o sell because they could not pay
t he taxes"
IIPoliticians a:re now sniffing around and selling o ut the
community beca~se of geothermal a nd busine s s development
interests II
"Local people are less corrnnunicative, are uncertain of
Caucasian (ha les) reaction"
"Can no longe see local people i n c l uding the Hawaiians,
Caucasian (ha les) taking over"
"A growing Fi ipino irrnnigrant population wo r king in
agricultural places"
"People don't help and share with each other as they did
i n the pastil
"People have urned inward, the open ness is gone"
"Hawaiians arl not getting together as they used to"
"Business are vastly changed--corrnnercial owne r s h i p
shifting to C ucasians"
in that period i Are similar factors s till influencing change ?
The s tudy group agneed on several causal f a c t o r s , mostly the
which they believe re still influencing change. They include :"POpulatio~ ex~ansion caused by explosive in-migration"
"People are lopking for peace and tranquility but bring
t h e i r western ~ays with them--they don't realize they
are h e l p i n g destroy what they are looking for ll
IIPoliticians h lve caused much of the local changes . They
are only concetned with issues that effect the state a s a
whole and not hat damages can happen in a local .community .
Also, they hav not taken the i nput of the corrnnunity r e -
garding change l-we warned them, but they don't listen"
I .
I
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"Land available for pakalolo fa:rming"
"Changing conditions which cause many local people to move
away"
In that same period, to what degree do you believe the
I
I
I
Hawaiians may have changed in their cultural attitudes in
connection with the overall community changes?
The respondents believed the Hawaiians were experiencing diffi-
culty in accepting these changes. Many are angry, but realize
they must learn to accept what is happening around them,
especially that they are not being recognized for being Hawaiian.
They are a stranger in their own land. Other ways they may
change are seen by the respondents as follows:
"Loss of aloha"
"Feelings for the land and the language are shifting .
towards western ways"
"Attitudes to others: Feel Caucasian (haoles) can no
longer be trusted; they will take what belongs to you
with the extension of trust. They ask for more than
what they give"
"Loss of the language, even in the old Hawaiian churches"
"Loss of closeness and sharing with each other"
"Culture will have difficult time surviving in this
atmosphere"
"Donlt know and are unable to compete against Caucasian
(haoles) money"
"Retired haoles represent a group interested in the
Hawaiian an d his condition and are p ressuring the
Hawaiian to save his own culture"
"Young haol es are culturally unable to reach the Hawaiian"
"If people like the Hawaiian lifestyle they must help save
the Hawaiians in order to benefit from the lifestyle"
I
I
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in which you have observed
over a gain! Only this time
usiness like a natural f o od store, c hop
lian r e s t a u r an t , Magoo's Pizza, real
doctor's clinic, and fertilizer s t o r e
rowers)"
nt moving in to deal with Caucasian pakalolo
ocessors"
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"Heavy traffic through Pahoa, especially b ig trucks"
"Loss o f the 0 d Akebono Theatre--was a gathering place
f o r all nation lities. Now owned a nd managed by haoles "
"Unable to us old method must use western method"
"Caucas i a ns a e 'd i.q q i nqrtakin g .o u t Ha waiian he rbs and medi-
cine to s ell, non e left for Hawa iian s "
"New types of
suey house , It
estate offices
(for pakalolo
Hawaii ans are awakening to the overall problem, are
becoming more aware o f the culture before change destroys
it"
"It is like C pta in Coo k all
they're coming with money !"
List about threl o r four ways
perceived a loss of history and the past such as:
physical or. soc'al changes taking place.
All of the responde ts focused on physical ar e a s where they
4 .
I
I
I
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"Crowded b e a c h s, which were once lovely and isolated "
"Young Caucasi n pakalolo planters buying farm and
residential la ds"
"See less Hawa ians using their subsistence s k i l l s
( f i s h i n g , etc . "
"More violence breaking out--involves al l people but i s
mos t l y non-Ioc I with their own prej ud i c es"I
I "Population of Waiakolea Pond "swimming place (a f av o r i t e children's
I
I
"Competition w th Caucasians (haoles) fo r l o c a l girls"
"Yo un g Caucasi n newcomers competing for welfare a s s i s t an ce
l o cals believe t hey should have "
I
I
- - - - - - - ------- - -
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"More haoles in school enrollment, but teachers remain
Japanese"
"Now is time for Hawaiian to improve education while they
still have local teachers"
Many Hawaiians are actively attempting to discover and define
their Hawaiian identity. An acceleration of this interest
followed the exchange visits between the Maoris and Hawaiians
during the project year. The Hawaiian study group returned from
New Zealand deeply impressed with Maori efforts to ensure the
learning, understanding, preservation, and perpetuation of their
cultural heritage.
Many Puna Hawaiians believe they must secretly cling to
aspects of their culture in order to participate and be accepted
in the Western culture. Thus, for many Hawaiians in the district,
the positive aspects of many beliefs are not accurately translated.
Today, some Hawaiians identify with a common Hawaiian cultural
heritage. There is still muc h concern over the feelings and
opinions of others while competition, assertive or aggressive
behaviors are minimized . Kinship networks are intricate and
extensive; many of the Hawaiian families are unaware of their
I
I
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relationship to each other and learn of it in unanticipated ways.
Most of the interview respondents still hoped for an improved
understanding of "ohana" or fami ly clan. For most Hawaiians in
I
I
Puna, ohana is still deeply felt regardless of the distance of
the r elationships, though the "cousins" gap is closing (see I
relatives. Another level of Ghana is "hanai" which refers to
adopted childr en.
interview comments). The core of the ohana is still the blood I
I
I
correct i ng huki huki (constant
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The same iss u might b e a ssoci ated with the ho'oponopono
as seen in its orig'nal context. Several r e s p o ndents concluded
a third party), the e is agreement that i t i s no t ho'oponopono
Hawaiian and on- Hawa i i a n atti t ud es t owa rd ohana are often
there is anyone in una who coul d per f orm such a d emanding rite.
as a community-wide a pplication
social, economic, a d political standing in the community if he
had thoroughly unde stood the rigorous but beneficial demands
that the Hawaiian a a whole would probably h ave achieved greater
extend ed t o inc lud unrela ted persons , commun i ty groups, or
of the kupuna state , especially wh en someo ne in the family is
opposing emotional ull that t wo or more part i e s may exert on
healing kahuna prov ,' d ing t h e g ui d ance through t he intr i c a t e
I
process of family therapy. Mo s t did not wi s h t o discuss their
attitude toward hO' ~ponopono o p enly a s they considered it a
,
component and i t s concepts; me an i n g to se t t h i n g s right
churches. It s t re ches the bounds o f tradi t ional defi n i t i on s .
The Puna Hui Ohana Js family group itself is a c a s e i n point.
t o a non-b l ood r el ted group .
sick, the pule mana is extremely di fficult and questions whether
In such cases the haracte r istics of oha na are made applicable
did not utiliz e every s tep in t h e seven-s t ep pro c e s s . As one
with each other. O·f t he Puna f ami l i e s intervi ewed , all pointed
to ho'oponopono as t s s e n t i a l l Y a fami l y mat t er whic h involved
only the i mme d i at e members o f the f ami l y with the kupun a or a
very private fami ly matter . Most a dmitted , however , that they
While some changes , i nnovatio n s , and add itions may b e desirable, such
I
I
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that make ho'oponopono a unique therapeutic tool.
There is a wide reciprocity network in which a great deal
of sharing and trading of resources and services on a non-mone-
tary basis occurs. This is generally the result of strong attach-
ment to Hawaiian cultural values and attitudes within the rural
characteristics of the Puna Community.
Not many of the people can speak fluent Hawaiian. Many
understand the language though they are unable to spea~ it well.
Young people as a whole are unable to speak or understand the
language. Language programs are being planned by the Hui
which will correct the problem.
Highly respected elders are generally held in esteem and
must often lead by example and by subtle suggestions. The social
network is characterized by face-to-face relationships making it
necessary for any potential change agent to work through both
the existing informal community leaders and the existing formal
organizations.
Feasts (aha'aina) are still held to celebrate important
traditional rituals (for example, first birthdays, marriage,
first child, death). These f e a s t s are less frequent because of
the increasing cost and difficulty of gathering and preparing
Hawaiian delicacies from the sea and the land.
Field visi ts and intervi ews indicate that most Hawaiian
fishing on the Kalapana-Kapoho coastline is done to supplement
food stocks. Pr es e nt l y, fis hing i n the Volcano National Park
is restricted to Kalapana residents who are at least 50% Hawaiian
or are escorted by a resident who meets this criterion. Kaimu
I
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adults. Queens Bath, Ha rry K. Brown Park,
the entire c oastal area, the exact loc a tion depending on the
to note at this because most of the field observations and
hunt on a regular ~asis. Pigs, sheep and goats are available
is the second most frequented fishing spot. Some Hawaiians fish
game. Estimates of the number of Hawaiians who regularly swim,
for hunting which Iso contributes to the food supply.
are going fishing r to name the location. Several Hawaiians who
had given up f a rmi Ig now fish commercially, mostly for ahi.
interviews were
Hawaiian fishermen still consider it b ad l u c k to announce they
surf, or participat in team or individual sports are difficult
the fish supply. It is difficult to determine t h e number who
Pahoa prevent froze storage of large amounts of fresh fish or
season, the type of fish desired or the phases of the moon. Many
Some feel that inc easing weekend fishing activities are depleting
Food prices a re considerably higher in Lowe r Puna than in
Hilo. Most Puna rebidents travel the 30 mi l es t o Hi lo once or
more a week for foob shopping. Lack of electricity in several
outlying areas and l h e absence o f a cold storage plant in
I
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Kaimu Beach and Poh ,iki were visited. Withi n the past two years
I
I
a large influx of n wcomer residents on these beaches has forced
the Hawaiians to re ocate at less desi rable rec r e a t i on a l areas.
Several Kalapana re idents have expressed c once rn over pollution
of Queens Bath, due to the larger number of people using it.
Competition for rec eational and food gathering space is
I
I
expected to increas with geothermal development.
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One cannot conclude a discussion on the aboriginal Hawaiian
without reference to maha l oe and niele. Mary Pukui defines the
first as brazen, outrageous behavior and the second as nosy
inquisitiveness. In a deeper sense both concepts portray a
cultural behavior more subtle in its application than it appears
to be in western attitudes. Both can be affronted to an indi-
vidual1s deepest privacy which can be especially devastating in
opinion development. When a Hawaiian is required to answer
questions he does not like or which he may consider as imposing
on his personality and his privacy, he will give you an answer
he believes you want to hear.
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Chapter 6
Lifestyl and Culture: Community Survey Data
Jerry L. Johnson
U iversity of Hawaii at Hilo
Project Consultant
----------------------
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The previous c apter describes the culture and lifestyle
of the Puna Hawaiia Community from the perspective of a selected
sample of its membe s. The approach used for the present chapter
was to present a st ndardset of questions about lifestyle and
culture to as compl te a sample of Lower Puna Hawaiians as
possible . The prim ry source of information for the present
chapter is t.he lifes Iyle and culture section of the geothermal
survey conducted by the Puna Hui Ghana. A copy of the survey
form is presented i Attachment 6-1. The large number of
respondents to the urvey provides a reliable set of baseline
information about c ltural practices and beliefs, and numerous
aspects of the pres nt lifestyle of Puna Hawaiians. With this
pre-development bas line established it will be possible to
document any change in the variables assessed as geothermal
development occurs.
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METHOD
Sampling
The target area for the survey was defined by the Lower
Puna census tract (Pahoa-Kalapana). This included residents
from the Hawaiian Beaches subdivision to Kapoho and Kalapana.
A house-to-house census of the area was completed by the members
of the Hui to identify all Hawaiians living in Lower Puna.
Questionnaires were administered to all adult (18 years of age
or older) Hawaiian and Part-Hawaiian residents of the area who
could be located and who were willing to complete the questionnaire.
Data Collection
For organizational purposes Lower Puna was divided into
six geographic areas with a team leader coordinating the survey
administration in each area. The survey teams for each area
included from 1 to 11 people; and consisted of residents of the
area being sampled. Thus the survey team members were familiar
with the geographical area being covered: and, except in Hawaiian
Beaches, knew most of the Community members they contacted. It
was hoped that this familiarity would encourage a high question-
naire return-rate. During the earlier survey conducted to
assess the effects of the New Zealand site visit, the questionnaires
were personally delivered to and collected from each respondent by
a member of the Hui staff. Since this procedure led to a high
return rate (93 %) on the earlier survey, it was followed for the
larger survey as well.
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Training for he members of the survey team consisted of
three meetings in w ich questionnaire content, administration pro-
cedures, and potential problems were discussed. In addition to
specific procedures, the importance of preserving the anonymity
of the respondents nd the confidentiality of the information
obtained were stres ed. An example of some of the issues covered
in the training SeS[iOnS is presented in Attachment 6-2.
Questionnaire Const uction
IThe basic strufture of the questionnaire was similar to that
of the earlier surv~y of the effects of the New Zealand site
Vl' s l' t . Indl'Vl"dual l t e·ms dId t" f t f 11 'use a c ose ques lon orma . 0 oWlng
a modification of t ie Consequence Analysis procedure (Sanford &
Fawcett , in press) lor community impact analysis. This procedure
asks the respondent to indicate both the magnitude of the perceived
effects of developm nt (ioe., large or small), and the value of
such effects (i.e., ~OOd or bad), Magnitude of impact is judged
on a five-point· scale and value of impact is judged on a seven-
point scale. For q Jestions about the potential uses of the
geothermal resource only the seven-point value scale was used.
The final ques ionnaire was thus a refinement of the earlier
instrument used to ssess the impact of the New Zealand site
visit. In addition the present survey instrument was piloted
three times with th Hui Board and the Project Advisory Board
to clarify wording nd item structure, and to be sure that all
relevant topics were included.
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The first section of the questionnaire addressed attitudes
toward geothermal development. The results of that section
are described in Chapter 10 of this report. The second section
of the questionnaire addressed lifestyle, cultural practices
and values and these topics are addressed in the present chapter.
The topics addressed by the questions about lifestyle and culture
are probably more sensitive than those about geothermal develop-
ment. Because of this potential sensitivity, an interview
procedure which would allow time to build rapport with the
respondent might have been a more appropriate data collection
model than the use of a written questionnaire. However, the
validity of the data collected through an interview procedure
depends a great deal on the skill of the interviewer. The
limited Project resources made it impossible to provide
intensive training in interviewing techniques for the survey
team members; consequently a written questionnaire format was
chosen. All questionnaire items except those about age, sex and
type of job used a closed format. Thus, for most items pre-
selected categories were provided and the respondent was asked
to check the appropriate categories. Although it was not
explicitly requested, a number of respondents did write in
comments on the questionnaire in response to 's ome of the topics
presented. Some of these comments will be included in the
present report.
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The Hui conduc ed a door-to-door census of the Lower Puna
Demogra hiclnforma ion
range of from less than one to 81 years.
ople. Respondents ranged in age from 18
I
to be less than 10 Ylears of age.
The average length of residence in Puna for the respondents
two youngest age groups in which 26% of the Puna Hawaiian Com-
is 22.4 years, with
Hawaiian Community. 's 47%. The difference is highlighted in the
munity but only 15.7% of the State population are reported
population of 928
to 81 years, with a mean age of 38.7 years. The average age
Table 6-1 presents t e frequency distribution for this variable.
Hawaiians in the ar a, and represent 255 families with a total
area, and identifie 413 adult Hawaiians as the survey population.
of all family members is 25.4 years. As the histogram in
Attachment 6-3 indiJates, the distribution of ages within the
families shows a laige proportion of the population to be in
the younger age cat1g0ries. The 1980 census for the State of
Hawaii finds 32.5% f the State's population to be under 20
The 351 respondents to the survey comprise 85% of the adult
years of age, while the comparable figure for the Lower Puna
I
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Table 6-1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR NUMBER OF YEARS IN PUNA
NUMBER OF YEARS FREQUENCY PERCENT
Less than 5 52 15.3
5 - 9 77 22.6
10 - 14 25 7.4
15 - 19 16 4.7
20 - 24 34 10.0
25 - 29 35 10.3
30 - 34 17 5.0
35 - 39 16 4.7
40 - 44 15 4.4
45 - 49 8 2.4
50 - 54 13 3.8
55 - 59 9 2.6
60 - 64 11 3.2
65+ 12 3.5
No Response 11
The 1980 census for the State reports a 247% increase in the
population of the Lower Puna area in the last 10 years. Thirty-
eight percent of those responding to the length of residence
question on the Hui survey indicate that they have lived in Puna
for less than 10 years. While this 61% growth is substantial,
it does not approach the rate for the community at large.
The geographical pattern of residence for the Hawaiian
population of the district is described in Table 6-2.
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The remain i ng 28.7% of the sample
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Table 6-2
ARE OF RESIDENCE FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
AREA NUMBER PERCEN 'I'
Hawaiian Beaches 149 42.45
Pahoa 77 21.94
Ka1apana 66 18.80
Opihikao 29 8.26
Nanawa1e Estates 17 4 .84
Kapoho 5 1. 42
Leilani Estates 2 0.57
Ainaloa 1 0.28
Paradise Park 1 0.28
Orchid Land 0 0.00
No Response 4 1.14
Hawaiian Beaches, Pahoa and Ka1apana are clearly the areas of
residence for most ~f the Hawaiian Communi ty, and include 83% of
the population. It is particularly interesting that by far the
largest number of Hawaiians living in any single area of Lower Puna
I
reside in Hawaiian Beaches. This subdivision is relatively new and
would be expected t l contain more of th~ recent residents of the
area.
The respondenti reported a wide variety of occupations, and
these are summarized in Table 6-3. omitting the 16% who did not
answer this qUestioJ, the most common responses were housewife
(18.5%), service joJs (10.5%), retired (10%), unemployed (8.5%)
and agricultural joJs (7.7%).
report a variety of ccupations, none of whic h included more than
3.5% of the responde ts. The most frequent ly r e po r t e d location of
work is Puna (44.4%), with jobs in Hilo employing an additional
21. 7%.
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Table 6-3
OCCUPATIONS REPORTED BY LOWER PUNA HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY
additional 17 (5.2 %) having bachelors degrees. The most common
I
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18.5
10.5
PERCENT
27 7.7
12 3.4
12 3.4
10 2.8
10 2.8
9 2.6
9 2.6
8 2.3
8 2.3
6 1.7
5 1.4
12 3.4
35 10.0
30 8.5
56 16.0
65
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FREQUENCY
educational level is graduation f rom high school (41.3%), with
respondents answe ring this question have advanced degrees, with an
somewhat fewer peop le h aving had some college (29%), or some high
school beyond grade 8 (1 4 .4 %).
r eceived from either government or private agencies, 24.5% of the
In response to the q ues t i o n asking i f social services are
The educational background of the members of the Community is
presented i n the histogram in Atta~t ~. Only two of the 327
OCCUPATION
The remainder of the sample works at other Island locations or off-
Housewife
Service
Government 19
Tourism 12
Other 6
Agriculture
Construction
Student
Transportation/
Communication/
Utilities
Office/Clerical
Truck Driver
Laborer
Fishing/Hunting
Retail/
Wholesale Trade
Mechanic
Manufacturing
Miscellaneous
Retired
Unemployed
No response
Island. These results are summarized in the histogram in Attachrrent 6~4.
I
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sample indicated y s, with the largest number (21.4%) receiving
services from gove nment agencies.
Cultural Characteristics
Much of the information provided by the final section of the
survey concerns the cultural characteristics of the Lower Puna
Hawaiian Community. The Puna Hui Ohana is an umbrella organization
formed to coordinat the activities of the four Hawaiian organiza-
the Hawaiian Parents Society were checked on
the questionaires. These results are pre-
ily structure and socialization practices of
Attachment 6-6.
While it was be ond the scope of the present study to exten-
address the interes s and concerns of a segment of the Hawaiian
only 6.8% and 5.1%
Hawaiians of Puna a
organizations. Nin ty-seven people or 27.6% responded that they
Hawaiian Community Puna Hui Ohana). One of the survey questions
the Hawaiian Club r ceiving a similar response (15.1%). The Young
tions in Lower Puna Each of these organizations was created to
Community. The Hui Opio is made up of the youth of the Community,
The largest number 'ndicated membership in the Hui (18.2%), with
Club), and those concerned with broader issues affecting the Puna
asked respondents to indicate if they belonged to any of these
Hawaiians of Puna), parents of Hawaiian children (Hawaiian Parents'
sively examine the
sented graphically
and consequently its members were not included in the survey sample.
The other organizatlons address the concerns of young adults (Young
Society), those des"ring to preserve the Hawaiian culture (Hawaiian
were members of one or more of the Puna Hawaiian organizations.
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Table 6-4
one and six.
are between 12% and 16% of the households of each size between
I
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12.9
20.8
16.1
16.5
15.7
12.5
3.1
1.6
. 4
.4
PERCENT
33
53
41
42
40
32
8
4
1
1
FREQUENCY
one
~o
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD
and the frequency of mixed marriages. The survey results indicate
Two addi tiona l pieces o f informa t i o n about the structure of
Hawaiian households in Puna t h a t mi gh t reflect the traditional
culture are the f requency o f tradi tional adoption p r a c t i c e s (hanai),
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR HOUSEHOLD SIZE
to be three generations residing, while the majority (64%) of the
the Hawaiian Community of Puna, there is some information in the
of households containing three generations is consistent with the
households contain two generations, and the remaining 28% of house-
holds contain a single generation. The relatively low frequency
a household. In only 20 (8 %) of the households are there reported
finds that the modal household contains two people, but that there
average household size of 3.64 people. Inspection of Table 6-4.
household data that is relevant to cultural characteristics. The
information on age of household members provided a means of esti-
mating the frequency of extended family living arrangements within
The practice of gathering medicinal
on of these activities practiced commer-
e collecting (7%), food gathering (5%) and
It was hypoth that the way a member of the Community
plants (48%), gathe ing maile (38%) and hunting (38%) are also
hold residents are non-Hawaiian. There would thus seem to be rela-
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gathering maile (5%) less frequent. Very little gathering of
that 6% of the 928 people are hanai, and that 10.2% of the house-
tively low rates 0 both practices in the Puna Hawaiian Community.
Of particular, 1nterest in assessing the cultural impact of
geothermal developmlnt is the extent to which the Community mem-
the traditional culture. Attachrrents 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 describe respon-
and food gathering
spends his or her time outside of work would reflect elements of
quite common. Whil these activities are common for family use,
(11%) is the
traditional cUlture [ These activities are relevant to the ques-
tion of geothermal ?evelopment impact to the extent that they imply
conflicts in land uke. The leisure time activities which involve
cia1ly, with
their frequency for commercial use drops substantially. Fishing
bers engage in trad1tional subsistence activities which could be
in conflict with ge~thermal use of the land. As Attachrrent 6-8 indi-
cates, there is reported a high frequency of such activities with
a majority of the s imPle fishing (66%), shorel.i.ne collecting (62%)
medicinal plants (2% or hunting (1%) is engaged in commercially.
dents' reported use of leisure time; hunting, fishing and gather-
ing activities; and practice of selected activities related to the
use of the land and which were reported by more than half of the
sample include picn1cking (57%), gardening (56%) and fishing (56%).
I .
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The reported frequency of a number of traditional cultural
activities is presented in Attac1lnent 6-9. The ITOst frequent of these
practices are the sharing or exchange of food (72%), preparation
of traditional Hawaiian foods (69%), singing of traditional songs
(59%) and the use of traditIonal herbs and medicines (56%). While
these activities are engaged in quite regularly by the Puna
Hawaiian Community, the use of the Hawaiian language is much less
common. Attachrrent 6-10 describes · the e xtent to which the language is
reported to be spoken and understood. The most common response
was that a few words and phrases are spoken (51%) or understood
(42%). Approximately 10% of the respondents report fluency in the
Hawaiian language, while 5% say they do not speak it at all.
The f~nal set of questions on the survey asked for respon-
dents' views of a number of traditional Hawaiian cultural values.
Attachment 6-11 presents the distributions of responses to four cul-
tural values in terms of both their importance and the frequency
with which they appear in modern Hawaiian culture. IIAloha,1I IIl ov e
of the land,1I "ohana ll and IIrespect for Kupunas ll were all considered
very important and common or very common among modern Puna
Hawaiians. The agreement in the responses to these four values was
larger than for any other cultural characteristic assessed by the
survey, and reflects a virtual consensus among the adult members
of the Hawaiian Community of Lower Puna. Of particular relevance
to the issue of geothermal development is the question about IIlov e
of the land,1I which 97 % o f the sample felt important or very impor-
tant and 87% felt to be common .o r very common.
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One of the su vey questions discussed in the Chapter 10
time. Attachment -12 presents the distribution of responses to
that they were happy with the present
On a even point scale from happy to unhappy the
large majority res
this item.
dents how they fel about the quality of life in Puna at the present
on Communityattitu es toward geothermal development asked respon-
quality of life in Puna, while only 9.5% were unhappy and 8.6%
I
I
I
I
I
I
of the adult Community receives socialapproximately one f
last 10 years. Occ pational status varies considerably, formal
DISCUSSION
A cultural variable which is likely to be directly affected
The picture of the Lower Puna Hawaiian Community which emerges
geothermal developme t in Puna?
by geothermal develrPment in Puna is the identification, interpre-
tation and preservafion of historic sites. A brief review of his-
torical preservatii concerns is presented in Attachment 6-13. The
review was prepared by Dr. Craig Severance of the UH-Hilo
Anthropology Depar ent, and it points out potential problems given
the limited amount tf archeological work in the prospective geo-
thermal zone. The reader is referred to Dr. Severance's review
for a summary of thl problems in this area.
from the informatio provided above is one of a Community with many
tionship of these c aracteristics to the possible effects of
were neither happy nor unhappy.
education is typica ly completed with high school graduation, and
services from gover ent or private agencies. What is the rela-
young families, and one which has grown substantially during the
I
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The large percentage of young families and the general growth
rate of both the Hawaiian and the non-Hawaiian community point to
an increasing demand on the infrastructure necessary to support
the population. The effect of this growth is likely to be large
even without additional stimulation by the geothermal industry.
Should geothermal development encourage a large increase in popu-
lation, services such as schools, fire and police protection, road
and park maintenance, etc. would be severely strained. Continued
large population increases will certainly affect the opportunity
to practice many of the traditional cultural activities described
earlier. There is also an increasing potential for social conflict
as newcomers with relatively high-paying jobs and values different
from the current residents of t his rural Community compete for the
use of physical resources and social status.
One of the findings from the survey of attitudes toward geo-
thermal development was that the economic impact of development was
seen as generally positive. Fifty five percent of those responding
perceived positive effects, 21 % perceived neither good nor bad
effects, and 24% perceived negative effects. This positive economic
outlook was balanced against a long list of perceived negative
cultural, social and phys ical e ffects of development. It is not
clear from the survey exactly what the respondents see the economic
gains to be, especially since they were fairly evenly divided on
the impact of development on jobs for Hawaiians (43% positive, 22%
neutral, 34% negative). While only 8.5 % of those answering the
question about employment indicated that they were unemployed,
16% did not answer the ques tion and f u l l y 48% o f those responding
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we re not engaged i income-generating work. There may be a
s izeable need for mployment opportunities among the members of
the Hawa iia n Commu i ty , but t he re is considerab le disagre emen t
about whether geot erma l deve lopment would meet this n e e d . It is
interesting that t issue generated one of t he highe s t frequencies
o f wri t e- i n commen Most of these comments can be summarized by
one respondent's s atement that the j obs would be "no t f o r Hawaiian s "
but "For Haole a nd Japanese only." I t would seem t h a t the h i gh-
school educated re idents of this rural Community do not necessar-
ily see the highly technological geothermal industry as an answer
to the i r employmen needs.
t II \
~he impact of geothermal development on the t raditional cul-
I ~u~~ . uqt the Puna Ha aiian Community is likely to focus on conf lict
\~v~~! the u~e lof the ~and ~n culturally congruent ways, and the
potential interfere ce with the application of certain Hawa ii an
. ,
cultural values . aspects of household and family structure,
and Hawa i i an langua e usage do not present a picture of a strong
and viable Hawaiian culture in Puna. However there are clearly a
number of strongly eld traditional values, and the frequency of
subsistence activit es and the practice of numerous traditiona l
cultural activities point to considerable cultural strength in
these areas. The i portance of the land to t he modern Hawaiian
r e s i de n t of Puna c es through very clearly both in the question-
aire responses and n the numerous write-in COIT~ents about the
use and meaning of he land for the Hawaiian. I t is perhaps in .
the ways in which t Puna Hawaiian Communi ty actually uses
the land presently greatest potential for conflict
74
between the aboriginal culture of Hawaii and the land-intensive
geothermal industry exists. Many of these traditional cultural
activities require access to fair ly large areas of land that are
"undeveloped" in the Western sense, but highly productive of things
necessary for the practice of traditional Hawaiian culture. That
the land of Puna is presently meeting these cultural needs is
apparent not only from the things that Puna Hawaiians do with their
time, but also their strong satisfaction with the present quality
of life in Puna.
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ATTACHMENT 6-1: PUNA HUI OHANA GEOTHERMAL SURVEY
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
HAWAII AN LIFES TYL E 5 . DO YOU DO ANY OF THE FOLLOWI NG AC TI VIT IES COMME RCIALLY,
OR FOR FAMILY US E? (CHECK ALL WHICH AP PLY.)
6. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PUN A HA WAIIAN
ORGANIZATIONS? ( CHECK ALL TO WHICH YOU BELONG)
THE NEXT SET OF QUESTI ONS WI LL ASK YOU FOR INFOFiM tlTION
THA T WILL HELP US KNO W WHAT OUR PU NA HAWAIIAN
COM MUNITY I S LIKE. IF GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMEN T COME S TO
PUNA, . AND CHANGES OUR LIVES , WE WILL ONLY KNOW WHAT
KIND OF CHANGES ARE HAPPENING I F WE KNOW WHAT OUR COMMUNITY
WAS LIKE BEFORE DEVELOP MENT. ONCE AGAIN , YOU CAN BE SURE
TH AT YOUR INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONAIRE ~I LL NOT BE IDENTIFIED,
AND ONLY COMMUNITY SUMMARI ES WI LL BE REPO RTED.
1. WH AT IS YOLJFi JOB? __. . ._.__. ._
WHERE DO YOU WOR K? ( CHECK ALL WHICH AP PLY )
PUNA
FA MI LY USE
HUNT ING
FISH ING
FOOD GATHERING (FOR EXAMPLE,
GUAVA , LI LI KOI, MANGO, ULU)
SHORELI NE COL LECT ING (FOR
EXAM PLE, oPIHI,LIMU,A'AMA CRAD)
GATHEfUNG MAILE
GAT HER I NG ME DICINAL PLANTS
COM MERC IALLY
2. EDUCATI ON: . CHECK THE HI GHEST LEVEL REACHE D:
___ OTHER Bl q ISLAND LOCATION
___OTHER
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW THE HAWAIIAN LA NGUAG E?
CHECK MAR K IN EACH COLUM N)
3 .
___ ADVANCED DEGREE- - M.A., M. D., PH. D.
___ COLLEGE DEGREE- -B .A.
___ SOME COLLE GE
___ HIGH SCHOOL GRAD UATE
___ SOME HIGH SCHOOL BEYOND GRA DE 8
___GRADE 8 COMPLETED
___BELOW GRADE 8
HOW DO YOU . SPEND YOUR LEI SURE TI ME OR RE CREATIONAL
TI ME? (CHECK ALL WHI CH APPLY )
7.
PUNA HUI OHANA
__ _HAWAIIAN CLUB
__ _HAWA I I AN PARENTS SOCIETY
___YOUNG HAWAIIANS OF PUNA
SPOKEN
FLUENTLY
GOOD, BUT NO T FLUENTLY
FAIR
A FEW WORDS AN D PHRASES
NOT AT ALL
UNDERSTOOD
(PUT ONE
___ RELAXING AT HOME
---GARDE NI NG
__ _WATCIHNG T. V.
___ VISI TING WI TH FRIE NDS OR RELATIVES
___ PICNICKING AT BEACH OR PARKS
___CAMPING
___HUNTING
___FISHING
___WATER SPORTS (FOR EXAMPLE, SURFING, DIVING,
SWIMMING, BOATING)
___OTHER SPORTS (FOR EXAMPLE, VOLLEYBALL, BASKETBALL,
ETC. )
4 . DO YOU RECEIVE SOCIAL SERVICES FROM EI THER OF THE
FOLLOWING? (CHECK ALL WHICH APPLY)
___ GOVERNMENT AGENCIES(FOR EXAMPLE, WELFARE, rOOD
STAMPS, MEDICAL TREATMENT, AID TO FAMIL I ES WITH
DEPENDENT CHILDREN)
___PRIVATE AGENCIES (F OR EXAMPLE, aLCC, CHURCH, ETC .)
8. DO YOU ENGAGE IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWI NG ACTI VITIES ?
(CHECK ALL WHICH APPLY)
___ USE TRADITIONAL HERBS AND MEDICI NES
___ PLAY TRADIT IONAL HAWAII AN SPORTS OR GAM ES
___PREPARE TRADITION AL HAWAIIAN FOODS
___ DANCE TRADITIONAL HAWAI IAN DA NCE S
___SING TRADITIONAL HAW AIIAN SONGS
___SHARE OR EXCHANGE FOOD (F OR EXAM PLE, FISH CATCHES ,
GARDEN VEG ETABLES OR FRUITS , ETC.) WITH OHANA OR
FRIENDS
___USE Ho'OPONOPONO
HOW IM PORTANT DO YOU FEEL EACH OF THE FOLLOWING IS TO
MODERN HAWAIIAN CULTURE, AND HOW COMMON ARE THESE JHINGS?
9. RESPECT FOR KUPUNAS
PLEASE LI ST TilE AGE AND SEX OF EACH MEMBEf\ OF THE
HOUSEHOLD, AND CHECK IF THE PERSON IS HANAI, OR NON-
HAWAIIAN.
A. (CHECI; ONE)
__ _VERY IMPORTANT ·
___ IM PORTANT
___SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
___ NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR UNIMPORTA~T
__ _SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
___ UNIMPORTANT
___ VERY UNIMPORTANT
10. LOVE OF THE LAND
A. (CHECK ONE)
. VERY IMPORTANT
___ IMPORTANT
___ SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
___NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR UNIMPORTANT
___SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
___ UNIMPORTANT
___ VERY UNIMPORfANT
11. OHANA
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY IMPORTANT
___ IMPORTANT
___ SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
___ NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR UNIMPORTANT
___ SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
___ UNIMPORTANT
___ VERY UNIMPORTANT
12. ALOHA
A. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY IMPORTANT
___ IMPORTANT
___ SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
___ NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR UNIMPORTANT
___ SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
___ UNIMPORTANT
___ VERY UNIMPORTANT
B. (CHECK ONE)
. VEFn COMMON
___COMMON
___UNCOMMON
___ VEFn UNCOMMON
.__..._NOT Pf,ESENT
B. (CHECK ONE)
__._VERY COMMON
___ COMMON
___ UNCOMMON
_._ .... VDi:Y UNCOMMON
__ _NOT PRESENT
B. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY COMMON
___ COMMON
___ UNCOMMON
_.:.. _VERY UNCOMMON
___ NOT PRESENT
B. (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY COMMON
___ COMMON
___ UNCOMMON
___ VERY UNCOMMON
___ NOT PRESENT
1.
2 .
3.
4.
e-J.
6.
7 .
8.
9.
10.
r~GE SEX HANAI NON -HAWAIIAN
MAHALO I KOU MANA'O
(THANK YOU FOR YOUR THOUGHTS)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-...I
co
- -
'--..
I
•
The quest·onaire is divided into the following sections:
HouseholdlMembers (1 question for each family - collected
through i terview by survey team member)
ICover letfer from Peter .
BackgrOUn! Information (8 questions)
Attitudes toward Geothermal Development (17 "q u e s t i o n s )
Uses of G otherma1 Energy (6 questions)
Hawaiian Lifestyle (12 questions)
Explain W?O you are and who you represent (Hui)
Explain ryasons for survey (See questionaire instructions)
Request K0kua in completing questionaire
I
- emphasizecortfidentiality
- be polite
- don't b~ pushy or alienate people
Ask about \people in the household and record information
on the form (one form per household)
Give out questionaire (in manila envelope) to each adult
Hawaiian ~n household . and check your list to show the
questiona~re was delivered.
Do .nothelppeople fill out the guestionaire. If they
have questiions about the meaning of any of the items,
explain t~e item using a blank survey (not theirs).
Arrange to pick up questionaire and thank the person for
helping • .
Pick up q estionaire in manila envelope
- be sure not to identify or mark the envelope, but cross
the nam off your list
- thank t e person again
- ask abo t other Hawaiians in the area (Hawaiian Beaches)
Return co pleted questionaires to your team leader and be
sure the earn leader records how many you handed in. Save
your lists until the survey is completed.
ATTACHMENT 6 2: SAMPLE TRAINING INFORMATION SHEET
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Any informati you collect on the questionaire or observe as
a survey team ember is confidential and is not to be passed
to others. Th·s is very important for the credibility of the
project and th Puna Hui Ohana.
G.
H.
F.
E.
Questionaire ormat:
A.
A.
B.
C.
Survey Popula ion: All adult (18 years or older) Hawai ians
in lower Puna (Hawaiian Beaches to Kapoho to Kalapana)
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
Procedures:
I.
D.
I.
II.
IV.
III.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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ISLAND LOCATION
PUNA
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ATTACHMENT 6-5: HISTOGRAM: EDUCATION
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ATTACHMENT 6- 7 : HISTOGRAM: LEISURE TIME
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I ATTACHMENT 6-8- HISTOGRAMS : HUNTING, FISHING, GATHERING
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FREQUENCY2322192 07169132131
. - - • • •• - .---• • - - - .- .--- •••• - - • •••• •• • • - - • • • • • - - - -.-• • • · · ·_-_·_- _ · _ _ · _ - _ • • _ _ • • _ _ M __ • _ _ • • _ ._• • _ . _ • •• • _ . _ _ • • • •• • • • • • _ • • _ _ • • • •• • _ . _ ••• . _ •• • • • _ . __ • • • _ _ • _ _ • _ _ • __
..... .- _ - . _ - _ - _ - - _ .
I:t,CH :+: E C~Ur-"J L. s ~~i PO I NTS
'::!30 :+:
22:":j
*220
*21 ~"'j
*
:+:
2 10
* *20~:)
* * *200
*
:+: :+:
19~5
* * *1 S)O
* * *1. D~.:;
* * *lE)O
* * *17~'i
* * *170 :+:
*
:+:
1C;~:5 * )/<: * *-:ti, o
* * * *1 ~:j ~:) *: >}:
*
>:<
1 ~.:IO )/:
* * *1 4 ~:.)
*
)/< >}:
*
I "
140
* *
*-
*13~5
*
*: ;1< >I<
130
* * * * *
:+:
1 ~.~ ~:.~i
* * *
li"
*
:+:
120
* *
't'
*" * *
",'
1 j I:: " * * *
:+:
*
:+:" , .J
1 10 )/:: *- :+:
*
~< *-
1O~) :+: :+:
* *
:+: :+:
100 * * *
)[: :+: :+:
9:.=:j
* *
*-
)[: * *-90
"*
~" ~ : if: l/: »:
EJ ~::i )/0.: *' *' ~~ )/<: *F'n
*
)\<
* * * *"
., ~
- J I::'
*"
:+: )/< t :
* *
I •••1
?() )/< * * *
~ : >Ii
6~:-.;
* * *
>I"
*"
:+:
6 0
* * *
*- *- :+:
c:· .~' :+:
* * * *"
:+:J ....J
so :+:
*
*:
*
)/..
"*il ~)
* *
::+:: >I<
* *4 0
*
X< :{: *- :+: *
.7 1::- :+: »
* * * *
...J ...J
3 0
* *
:*
*
>/< :+:
2 ~::; ">I"
* * *
:+: :+:", \
20
* *
:{: ~.'
* *
r r-,
J ~" : If. )/. ~ .
*
't
*
. ,\
J O t
* *'
~< *
*"I:. k ~\ ~ y ' ;.
*
~•.l ,r
• • 0- _ .. . ... , •• ... ... .... ... .......... ••• .... ...... 0- • • h . . . ... . . .. h .. .
, " - ' ". ...........
""
I TEM :I , . ) it I::' .(,,:.. ~ ..r \ ..'
ITEMS 1 TO 6
I
I
I ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
86
PLANTS
FISHING
SHORELINE COLLECTING
FOODGATHERING
GATHERING MEDICINAL
GATHERING MAILE
HUNTING
1 :
2:
3:
5:
4 :
6:
F [) r< F t,t1IL.Y U!;;CHU NTINGyFISHIN GyG ATHERIN G:
87
I HUNTI NG, FI SHI NG, GATHERI NG: CO/'-IMERC I ALL Y
FISHING
SHORELINE COLLECTING
FOODGATHERING
GATHERING MAILE
GATHERING MEDICINAL PLANTS
HUNTING
2:
3:
5:
6:
1:
ITEMS 1 TO 6
4 :
..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FR EQUENCY 37 24 19 18 7 -1 - - - ; ·7- - - - - - - *~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------~ . -- ---- -- ------ ---------- -_._--- -------
36 *
35 *
34 *
33 *
32 *
3 :L *
3 0 *
2S' *
~~ fl *
~.~ 7 *
2c> *
2 5 *
:'4 * *
~.j 3 * *
22 * *
21 * *
2 0 * *
19 * * *
18 * * * *
17 * * * *
16 * * * *
1 5 * * * *
14 * * * *
13 * * .* *
12 * * * *
11 * * * *
1 0 * * * *
9 * * * *
8 * * * *
7 * * * * *
6 * * * * *
5 * * * * *
4 * * * * *
3 * * * * * *
2 * * * * * *~- - - - ~: : ~- - - ~ --~ - -~- - ~- -~ - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---- - - -- - - -- -- - - - - -
~ l l M 1 ~ ~ 4 ~ 6
I I
II
I
ATTACHMENT 6-9: HI STOGRAM : TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES
TRADIT I ONAL ACTI VI TI ES
88
I
I
I
I
FREQUENCY2 5 1 243206 196 9 8 63 5 1
.- ---- ---------- ---------- ----------------------------------------------- -------1
EACH * EQUAL S 6 POI NTS
SHARE OR EXCHANGE FOOD
PRE?ARE TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN FOODS
SING TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN SONGS
USE TRADITIONAL HERBS AND MEDICINES
DANCE TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN DANCES
USE HO'OPONOPONO
PLAY TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN SPORTS &
2 :
ITEMS 1 TO 7
4 :
1 :
3:
5:
6:
7:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
GAMES I
I
.. ........ ....... ........ ... ... .. ............. .. ......... .... .. .. .. .. .......... .. ...... .......... ..... ... ... ... .... ... .... .... .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .... ... .... ..·1
I
4.~..'1I TE M
246
*240 'W.
*
".
234
*
~.
2213
* *22::'~
*
JI'
216
* *210
* *204
*
:f
*1.9B
*' * *1. ("')
* * * *"
, J-,"_
186
* * *
»:
180
*' * * *1714
* "* * *16D * ~< * *162
* * *
)/\
156
* * *
>I;
1.50
* * * *144 *
"* *' *138 * )/\ *
)/\
132
* * *
:.+:
1 2 6
* "* * *1 :::.~ ()
* * * *1 1 4 *' * * *108
* * * *102
* "* "* *96
"* * * *' *9 0 *' * * * *B4
* * * *
:;;
78 *' *
;+::
*' *72 )/\
*' *' *
)/\
(;,.6
* * * *
)«
(.>0 )/\
*
)/\
* * "*:;4·
*' *
>I '
*
"}f(
*
',
40
*'
:>I:
"* * *
>I::
*'42 ~~ >I
*'
>/<:
*' "* *.., , ~\;
* *' * * * *
~~ \ J
3 0
*'
:f ~'. * :>/: * *2-4 ;t, >f; ~ , ~;
* * *H ) »- f :1, ,r, * >I: *
.,
1.:2
*'
)/
*
~.
*' *' *
' l'
\~) >}:
*'
;{;
*
;to JI. ll<
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ATTACHME T 6-10: HISTOGRAMS: LANGUAGE
•
HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE: SF'OI<EN
90
FREQUENCY 33 24 42180 19
I::ACH * ECWALS
JOO
17t.
172
168
1 64
1,60
156
1 5 :;~
14 El
1 4 4
140
13 6
132
12 8
124
120
1:1.6
112
lOD
104
100
96
9 '".:
ElB
84
flO,
'76
4 POINTS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)/<
*
*
*
*
*
*)/<
*
*)/<
*
*
*
*
*
*)/<
)/<
)/<
ITEMS 1 TO 5
4B
44
40
36
3 2
28
4
lTD'l
*
*
*
*~
*
*
*'
1
*
*)/<
~I
)/<
)/<
*)/<
*
*)/<
*)/<
)/<
*
*
"
)/<
*
*l
if
1 :
2:
3:
4 :
5 :
•
FLUENTLY
GOOD, BUT NOT FLUENTLY
FAIR
A FEW WORDS AND PHRASES
NOT AT ALL
I
I
I
I
91
I~AWA I I A N LA NGUAGE: '..JNDEF'!:)· DOD
I':I:~: ~:: ~? l~ ~:: ~ ~:.: :. ~~ !? :::~: ~~ ~~ :~'. :~!. .:.L ::..: __ _.. .. . .
..- - - '.- - _ .
EACH * EQ UALS 4 POINTS
FLUENTLY
GOOD, BUT NOT FLUENTLY
FAI R
A FEW WORDS AND PHRASES
NOT AT ALL
2:
3:
4 :
5 :
1 :
ITEMS 1 TO 5
*
*
>.'<
*
*':>I<
*
*:>I<
*
*
*
*-
*
*
*
*
*
*:>I<
*
no
1 3 ;.:~
1 :.~B
1 :~ 4
.t :~ O
116
:tl2
1. oa
l <t .:l
1 4 0
1 36
:J.() 4
1. (1()
Sl 6
92
5 2 *
48 *
'1·4 * *
40 * *
3 6 * * *
32 * * *
28 * * *~ 1 * * *
20 * * * *
16 * * * *
12 * * * *
8 * * * *
4 ** * * *I' - - - ~~~~- - - ~ - -;--~- -; --; - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I :I. 4 D
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•ATTACHMENT G.l..ll: HISTOGRAMS: CULTURAL VALUES
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
93
o
r'DHtl : r ~1F ' Ci r;:T (INC t:::
FREQUENCY278 3 3 2 4 0 L
I:~' ~ ;~; ;.; ;.-~~;:;l:;;;:'.;;_ (~; ;:::(;J:':::/:~: ;.~ " " '" - _. .. - _ .
ITEMS 1 to 7
1: VERY IMPORTANT
2: IMPORTANT
3: SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
4: NEI THER IMPORTANT NOR
UNIMPORTANT
5: SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
6: UN I MPORTANT
7: VERY UNIMPORTANT
r.:'
, J4:1.ITErl
2;/ t. .j,,...
" I '
2 70 >I<
26 4 >I<
2~;[J *
"') 1::" ')
*
~:~ \oj »:••
24("
*~:.~ ·4o >I<
;'~ :.!; 4
*2:!.U
*2 2.:.: >}::
.2 1 ·S
*2 1 0
*20 4 ;{<
1 ~·)n
*1 s> ~:~
*J Oel
*lBO
*1'7 4 *l 6 8
*j " 1
*. o e;j. ~:;6
*J.5 0 >I<
:1.44
*:1.30
*1.32
*1 2 6 >I<
. ' r) ' )
*
.1•.<.. ~.
1. :t ~.~. .~~
:I. i)fl
*J. <)::?
*l.? ,.~·}
*90 '.},, 1'
U4
*7[J
*?2
*<S f.:. ;t.
6 () )/(
::;4
*48 >I<
42
*36
*] 0
* *2 4
* *:1.8
* *:1.2
* *(~)
* *
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
. . .. .. . . .... .... . . .. , - ••- - - ' - ' 0 - , . _ 0. _ • •• _ • ••• ' 0 _ _ 0 . 00_ ..0 . _ • • ' 0 " _oo _ 00 __• ••• • , . _ ..0 _0 , ••• • '0_ ,,__ _ 0 _ • • _
I
I
ALOHA: HOW COM MON
94 I
I
I
FREQUENC Y166 8 3 23 7 7
~~~~ -; -~~~~C; - -~-~~ i~;~ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --- - -- - - - ·- - · - - - · · - - - - ---1
ITEMS 1 TO 5
1 : VERY COMMON
2: COMMON
3: UNCOMMON
4 : VERY UNCOMMON
5: NOT PRESENT
I::'
•.1-4" ).'..J.T fE rl
1 I.)4
*160
*1 ::;6
*j "'."j
*
• ,.J"",'_
14f:l
*14-4
*140
*136 *132
*120
*:1.2-4
*1.20 *l 1b *
:1.1 2
*10D
*1 0 4 ;]<
100
*96 )I,<
9")
*
A _
ElB
*04
*BO
* *76
* *'?~.~
* *68
* *64
* *6 0
* *:56
* *~52
* *4fl
* *4-4
* *40
* *-x i.
* *
,. Jl.,>
32 >,1< :/<
2 13
*
>:<
24
*
~ .
, \
20
*
',1, '. f,
'I' ..j\.
1. {;l
*
:{< *12 *: >r. ;I<
fj * .+: */ 1 };\: ' .'/ )i-. ".J.' .;.~..~.
' I' -I'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
........... .. .... ... .... ....... ...... ....... ... .... .... .. .... ........ ....... ...... .... .... ...... ... .... .. ........ .... .. .... ... .. .... .... ...... ..... .. .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ........ .... .... ........ .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... ........ .. .... .... ..... .... I
I
I
1:- -
I
95
I -OVEOF THE LAND : IMPORT A CE
I ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~__ ~__ ~__?__ ~ __ ~ . . . .._... _
I::: tl CH )« ECi UI~ I.. !:) 6 f' 0 I 1'1 T!:)
VERY I MPORTANT
IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NEI THER IMPORTANT NOR
UNIMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
UNIMPORTANT
VERY UNIMPORTANT
4:
6:
I TEMS 1 to 7
5 :
1 :
2:
3:
7:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*:>1<
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
2{:> 4
n t :' ("\
,:. d ,:>
::.~ -4 (~)
240
t <:1 ::.~
1.56
1. ~)O
:1.44
:l.3B
1136
HJO
:l '?4
:1.68
2 1 0
::~04
:l. 'ilD
1.32
J. ;~ f.)
:1. 2 0
:I. :1. h ~
lOU
1. o ;:~
S·i O *
f:l4 *
? fl *
I' :;~ )«
66 )I<
\~O ;/<
~54 *
40 *
4 ~:.:: *
36 * *
3() * *
.:.:.~ /; * *
:I. e ;-}: *
:i.2 * *I· ~.~~ " ~ ~~ - " -_ - -_ .
ITEM 1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7
I
I
I 22 :;'~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
96LOVE OF THE LAN D: HOW COMMON
FRE QUE NCY1491 02 28 3 5
. ... _ • • w _ _ - - __ _ -""'-"" ·w· • - _ __ _ _•_ _ -. - _ _ - _ _ _ .- _ .•• _ .- _ _ -"-"1
EACH * EQUALS 3 POINTS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1: VERY COMMON
2: COMMON
3: UNCOMMON
4 : VERY UNCOMMON
5 : NOT PRESENT
I TEMS 1 to 5
I::"
, ./
*- " >,\ - - . w' .o " w 1
.J
14'7
*1.4 4
*14 :1.
*1 ~5[J
*:1.35
*1 :~:~~ *129 *126 if<
:1. 23
*120 *1 1 '.I'
*1:1.4 *111
*:1.08 *10~'j *1. O~~ :{<
*99 if<
*96
*
}',<
93 * *9 0
*
}',<
8 7
* *8 4 if< *El l
* *'78
* *'7 ~,'j
*
if<
72 * *6(»
* *c>f.)
*
}',<
63
* *so
*
)/<
c·· ··.. )/<
*
,) /
::'i4
*
>~
:"j .l ')1( -.1.-o" j>
40 * *Il '"' * :*• ~J4':)
* *39 ;t
*~~ 6 \'< :.{<
33
*
,\(
30 :I: :).
r ) ' ft ~;< i '.:
':)
..
2 ! ;i\ :~
:I. 1:1 ·r
'* )j.'
, 1.:'
* ;+: l{..,)
!
,.,
*
. l- }:\"
'"
., ;1' ¥.
*
.~ :1<
r
*
.:t: }!,
.. '
.....................
T'I'FM
I
I
] MF'OF<T(.INCE
97
I ,:1:"1::' (" l Jf. ~Ncv') '''3 4 7\ '., .~ . ... .. . .. Cl. 4 ").~ o :L o
• __•. _ _ •••••• •. ••• • _ • • ••• • • •• • •• • ••• . • • _ ••• • • . • • • • • • _ • ••• _ _ • _ _ • • • ·•••·_ · •• • • • ·. · · _ . •• • • • • • • _ _ M _ • • • • . • • • • • • • • ••_ • • • . • • • • • •• _ • • • •. • ••• • • •• • • •••• . , . _ . _ . _ _ • • • .•• • • • • • . • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • •• • __• • _ . _ . _ • • • _ • •• . • • ' _ '.' _
VERY IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR
UNIMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
UNIMPORTANT
VERY UNIMPORTANT
2:
3:
4 :
6:
ITEMS 1 to 7
5:
1 :
7:
I::: ( 1CII * [nU(i I... S 6 F'D1NT!;
I zsa *
::~5:~ *
24 c> *
240 *
234 >I<
22B >I<
222 *
2 1c> *
2 10 >I<
204 *
1. 9 B ' *
:L9:~ >I<
lEl6 *
:l 80 *
:l 7 4 *
16 8 *
162 *
156 >I<
1. so >I<
14 4 >I<
l 38 >I<
132 *
12f.., >I<
l20 *
l:l.4 *
l OD >I<
:1. 0 2 >I<
9(,) >I<
90 >I<
84 *
/'fJ >I<
7;! >I<
66 )f(
/ iO )/(
:54 *
4 0 *
42 * >I<
3 6 >I< >I<
30 * >I<
2 4 >I<: >I<
Hl >I< *
L~ >I< *
c) * *I- - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - ; - - ; - - ; - - ~ - - ; - - ~ · , - ; - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
OH AN A: HOW COM MON
98
I
I
I
I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~--~- - ~- --- - ---- - - - ---- - -- - - - ---- --- - - ---------- -------- -----.
EACH * EQUALS 4 POI NTS
ITEMS 1 TO 5,
1 : VERY COMMON
2: COMMON
3: UNCOMMON
4 : VERY UNCOMMON
5: NOT PRESENT
1 ":;- ")...J4
14 D
144
l4 0
1. 3 6
1 ~~::~
1 2 f3
:12 4
12 0
:1.:16
1 12
l OD
104
10 0
96
92
88
84
80
7 ,i.J
'-/ " )
/ ...
4 13
44
40
3 1.)
3 2
28
24
20
16
1 '')
( ' \
,J
.:I
*
*-
*
*
*
*
*
*
*-
*-
*-
*
* *
* *
* *
*-
*
* *
* *
* *
* *
* :+:
* *
* *
*
*-
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* **:
*
*-
* * *
* * *\V
* *
" I ',
\ (-
'of
*
.f,' ''-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'--.--.---- ---'---.------------------. -------------------------1
I
I
I
1 i'1 I"C) <TANCE: 99
.~ ~~ ~: . ( '~ [ I i . : ·I.~ ~:~ ~. ~:-: :.~. ~~ ~. ~1 ~l :i:, ~') :1 ~:I _.. .. _..
~::. (.1 ell *' E(1 l..' (.1L.s ::; F'o J NTS .
VERY IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR
UNIMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT
UNIMPORTANT
VERY UNIMPORTANT
1 :
2 :
3:
ITEMS 1 to 7
5:
4:
6:
7 :
,f.
'.J4
*
3~)~:..
*
**
*:+:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
>.'<
*
*
*
*
*
*
*J/::
:i.
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*
**
*
*>};
)/(
*
*»:
)/(
:+:
>.'<
)/(
)/(
*
*
*
*
*
*>,'<
*
I TEM
'I'"o:
i ' )o ~.,
~:~; ~ ~:;
:J. 2 0
I 2 3 0~? ::.~ ~:-.;
I ~~l~:j2 1 02 0 ~~
I zoo:1. 9 ~::j
.1 9 0
1. D ~:~
I 1001. 7~5
1.70
I 1.c) ~::;i i ec1 ::j~5
1::;0I 1 4 ~5
1 4 0
1. 3 ~)
I 130:I. ;.~5
I i i ~51 1 01. 0 5
1.00
I ()'::'') ..J90
f.l ~::j
I ~~
/0
I
I 4~:j40
..~ ....
I ,:,> U2 ~~.;
• :W
:I. ~:.:.;
I :to~:.;
......._ ,.- ..- _ - ".-, - - _ _.-- _ -_ _.. _ -.- _.- ,
I
I
-- . . -._-- - - -- _._-~~~--~--~--;--~-~~-
I
I
I
I
100
RESPEC T FOR KUPUNAS: HOW COMMO N
FREQUENCY119113 35 6 6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1EACH * EQUA LS 3 POINTS
ITEMS 1 to 5
117
114
11:1.
108
105
102
99
96
93
90
87
84
81
78
75
72
6<7
66
6:3
60
57
5 4
51
4 8
4 "",J
4 '.,"--
39
36
33
30
27
24
2:L
113
12
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)/<
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**:
*
*
*
*
*>',<
*
1:
2:
3:
4 :
5:
VERY COMMON
COMMON
UNCOMMON
VERY UNCOMMON
NOT PRESENT
ITEM ..)..~ . -1 1::-•.1
(J
I
ATTACHMENT 6-1~: HISTOGRAM: QUALITY OF LIFE IN PUNA
l,ATI SF ACTI IlN WITH PRESE NT fl UALI TY OF LI FE I N PUNA
1::- I~ E CnW NC Y :L:W 0 4 44 :W 12 :I. •.
101
I~ AC~ . * EU UALS 3 POI N'rS
L 3U *
I :J.3~;5 *1. 3 2 *:1. 29 )/(
1. 2 6 *
I 123 *120 *
U ,7 *
1 1.14 *J..L:I. )/(
100 *
I
:lO~5 )/(
:1.02 *
9 9 )/(
96 *
I 93 )/(9 0 )/(
8 '.7 *
i3 4 )/( *1 O:J. )/( *
/ 0 * *
7~;,;i * *1 7 2 * )/(6? * *
66 * *
I 6 ;3 * *60 * )/(
5 7 )/( *
:','i 4 * *I 51 * *
4 D * *
4 ~j >I<)/(
I 42 * )/( *3 9 * * *
36 * * *
I :33 * * *30 * * *
... 2'7 * * )/( )/(
24 * * )/( *I 21 * * * )/(
:1. 8 )/( * * )/(
1.5 )/()/()/( *
I 1. 2 )/( * * )/( *9 * * ** * )/(
6 * * * * )/( *
3 * * * * * *1---------------------------
I TEM 1 2 3 4 5 6
I
I TE MS FROM :I. TO 7
1: VE RY HAP PY
2: HAPPY
3: SOM EWHAT HA PPY
4: NEIT HER HAPPY NOR UNHAPPY
5 : SOMEWHAT UNHAP PY
6: UNHAP PY
7: VERY UNH APPY
*
*~-- ~--------------_.-.- _.._- .._._ - - _. _ - - - -_._- -- --------- ~---
7
ATTACHMENT 13: HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONCERNS IN LOWER PUNA
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
In addition, while the Puna District
very important. In fact, the Lower Punaarcheological
of societal transfo ations in Hawaii as archeologically better
known areas.
neighboring distric could be provided by comprehensive
area may well as significant in providing an understanding
possible reasons fo Puna's traditional political dependency on
Hawaiian history as, for example, Kona, an understanding of the
or the National Reg'ster.
I
may not have had the same central sociopolitical significance to
historic sites. It is probable that there are unknown significant
HISTORIC RESERVATION CONCERNS IN LOWER PUNA
Craig J. Severance, Ph.D.
U iversity of Hawaii at Hilo
M ber: Project Advisory Board
The Lower Puna area includes a number of known significant
have oral history i formation about the recorded and unrecorded
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site with potential eligibility for nomination to the State Register
on substantially si ed architectural remains as the only type of
sites as well. The e are also a number of Hawaiian residents who
sites and their use. Thus, a sizeable amount of information about
precontact and post~ontact Hawaiian cultural adaptations is poten-
I
tially available. It is important to note that a variety of sites,
including inland Pllnting areas, burial sites, temporary encamp-
ments and food gathJring areas may yield significant information.
. IFuture archeologlca surveys, therefore, should not merely focus
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So far, archeological work in the Lower Puna area has been
limited to generalized coastal area reconnaissance surveys and a
small number of more intensive surveys related to roadbuilding and
other construction activities. Geothermal development related
surveys include the original HGP-A baseline survey, which discussed
known sites in the coastal areas but did not intensively survey
outside the wellsite areas, and a small number of limited surveys
related to exploratory drilling permits. The latter surveys have
generally been -restricted to small, one to four acre parcels and
have not included surveys of easements to existing roads or adja-
cent areas. It is estimated that approximately 20 acres have been
surveyed for sites that might be impacted by geothermal development.
While some of the inland areas are covered by recent lava flows and
papaya farms, this is still a tiny percentage of the estimated
impact area of 15-20 square miles should large-scale geothermal
development occur. There is also a lack of predictive surveys of
the type that would indicate the relative likelihood of the presence
of significant sites in those inland areas currently being consid-
ered for geothermal development. The historic sites and resources
of Lower Puna thus remain largely unknown. Continued piecemeal
permitting of roadbuilding, well drilling and other geothermal
development related construction activities without comprehensive
surveys has the potential of creating adverse effects on the
preservation of historic sites in Lower Puna.
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SECTION IV
REP ESENTATION AND COMMUNICATION
Described in his section are the Hui's efforts to communi-
cate to both the Puna Hawaiian Community and Hawaiian organizations
statewide informatJon about geothermal development and its pos-
sible effects on pJna Hawaiians. Included are descriptions of the
Hui sponsored geothlrmal symposium, special Hui Newsletters about
geothermal develoP~1 nt and presentations to a variety of com-
munity groups. A record of the Hui representations to government
decision making bOdles and private companies involved in the
geothermal developm nt process is presented.
- - - ------------ --------------------- - - -_.-- -
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CHAPTER 7
COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY
The Puna public is variously uninformed or misinformed about
geothermal matters. This is especially true of the potential
effects geothermal development may have on the individual. The
Puna Hui Ohana's efforts to educate residents about geothermal
energy have included a symposium, newsletters, presentations to
community organizations, and the formation of a library of
relevant materials for community members to consult.
The Puna Hui Ohana, in recognition of the community's need
to be informed on geothermal matters, sponsored a one day geother-
mal symposium. This seminar was to provide fundamental informa-
tion about geothermal development to the general public. The
Hui conducted the symposium with the cooperation of the State Geo-
thermal Advisory Co~ittee and the Hawaii Geothermal Project. Pre-
sentations addressed four main areas of information: (1) resource
assessment, (2) exploration (3) utilization and (4) impacts.
Appendix 2 contains a copy of the symposium program.
Puna Hui Ohana officials expressed concern about the rela-
tively low level of community participation in the symposium.
According to sign-in lists most attendees were non-Hawaiian and
non-lower Puna residents. Participants did, however, report that
they found the information useful and the Puna Hui Ohana decided
that more discussions cove ring related subjects should be held at
the community level.
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The mailing l'st for the Hui newsletter was expanded to
include 87 aborigi al Hawaiian civic, church, business, cultural,
educational business and fraternal organization through out the
state. When non-Hal aiian organizations representing geothermal,
business and governmental agencies were added to the list, it
raised the mailing ist to 404. A sample newsletter is located
in Appendix 3.
The Puna Hui Ohana was invited to present information about
Igeothermal development to a variety of organizations. Appendix 4
I
contains a list of those organizations and the topics addressed
. I
by the presentations.
Reading materills related to geothermal development were
collected and place · in the Pahoa Community Center. Appendix 5
contains a list of materials in the library. These materials
were made available to community residents interested in learning
more about geothermal development. A list of individuals who
used the resources J f the Puna Hui Ohana is provided in Appendix 6.
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CHAPTER 8
REPRESENTATION TO GOVERNM~N~ AND PRIVATE AGENCIES
One major objective of this project was to communicate
Hawaiian concerns and attitudes to appropriate government decision-
making bodies. The Project Director represented the views of the
Puna Hui Ohana at a variety of meetings in both the government
and private sector.
To adequately represent issues and policy positions adopted
by the aboriginal Hawaiian community, it was necessary for the
Project Director to identify and access relevant organizations.
These organizations were expected to address concerns relevant
to geothermal development. These interactions required support
for information-producing and decision-making groups.
Positive impacts of geothermal development were endorsed at
these meetings. The identification of negative concerns led to
problem-solving suggestions reflecting the views of the Aboriginal
Hawaiian community. These concerns were also addresssed in the
Hui's consultation regarding economic development programs and
applicable research projects.
In a majority of instances, the Hui was represented by the
Project Director who reported and interpreted the results of
representative action to the Hui Board of Directors for further
discussion and decis~on-making. A chart depictin~ representative
activities may be found in Table 8-1.
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REPR SENTATION OF COMMUNITY CONCERNS
TABLE 8-1
Served as a consultant to discuss
community concerns-on proposal
for industrial park in Pahoa,
using direct use process applica-
tions.
Attend conferences on mainland
pertinent to Hui geothermal
interests.
Assisted in identifying social
barriers relative to proposal for
ethanal alcohol plant using geo-
thermal steam.
Participated in a meeting to dis~
cuss House bills introduced by
Rep. Baker to legislativ~ly
declare all geothermal resources
to be owned by the State. Puna
Hui Ohana objected to Baker's
proposal favoring, instead; pri-
vate ownership or an ownership
program in wich royalties or
taxes would be deposit~d in
Section 5-f of the State's
Admission Act thus benefiting
the Hawaiian Community.
Representation
Attend meetings in Hilo and dis-
cussed county energy situation.
Prepared proposals for social-
cultural impact analysis.
Identified concerns regarding
issuance of special use permits
for geothermal drilling/explora-
tion without l ong-range planning
program, and showed slid~s and
maps to call County's attention
to community concerns.
Attend monthly meetings in
Honolulu. Presented Hui/Community
views in discussions on State
Geothermal Policy.
anizaion
Baker, Discuss on, 1981.
Geothermal Reso rce
Council
Hawaii County Panning
Commission
Hawaii County A ternate
Energy Advisory
Committee
Hawaii Geotherm 1
Advisory Counci -GAC
FUND
Dillingham Corp.
Dillingham Cor •
f.
a.
e.
g.
b.
c.
h.
d.
I
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Committee.
as vehicles for additional representation efforts. These member-
Geothermal Project, and the Hawaii County Alternative Energy
Several policy committees of which the Hui is a member served
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Discuss status of geothermal
development especially with regard
to HGP-A. Interviews also raised
questions of various impacts.
Project Director initiated dis-
cussion on massive industries
including manganese and alumina
refining process complexes.
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Attend monthly meetings in
Honolulu as funds allow, discussed
progress . of project in Puna.
Interviewed on Maori site visit
before and after the trip.
On various geothermal related sub-
jects.
Participated in panel discussions
focused on application·~f geother-
mal resources in small-scale hydro
projects. Puna Hui Ohana dis-
cussed Hawaiian attitudes towards
ownership of the geothermal resource.
Served as a member on committee to
make recommendation to the
Geothermal Advisory Committee
Attended Legislative review sessions
on technical aspects of geothermal,
wind, biomass, OTEC solar resources.
self-sufficiency and discussed the
need for Community participation in
geothermal planning and policy
formation.
ships include the State Geothermal Advisory Committee, the Haw a.i i,
1. Hawaii State Special
Legislative Session
j. Hawaii State Legislature
Nov. 9, 1979
o. Radio KIPA, Hilo
i. Hawaii Geothermal
Program, HGP-A
m. Press Releases
West Hawaii
Hawaii Herald-Tribune
Honolulu Advertiser
Honolulu Star-Bulletin
Honolulu Magazine, Puna
Plant
k. Hawaii state Legislative
Geothermal Advisory
Committee
n. Radio KPUA, Hilo
state and county governmental levels.
the Hui extended an invitation to a
district required appropriate legislative
geothermal district. Accompanied by
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Below is a de cription of the Puna Hui Ohana's position
legislative proposal of vita; interests to the Hawaiian community
The Hui realized that state policy regarding geothermal
throughly briefed on the Hui's concerns and was invited to submit
on several key issu
Yim to
action. In May of
development in the
Senate energy commi tee under the chairmanship of Senator T. C.
Senators Dante Carpe ter and Joseph Kuroda, the committee was
I
I
I.
[I
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in Puna. Through it .memb e r s h i p on the Geothermal Advisory
Committee's legiSlatlve subcommittee the Hui introduced several
Ilegislative proposals. The principal proposal (H.B.#1095) would
establish a funding b r o g r am designed to provide "affected com-
munities" the opport nity to employ appropriate expertise to
h . ..1 . I' d . tIt'protect t elr posltlons ln p annlng an zonlng rna ters re a lng
to geothermal develo~ment. A list of suggested legislative
actions regarding th~ position of the community in the develop-
mental process was p kesented to the Representative District in
I
which Lower Puna is located. Acting in a consultant capacity,
the Hui recommended job or career deve lopment program which
would prepare local eople for the geothermal job market to
Representative Levin s committee.
The Hui strenu usly opposed the Hawaii County Planning
Commission's approva of special use permits for drilling pur-
poses. It seemed th t the Planning Commission failed to consider
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a fundamental assumption that an exploration well might become a
productive well. From the Hui's point of view, more careful
planning was important because a productive well might contribute
to land-use conflicts regarding: (1) siting of the geothermal
well-field, (2) the location of energy-conversion facilities,
and (3) the location, nature, scope of utilization processes.
The Hui experienced great difficulty in understanding the
government's early commitment of land to uses vitally affecting
the physical, social, cultural, and economic environments. Such
uses are certain to alter the lifestyle of Lower Puna and it's
peripheral communities, particularly Keaau. The Hui chose to
continue to oppose the State and County actions towards develop-
ment without adequate planning.
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SECTION V
ATTITUDES IF THE LOWER PUNA HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY
T WARD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
An i mp o r t a n t omponent of the Puna Hui Ohana Project was the
collection of info ation about the a tti tudes of the Hawaiian
Community of Lower Puna toward geothermal development and the
v arious potential ses of the geothermal resource. This was
v iewed by the Hui s important for two reasons. First, such
information would assist the Hui in accurately representing
well as a survey conducted by the Puna
and agencies involv d in decision-making regarding geothermal .
Hui Ohana (Chapter 10).
resource occur.
The information on attitudes contained in this section was
derived from inform ll interviews of aboriginal Hawaiians in
Lower Puna and info al meetings and discussions with community
development. Withort this information it would be possible for
extreme groups either for or against deve lopment to claim to
Community interests before the various government planning groups
residents (Chapter
represent the attit des of the larger Community. Secondly, the
information gathere1 would serve as a baseline measure of Com-
munity attitudes a glinst which later assessments could be com-
pared, should comme}cial development of the Puna geothermal
I
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CHAPTER 9
INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL COMMUNITY LEADERS
In an attempt to better understand the views of the Hawaiian
Community, regarding the development of geothermal resources in
Lower Puna, personal interviews were conducted with twelve com-
munity leaders. These interviews, conducted by the Project
Director, occurred at the same time as the interviews concerning
the contemporary Hawaiian Culture (Chapter 5). Thus, these views
represent the same 12 local experts. Each expert was asked to:
(1) discuss changes anticipated as a result of geothermal develop-
ment, (2) identify specific cultural effects, (3) identify poten-
tial benefits to Hawaiians, (4) identify potential losses for
Hawaiians, and (5) discuss the ability of Hawaiians to adjust to
the potential changes. Selected responses to these questions
follow:
1. What specific changes do you anticipate will occur as a result
of geothermal and economic growth?
"People will be more critical of geothermal, asking
questions they might not have asked in early geo-
thermal days"
"Population growth will be faster"
"Crime will get worse"
"Geothermal will be too technical for the Hawaiians
---outsider Caucasians (haoles) will get all the
jobs---community people will get the low-paying,
menial jobs"
"Geothermal industrial growth will so affect the
lifestyle, so that even the haoles will be affected"
I
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"The characterj.stics of cultural ways of life, the
way you were rought up, will be hard to erase"
"What we learn d early will stay with us"
"Most basic HaJaiian concepts like Ohana, aloha aina, or
laulima will ndt change"
the
life-
~~t~e?ring their own specialists/
sOle specific areas in which the cultural
Ha aiian may be expected to break down in
"Geothermal gr wth will probably invite new fac-
tories needin new support busi~esses"
"Drastic chang,es in land prices, housing; farm
leases will riple"
"There will be a cultural breakdown in the scramble
for jobs"
"Subdivisions ill increase pace of development"
"Office of Haw iian Affars should be mov.i.nq faster
to protect th Hawaiian condition"
"New migrants ill not come from Honolulu as is
expected---mo t will continue to come from the
mainland"
"Industries
management
"Loss of the r creation/leisure places where the
Hawaiians hav traditionally gone"
"Concerned abo new attitudes to the kupuna.
Afraid the fam· ly :s t r u c t u r e will breakdown ; some
young people t ink they know it all"
"Kupuna can tea h culture through the mo'opuna, the
grandchildren"
"Loss of secur'ty and privacy with the land"
"That each gen ration must work to protect and
perpetuate the culture"
"The 'ohana wi 1 continue to undergo · changes"
Can you list
change process?
style of the
2.
I
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"Kupuna will remain the source of Lea r n i.riq"
"Hostility and resentment will continue over
Caucasians (haoles) gatherin~ traditiorial
Hawaiian foods to sell"
"Hawaiian food preferences will continue to get more
expensive"
"Aloha Spirit will be more misused by outsiders;
more misinterpreted by the Hawaiians t.herns e Lve's "
"Lifestyle will change but the cultural traditions
or heritages will continue"
3. If geothermal/economic development becomes a reality, in what
ways do you believe the Hawaiians will benefit?
"Share in lesser electricity costs"
"Get things they never had before or think they're
missing"
"Hawaiians will benefit to the extent that other
groups may teach him to understand the Caucasian
(haole) ways and how to live in the white man's world"
"Depend on the developers, Hawaiians should not
depend on the people; Hawaiians must push to help
themselves"
"Will benefit only if they get a piece of the
action, a job with a future in it"
"Benefit if they can get into the initial planning
stages; cultivate good developer/Hawaiian relation-
ships"
"Benefit from energy self-sufficiency in the manner
it will benefit everyone else"
"Call upon the Puna Hui Ohana to act more strongly
on behalf of the Hawaiians"
"Some Hawaiians may be able to go into business with
the Hui's help"
I
I
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Why? How?
arguing with each other over small
eek sources of information on how
and best help themselves"
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"with growth w 11 come more inter-marriages,
cultural diff sion will result"
"It is just sc ry when you think about it---every-
thing will re olve around money, everyone will
become greedy to survive"
"Loss of the 1 festyle or way of life"
"The greatest oss will be in the changes of
Hawaiian atti udes and values. Hawaiians may
adopt Western ji de a s that will reduce their
'Hawaiianness' '.
"Pressure for land may cause more Hawaiian to lose
their lands"
"They must sto
issues, must
they can unit
"Land taxes will increase because of land develop-
merit;"
"There will pr bably be no gu~rantee of jobs for
locals"
"Don't think Ha aiians can truly do so"
"Native claims to resource ownership will greatly
affect Hawaiian benefits"
"Outsiders Wil l use and control the geothermal market"
"Yes, the Hawai'an will be able to adjust the new
technology"
"More different people will be movihg into Lower
Puna because f 'jobs and business opportunities"
"They will try s they are now trying"
"Loss of the 0 en space"
their cultural
to the new tec ology and innovation and retain and preserve
In what ways do you believe they will lose?
Do you feel the Hawaiians in Lower Puna will be able to adjust
4.
5.
I
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"Our kupunas will not be around to help us and that
might make it harder to hang on to our Hawaiianness ll
"Other local ethnic groups are going to hav~ it tough
but the Hawaiians will have it the hardest because
there will be too many influences corning in which
they won't accept right away---until it is too late
to do anything about i t"
"His opinion will not be worth anything and he is
going to be taken along whether he wants to or not"
"Haoles are going to come and move with ideas
developed earlier by the Hawaiians"
liThe Kupunas must help teach the Young Hawaiiari"
"The new technology will never change the Hawaiian
if he learned well from his parents ll
IIHe will be pressured to accepti he has no other
place to goll
IIIf they really want to survive they must hold on
to their culture first and adjust to the new tech-
nology"
lilt is worthwhile saving our culture because it is
what identifies us ll
IIHawaii is the place o f our identity---there is no
place else we can call hornell
1I0ther ethnic groups have ~heir r espective homelands
-this is ours ll
"Hawaiians must learn mo r e o f the traditional
culture"
Interpretation of the Results:
The interview responses provide additional information regard-
ing the perceptions o f lower Puna's Hawaiian leaders. The results
are seen as representative o f t h e aboriginal population. Though
the sample s i z e was sma l l (N = 1 2 ) , close familial relationships
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limited at best .
e production of geotherma l energy. The
ents expect these social-economic" impacts will
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be increased during geothermal development. " It is also felt that
and a high level of communication are believed to enhance the rep-
According to r suIts, contemporary cha n ges are the r e s u l t
The growing Ca casian population is characterized as persis-
Aboriginal Hawa'ian attitudes regarding interpersonal rela-
res e n t ative n e s s of he sample.
tently contributing the greatest impact on the Hawaiian cultural
political resurgence of the Hawaiian is a relatively new pheno-
result in major cuI ural changes.
ultimately control
benefits will be v e
o f gross in-migratins. Respondents beli ev ed t h a t the development
of geothermal resou ces will increase this in~migration and
family, extended fam.'ly, friendship associations, occupational
Caucasians will conrol the economic benefits o f geothermal devel-
system. The
Undercurrents of hostility may be more adequately addressed
in "t he apparent tra Is f e r of political social power from the local
opment. Respondent felt that unless Hawai ians help themselve~ or
develop fruitful re ationships with the developer, Hawaiians'
Japanese political J s t a b l i Shme n t to the Caucasians. " Also feared
is the economic pow r of mainland Caucasian investors who will
mena, apparent in th recent Office of Hawaiian Affairs election.
mente Respondents b lieved that attitudes about the individual,
tionships are expect d to change with increased geothermal develop-
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association and roles, will change to the extent that the indi-
vidual participates in the new system.
For the Puna Hawaiians, technological and commercial devel-
opment may bring changes in knowledge and 3kill. However, the
respondents expect even wider ramifications in the ways Hawaiians
have traditionally looked at what is and what ought to be. The
Hawaiians' thought regarding their relationship to nature, to
man, and to the supernatural will be deeply affected. Feelings
of independence, ideas for self determination (and in situations
dealing with class differentiations) flourished much more easily
in a homogeneous Puna than it will in a competitive-assertive
society. Many Hawaiians have historically found such a society
threatening to their survival as Hawaiians, and expect such a
society to result from geothermal development.
Technological innovations are only a part of the aboriginal
Hawaiian concern. They feel more changes will corne from the out-
side to disturb the way of life. These include changes in the
schools where Hawaiians are presently struggling to attain aca-
demic equality; changes in business-commercial opportunities;
increased racial tension; disruption of communication networks;
and evolution of new careers which will favor newcomers.
Most aboriginal Hawaiians at Hui meetings and in discussions
on geothermal and economic development have expressed a desire
to insure continued functioning of the Hawaiian society. They
have not chosen to oppose geothermal exploration, but retain
the right to approve development in terms of its impact on the
I
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In summary, t ere are significant negative responses based
ment, (6) paying h'gher electricity bills, losing the community/
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(5) losing the traditional environ-
iians' cultural needs.
environment, the H waiians' ability to cope with it and its
the least benefite , (2) the last employed, (3) losing their'
lands because of h,lg he r land taxes, (4) losing the native Hawaiian
effects
claim to resource
on historical expe iences, in which Hawaiians are seen as: (1)
ohana, and (8) los'ng Hawaii as a homeland.
that the culture can be preserved if families will learn the con-
cepts weIland pas J it on to their descendants.
Overall commuJity attitudes gathered over a two-year period
of discussions Wit~ community groups, generally indicate a dis-
like or distrust o J geothermal development. However, in recog-
Hawaiian leaders and elders of Lower Puna believe that popu-
lation and economi d growth in connection with geothermal develop-
ment continues to J e a serious threat to the preservation of the
" It I "t ' t '1 P ' Th 1 b I'Hawallan cu ure a 1 eXls s ln ower una. ey a so e leve
I
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the a rea ' s lifestyle and disturbance-
r controlled and planned economic development
nition of (1) the State's determination to reduce fossil fuel
(3) the need to pr ide economic development meeting growth
community demands
causing the least
dependency, (2) th need to stabi lize: or lower:' electric . cos t.s.: and,
of a tranquil envir nment. -
opment .with strong eservations. These reservations focus on
demands, the commu ity seems to have approved geothermal devel-
I
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Of great concern is the manner in which surplus energy will
be utilized. Hawaii County requires approximately 50 MW to be
self-sufficient. Estimates of resource availability indicate a
potential of approximately 1000 ~'s. At this point in time,
the Planning Commission has approved 24 special use well-drilling
permits. If all are productive, at the level of HGP-A (3 MW's) ,
they represent a capability of approximately 70 MW's of electric
power. I
Informal public hearings uncovered conflicts connected with
the impact of such development on a rural environment. Newcomers
recall and fear industrial growth. They resent local residents
who, after many years of existing within a marginal economy, sud-
denly see an opportunity to improve conditions for themselves and
their children. Continued dialogue between newcomers and long
time residents may promote a better understanding of economic
growth consistent with concerns over environmental and social/
cultural preservation.
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anticipated that the Community survey would
the project period. However, it became
I
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CHAPTER 10
ATTITUDES F THE LOWER PUNA HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY
ARD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
Jerry L. Johnson
Un"versity of Hawaii at Hilo
Project Consultant
One of the majo data collection tasks of the Puna Hui
Ohana Project was to conduct a survey of the attitudes of the
Hawaiian Community 0 Lower Puna toward geothermal development
and the various pote tial uses of the geothermal resource. First,
a systematic study 0 the feelings of the larger Hawaiian Com-
munity would assist he Hui in accurately representing Community
interests before the various government planning groups and
agencies involved in decision-making regarding geothermal
development. withou this information it would be possible for
extreme groups either for or against development to claim to
represent the attitu es of the larger Community. Secondly, the
information gathered would serve as a baseline measure of Com-
munity attitudes aga nst which later assessments could be compared,
should commercial de elopment of the Puna geothermal resource
occur.
It was initiall
be conducted early i
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clear that a Community education program was needed before a mean-
ingful assessment of attitudes could be made. The activities
initiated by the Hui to create a better informed Community are
described elsewhere in the final r e po r t . The issue of Community
education will be addressed in the final section of this report.
The practical effect of these activities on the data collection
effort was that the survey of Community attitudes became the final
project task. The present report describes the results of this
survey.
METHODS
Chapter 6 describes the sampling, data collection, and
questionaire construction used in the survey. The first section
of the questionaire addressed attitudes toward geothermal
development. A more detailed presentation of these topics can
be obtained from the methodology section of Chapter 6.
The questionaire was administered by members of the Puna Hui
Ohana to all adult (18 years of age or older) Hawaiian and Part-
Hawaiian residents of the area who could be located and who were
willing to complete the questionai re. The questionaires were
individually delivered and collected by a member of the Hui. With
the exception of the Hawai ian Beaches subdivision, the survey
team member knew the person completing the questionaire. The form
listing the member s o f each household was completed by the survey
t eam membe r a t the t ime t h e que s t i onai r e s were delivered, but all
o ther in formation wa s provided by the respondent anonymously on
the survey form.
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It was assumed hat questions about geothermal development
would be relat ively ess sensitive than some other topics, but
potentially suscepti le to influence by the process of data-
collection. In orde to minimize the likelihood of an
interviewer biasing he responses, a written questionaire format
was used.
The content of he items on the questionaire was determined
by a review of the 1 terature about possible impacts of geothermal
development; from n erous discussions by the Hui Board of
concerns; and from the information
acquired from the survey. Attachment 10-1 contains a
copy of the final stionaire form. The information solicited
from respondents inc uded backgrcund information of a descriptive
or demographic natur , perceived effects of geothermal develop-
ment, desirable uses the geothermal resource, and related
topics such as resou ownership and satisfaction with the
present quality of live in Puna.
RESULTS
The census of th Community identified a total of 413
Hawaiian or Part-Hawa'ian adults in Lower Puna. An attempt was
made to contact each dult Hawaiian personally to explain the
rationale for and nat re of the survey; and to solicit their coop-
eration in completing the questionai~e. This procedure led to a
return-rate of 85% (3 1 questionaires). Missing data is do to an
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inability to contact the respondent, the respondent's refusal to
complete the questionaire, or to a blank questionaire being returned
to the survey team member. The latter problem was possible because
the surveys were returned in unmarked envelopes to insure
anonymity.
The 1980 Federal Census identified 1712 households and 4696
individuals in the Lower Puna census tract. The adult respondents
who completed the questionaire represent 255 households in which
928 people reside. The survey thus includes data from 14.9% of
the households and 19.8% of the population of Lower Puna.
Respondent Characteristics
The respondents included 53.5% females and 46.5% males who
averaged 39 years of age (range from 18 to 81) and have lived
in Puna for an average of 22 years (range from less than one to
81 years). As Table 10- 1 i nd i c a t e s , the geoqraphica1 areas of Lower
Puna with the largest number of Hawaiian residents are Hawaiian
Beaches (42.5%), Pahoa (21.9 %) and Kalapana (18.8%).
Table 10 -1
AREA OF RESIDENCE FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
AREA NUMBER PERCENT
Hawaiian Beaches 149 42.45
Pahoa 77 21.94
Kalapana 66 18~80
Opihikao 29 8.26
Nanawale Estates 17 4.84
Kapoho 5 1. 42
Leilani Estates 2 0.57
Ainaloa 1 0.28
Paradise Park 1 0.28
Orchid Land 0 0.00
No Response 4 1.14
I
'I
I
I
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
4.56
8.55
29.91
24.79
22.51
7.41
2.28
PERCENT
16
30
105
87
79
26
8
large (4.5%) amounts of information. Almost
1ative1y few perceiving themselves as having
the newspaper as a source of information, with radio (47%), friends
of the respondents eport receiving information directly from the
Hui, while only 13% have attended geotherma l workshops or conferences.
(42%) and televisio (37%) also frequent sources. Thirty percent
Respondents' erceptions of their level of knowledge about
The newspaper 1S clearly the most common source of informa-
f e el that they have a small (25%) or mod era te (30 %) ~\ount of
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tion about geotherm 1 development for the Lower Puna Hawaiian
Community (see Tab1 10-3). Two-thirds of the respondents indicated
30% of the Communit reports having either a very small amount or
large (8.5%)
no information abou geothermal development.
Very Large Amount
Large Amount
Moderate Amount
Small Amount
Very Small Amount
None
No Response
geothermal developm nt are presented in Table 10-2. The majority
information,
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
IAMOUNT OF INFORMATI0N NUMBER
Table 10-2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Table 10-3
and other sources of indirect experience have provided the bulk
of the information to the Community to date, and that direct I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
67 .81
47 .5 8
41. 60
37.04
2 9 .63
17.95
1 6 .2 4
12.5 4
3 .42
PERCENT
238
167
146
130
104
63
57
44
12
NUMBER
to rate both the magnitude and the favorability of a number of
Perceived Impact of Geothermal Development
The second section of the questionaire asked each respondent
summarizes these perceived impacts.
experience has played a relatively minor role.
possible effects of geothermal development in Puna. Table 10-4
as part of the present Project. It seems clear that media reports
(49%) of the members of the Lower Puna Hawaiian Community reported
by visiting some other geothermal field. Slightly less than half
While the sources described above provide secondary informa-
group, more than half would have visited the wairakei geothermal
information firsthand by visiting the HGP-A wellsite in Puna or
SOURCE
tion about geothermal development, it is also possible to gain
fields as part of the New Zealand site visit which t he Hui organized
SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
having visited the HGP-A wellsite; while even fewer (7 . 3%) have
visited some other geothermal field. Of the 25 people in the latter
Newspaper
Radio
Friend
Television
Puna Hui Ohana Newsletter
Puna Hui Ohana Meetings
Ot he r
Geothermal Workshop or Conference
No Re s pons e
I
--------- -------
BAD *
Hawaiian Culture
Historical Sites
Traditional Religion
Hunting, Fishing, Gathering
Traffic
Agric u l t u r a l Land
Land Taxes
Physical Environment
Quakes/Eruptions
Plants/Animals
is clarified somewhat by the infor-
GOOD NOR BAD
Conditions
t y Closeness
ent
Impact
NEI THE
Socia l
Commun
Employ
Overal
PERCEIVE IMPACT OF GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
GOOD*
Table 10-4
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Economy
ten to one ratio of perceived negative to po s i t i v e effects.
geothermal developm nt falls in the neutral category, given this
perceived as either negative or neutral. I t is particUlarly
10-3. As Table 10- indicates, the e c o nomi c impact of geothermal
i nt e r e s t i n g that th item asking about the overall effect of
This apparent contr
*All impact categor "es reported show nonchance (p < . 05 ) frequencies
in the indicated di ection using a binomial test of significance.
More detailed information about the distr ibution of responses to
each i mpact stateme It is given in Attachment 10-2 and Attachment
development is perc ived as positive , but all other effects are
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
mation i n Table 10-5, which shows t hat only 1 8 .5% of the sample
actually perceived t e overall impact to be "neither good nor
I
I
I
I
I
bad . "
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Table 10-5
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO "NEUTRAL" IMPACT ITEMS
IMPACT CATEGORY RESPONSES
GOOD NEITHER BAD NO-RESPONSE
# ill # ill # J!l # .ai
Social Con-
ditions 125 (35.6) 77 (21. 9) 121 (34.5) 28 (7.98 )
Community
Closeness 110 (31. 3) 112 (31.9) 96 (27 . 4 ) 33 (9.40)
Employment 135 (38.5) 70 (19.9) 107 (30.5) 39 (11.11)
Overall 114 (32.5) 65 (18.5) 141 (40.2) 31 (8.83)
Forty percent of the Community perceive an impact on the "bad"
side of the continuum and 32.5% perceive an impact on the "good"
side of the continuum. While the average of these values falls in
the "neither good nor bad" category, this position does not reflect
the views of three quarters of the sample. A similar conclusion
can be drawn from the distribution of responses to each of the
other three apparently "neutral" items. Inspection of Attachments
10-2 and 10-3 will show that this problem is not limited to the
four "neutral" impact categories.
The survey provides information about two variables which
might be hypothesized to account for some of the large variability
in attitudes. Both age, and number o f years lived in Puna, could
be influencing the results. In order to investigate the possibility
of generational d i f fe r e n c e s in attitudes toward geothermal develop-
ment, the sample was divided into three subgroups of 18-35 years
(N = 170), 36-55 years (N = 1 05 ) a nd 56 years or older (N = 58).
A comparison of the attitudes of these three groups shows them to
be only minimally different from one another. The economic impact
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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only impact category perceived
ATTITUDE DIFFERENCE
no differences
employment to pos i t i ve; culture and
religion from nega tive to neutral
culture and religion f r om negative to
neutral
economic to neutral ; overall to negative
culture, . religion, his torical sites from
negative to neutral
Table 10-6
age variable. The few differences that
the changes from the total sample for each
ATTITUDE 9 I FFERENCES FROM THE TOTAL SAMPLE
FOR EA H LENGTH OF RESIDENCE CATEGORY
I n order ss the effects of length of residence in Lower
lengt h of resid e n c e
lowi n g
as pos itive by all tree groups; and the only change in the per-
o f geothermal develo
32 % positive , 20% tral and 48% negative).
21-40 years
41 or more years
20 years, 21 - 40 year and 41 or more years of residence. The findings
1-5 years
6-1 0 years
11 - 20 years
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE
l e ng t h of r e s i denc e ategory when compared with the mean of the
total s amp l e . The v Ir i ab i l i t y in each case remains high. The fol-
t hat of the total s pIe, and the variability r ema i ns large (i.e.
c e i v e d negative imp a ts is the shift of the ov era l l impact from
appear are small s hi ts in the value for the mean of a specific
ne u tral to negative or the youngest group . Even i n the l a t t e r
case , the mean o f 1 8- 35 group is only s lightly different from
regard i ng the e ffect of length of residence on attitudes are
Puna on a ttitud e s to ard geothermal development, the sample was
similar t o tho s e for
d ivided into the fol ]owing categories: 1-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
rl
I
I
I
I
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As the table indicates, there is no systematic pattern of differ-
ences, except perhaps some greater ambiguity among longer-term
residents about the effect of goethermal development on the Hawaiian
Culture.
In addition to questions about the favorability of the possible
impacts of geothermal development, respondents were asked to rate
the expected magnitude of the impacts. Responses were consistently
near the "large" end of the continuum for all categories, regard-
less of whether the value of the impact was perceived to be good
or bad.
Uses of Geothermal Energy
The six uses of geothermal energy which have been most
frequently proposed for Hawaii were presented to respondents for
their evaluation on a seven-point scale from good to bad. Table 10-7
presents the results of this evaluation. More detailed information
about the means and distributions of responses is presented in
Attachment 10-4 and Attachment 10-5.
Table 10-:-7
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I'
OVERALL SAMPLE: USES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
GOOD*
Agriculture/
Aquaculture
Small Industries
Electric Power
for Big Island
NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
Electric Power for Oahu
Hotels/Spas
BAD *
Large Industries
I
I
I
*All impact categories reported show nonchance (p<.05) frequencies
in the indicated direction using a binomial test of significance. I
I
I
ATTITUDE TOWARD USE
Neutral for 3 longer-term residence
groups; Positive for 6-1 0 year group;
Negative for 1-5 year group
Negative for 3 groups (1-5 , 11-20,
21-40); Neutral for 2 groups
positive for 4 groups ; ne utr al for
one group (11-2 0 )
Positive for 3 groups (6-10, 21-40
40+): neutral f or 2 gr oups
Neutral for all groups
Positive f o r all groups
the same three uses per ceived positively by a ll
activities (i.e., griculture, Big Island electric power ) or
ATTITUDES TOWARD VARIOUS USES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOR
LEN1 TH OF RESIDENCE CATEGORIES
Table 10-8
three groups. The nly changes in perceived negative uses were the
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Variations in ttitudes toward the v a r i o us uses of the geother-
ENERGY USE
The favored uses i ply either support of exi s t i n g Island need s and
residence categorie described above. Age differences were once
again minimal,
table summarizes th se differences .
relatively small s a le industria l activ ities; rather than large
inclusion of the geieration of electrical power for Oa hu in t he
negative category b t the 18-35 group, and the perception of lar ge
mal resource were a so examined for the age groups and length of
industries as neith r good nor bad by the two older groups.
There were soml differences in attitudes toward uses of geo-
t h e rma l energy, as l function of length of residence. The differ-
ences, however are J e i t h e r large nor systematic. The followi n g
Large Industries
scale development.
Agr icu l t ur e /
Aquaculture
Electric Power for
Oahu
Hotels/Spas
Electric Power for
Big Island
Small I ndustries
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Ownership of the Geothermal Resource
In response to the question of who should own geothermal
energy and receive the income from it, the majority (52.4%) of the
respondents indicated Native Hawaiians. In order, the other
choices were the surface land owner (23.8%), the owner of the
mineral rights for the land (12.5%) and the State government (11.38%).
It is interesting that the least popular position among the
members of the Puna Hawaiian Community is the position taken by
the State Government. The distribution of responses to the owner-
ship question is presented by the Histogram in .Attachment 10-6.
Quality of Life in Puna
In order to assess the degree of satisfaction among the
Hawaiian Community with the present lifestyle of Puna, respondents
were asked to indicate on a seven-point scale how happy or unhappy
they were with the quality of life in Puna. Responses to this
question produced greater concensus than did those to any other
question in the survey. The great majority ' (81.9%) responded that
they were happy with the present quality of life in Puna, while
only 9.5% were unhappy, and 8.6% were neither happy nor unhappy.
Attachment 10-7 p resent s the di s trib u t i on of responses to this item.
Attitudes of Subgroups Within the Community
The information available about the background of the Community
members makes it possible to investigate potential differences in
attitudes for diffe rent subgroups of the Community in addition to
those for age and l ength o f r esidence. The variables of particular
interest are 1) whethe r ei ther HGP-A or other geothermal wells have
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
indicated that they had visited a geothermal
s found between t he amount of informationA re lationship
Twe nty-five peo
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Approximately 0 e-half of the sample has visited the HGP-A
that respondents felt they had about geothermal development and
to be larger by the ormer group, and those who had visited other
had not.
about geothermal dev lopment and 3) t h e geographical area of Lower
geothermal well. Th impact on the Hawaiian culture was perceived
been visited, 2) the amount of information people believe they have
their overall attitudes toward it; but the relationship is not a
simple one. Those Whl reported having ei ther "very small,1I or
on their attitudes. The responses to the survey questions for those
the geothermal New Zealand, but it is not clear where the
sites rated large in ustrial use as more negative than those who
other 8 people visit There were onlX two significant differences
in the attitudes of hose who had, or had not, visited another
wellsite ; however th observation of one well has had little effect
Puna in which people live.
we ll other than HGP-. At least 17 of these people would have seen
who have visited HGP-A do not differ from those who have not.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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"large", amounts of i formation had more negative overall percep-
tions than did those ho reported "very large," "moderate," "small"
or II no information." In addition, those fee ling they had 1I1a r ge"
amounts of informatio perceived large industr ia l use of the
I
I
I
geothermal resource a more negative than did the other groups.
The final variab e, 9,eographical area of residence in Puna,
did not reflect diffe ences in attitudes toward either the expected
Neither
Very Slightly Good Nor Slightly Very
Area Good Good Good Bad Bad Bad Bad
-1- -2- -3- 4 -5- 6 7
# % # % # % # % # % # % # %
Hawaiian
Beaches 11 (8) 20(15) 17(13) 25 (19) 12(9) 19(14) 31 (23)
Pahoa 3 (4) 10(14) 10 (14) 22 (32) 6 (9) 8 (12) 10 (14)
Nanawale 2 (13) 7 (47) o(0) 2 (13) 2 (13) 1 (7) 1 (7)
Kalapana
Opihikao 10(11) 11 (12) 10 (11) 14(15) 5 (5) 11(12) 32(34)
Kapoho
Table 10-9
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
I
I
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39 (13) 74 (24)25 (8)63(20)37 (12)
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA WITHIN LOWER PUNA
26 (8) 48 (15)
One of the most stable of the findings of the survey was that
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO OVERALL IMPACT QUESTION BY
the Hawaiian Community of Lower Puna is quite satisfied with the
good nor bad" category, the wide variability noted earlier is
present in each residential area.
as well. Of particular interest is the fact that the pattern of
impacts or the uses of the geothermal resource. Table 10-9 summarizes
sample. While the average of the responses falls in the "neither
The responses to this question are typical of the other categories
responses for each area of Lower Puna resembles that of the total
geothermal development.
Total
the response distributions for residents of the major geographical
areas of Lower Puna to the question about the overall impact of
L...- ~~ _
one, economic impact, was reported to be
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A large number f impacts were perceived as negative by the
present quality of life in their Community. How, then, is the
agreement that the effects are "neither good nor bad" as it is a
As indicated earlier, the actual situation is not so much one of
appearance of geothe al development perceived by the Community?
potentially large impacts was not so readily apparent.
polarization of people at the two ends of the continuum. Some
people seem to be Wei1ghting the economic end of the balance, while
The second major poin of agreement among the respondents to the
situation is not uni~ue to the Puna Hawaiian Community, and has
also been described Jmong the residents of Lake County in the
aging in the "neither good nor bad" middle ground. There seems
scale. However , a co sensus about the desirability of these
others are weighting the environmental and social end. This
clearly positive. the question asking about the "overall"
respondents;
impact of geothermal eve10pment in Puna produced responses aver-
survey was that the i pact of such development would be "large" in
to be a b a l a nc i n g of , he potential economic benefits of geothermal
development with the environmental and social costs of development.
I I
I II,
I
I
I
I
il
I.
I
I
I
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Geysers geothermal field in California (Vo11intine & Weres, 1976).
statistically reliable, these values dobad" categories. Th
The means of th responses to the various impact items on the
not suggest that ext positions are held by t h e Hawaiian Com-
questionaire general fall in the "slightly good" or "slightly
scribed by the histog ams in Attachment 10-3 indicates that substantial
munity at large. ver, the great variability in responses de-
I
I
I
I
I
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numbers of people are taking opposing positions on the favorability
of the expected impacts. It seems reasonable to ask what the
effects on attitudes toward geothermal development of a Community
education program might be.
Is there any information in the present data to suggest that a
Community consensus might result if more information was made
available to the Community? A small number of the respondents (25)
reported having had firsthand experience with geothermal development
by having visited a geothermal well other than the HGP-A well in
Puna. The majority of these people were part of the New Zealand site
visit sponsored by the Hui, and thus saw geothermal development from
the viewpoint of another Polynesian people. The measures clearly
differentiating these 25 people from the others in the sample were
their more negative perception of the effects of geothermal develop-
ment on the Hawaiian Culture, and their more negative view of large
industrial use of the geothermal resource. The effect of this
experience would thus appear to be to create more negative attitudes
in selected, but not all, impact categories. Travel to New Zealand,
or to California, is not a very practical approach to Community
education, even if it does allow people to clarify their feelings
about development alternatives.
People who had visited another geothermal site had somewhat
more negative attitudes toward some potential impacts of develop-
ment. Consistent with this result is a similar finding among
respondents who felt they had ~ "large" amount of information about
geothermal development. Of the five other levels of information
I
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all amount of informat ion would be prime targets
ormed group of people who hold the same atti-
peop le with
people with such an e fort seem large. It, of course, is impossible
Wi t h al l of the f f o r t at Community education, which was
t o assess what respon ,ents' self-reported leve l o f information
respondents were sim"larly negative. Although it would seem that
The Hui engaged i n a variety of activities designed to create
much l arge r i a coverage 9i ven to the Hui's involvement
education efforts; th difficulties i n reaching a large number of
number of geothermal experts, and through presentations t o a number
sponsored by a grassr ots Community group, only 30% of t h e resp on -
Hawa iia n Community t rough a special geothermal edition of the Hui
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reported, only the" ery small amount" of information group of
f or a Community educ tion program, the result of such a program
of Community organizations. The Hui library on geothermal develop-
i n the geothermal are was included as a pro d u c t of its Community
dent s t o t he survey indicated that they learned about geothermal
d evelopment from the Iui. While this figure would probably be
a better informed Ha aiian Community. Its consistent public posi-
tudes they started w th!
t i on on the geotherm 1 development issue was that more information
ment was also made a to interested individuals.
ment for Puna could e made. Information was made available to the
might be a
wo u l d have been witho t the Hui activities during the past year.
It may very well be, or example, that the 30% of the Community
News l etter, through a workshop in Puna with presentations by a
was needed before a udgrnent about the desirability of s u c h develop-
I
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I
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I
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members who report having a "moderate amount" of information gained
much of this information through the Hui's efforts.
It is particularly interesting that the classic form of
Community education, the workshop, was mentioned by only 12% of
the respondents as a source of information. The major source of
information for the Lower Puna Hawaiian Community was the media,
particularly the newspaper. It would seem that some serious study
of the effectiveness of newspaper, radio and television as instru-
ments of Community education would be suggested from these findings.
The findings regarding ownership of the geothermal resource
and favored uses of it are interesting primarily in their diver-
gence with the positions taken by the State government on both
issues. It would be interesting to know the extent to which the
feelings of the Puna Hawaiian Community are representative of the
larger population of the State.
The fact that there were minimal differences in attitudes among
residents of the various areas of Puna is also of interest. It is
often speculated that the residents of the newer subdivisions such
as Hawaiian Beaches are "different" in important ways from the
longtime residents of the area. Given the fact that there are almost
as many Hawaiians in the Hawaiian Beaches subdivision as in all the
rest of Puna, such differences could be important to Community rela-
tionships. The present study, however, provides little evidence
for the existence of these differences. The same general conclusion
can be drawn from the similar attitudes expressed by Puna Hawaiians
of differing ages and differing lengths of residence in Lower Puna.
I
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a grassroots Community organization, and
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None of these varia les account for the frequently extreme differ-
ences in attitudes found in the Community. It would seem that
Hawaiians young and old, residing for varying lengths of time in
The study whic has been described was a Community-based
about the perceived effects of geothermal development and the
as clear as possible in wording and format to the people responding
to it. Numerous changes in the survey were made as a result of
three pilot administl ations' to the Hui Board. The results were that
the survey reflected the guiding input of the Community members who
Board of Directors 0 insure that it not only reflected their
approach to the ass of attitudes toward geothermal develop-
concerns about possi Ie impacts of development; but also would be
the data-collection ffort was large. Contrasting the 85% return-
. I . .
rate of the present study w~th the 31% return-rate for a similar
the survey data was collected by its members. The survey instrument
trates one clear adv ntage of taking the time to actively and
different parts of ower Puna have in common a general disagreement
desirability of the potential uses of the geothermal resource.
itself was created continuous interaction with the Puna Hui Ohana
mente It was spons
were the target of s udy, and that the amount of cooperation with
study in Lake County California (Vollintine & Weres, 1976) illus-
meaningfully involve the Community in such undertakings.
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ATTACHMENT 10 1: PUNA HUI OHANA GEOTHERMAL SURVEY
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?\J'NA aUI 01141\14
....roo- Profit Tax Exeh-.~ ~~ "APt
Organization
P.o. BOX 611
PAHOA, HAWAII 96778
PHONE : 965~140
I
I
I
I
I
Please kokua by filling in the survey so your
attitudes will b e included in the summary. All information
you provide will be confidential and the results will only
be mad e public in summary f o r m -- no individuals will be
identified.
The Puna Hui Ghana has r e c e i v e d a grant from the
Federal government to study the effect that geothermal
development might have on the Ha~aiian community of Puna.
As part of this project, we agreed to tell the government
what the Hawaiian residents o f Puna feel about geothermal
development. In order to do this accurately, we need to
know the f eelings o f as many people as possible.
Ma halo for yo u r a s s i sta nce .
~~-'
Peter Hauanl.o
Chairman
Puna Hui Ohana
•
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -GE OTHER MAL SUR VEY
r:'UN (.· Ht: t lWf;N :~~
BAtKGROUND I NFORMAT!O~
2 . SEX (CHECK ONE) MALE FEMAL E
INSTr-lJCT IONS
AS YO U KN OW. THERE I S ONE GEOTHER MAL WELL I N PUNA NO W, AND
THERE ARE PLANS TO DRILL MORE WELLS. AT THE PRESEN T TIME.
THE COUNTY HAS APPROVED PERMITS FOR DRILLING 24 WE LLS.
THE SCI ENTI STS HAVE ESTIM ATED THAT THE PUNA GEOTHERMAL
AREA HAS ENOU GH STEAM TO PRODUCE AS MUCH AS 500 MEGAWA TTS OF
ELECTRICAL POWER. THE BIG I SLAND NOW US ES ABOUT 90 MEGA -
WATT S AND OAHU USES ABOUT 1000 MEGAWATTS. IT WOU LD PROBABLY
TAKE ABOUT 160 WELLS AND 15 SQUARE MILES FOR A GEOTHERMAL
FIEL D PRODUCING 500 ME GAWATTS.
3 . I N WHAT PART OF c l NA DO YOU LIVE? (CHECK ONE)
___ORCH I D LAND
__ _PARADISE PARK
___HAW AIIA N BEACHES
___AI NALOA
___PAHOA
___NAN AWA LE EETATES
___ LEILANI ESTAT En
____KAPOH O
. OPIHIt,AD
___ KALAPA NA
8 . HAVE YOU VISITED ANY OTHER GEOTHERMAL WELL OR
FIELD?
___ YES
___NO
6. HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED ABOUT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPME NT~
(CH ECK ALL WH IC H APPLY )
HOW MANY YE ARS HAVE YOU LIVED IN PUNA ?
HOW MU CH INFORMAT I ON DO YOU FEEL YOU HAVE ABOUT
GEOTHERMA L DEVELOPMENT? (CHECK ONE)
- VERY LARGE AMOUNT
___ LARGE AMOU NT
___MODERATE AMOU NT
___ SMALL AMOUNT
___ VERY SMALL AMOUNT
___NONE
5 .
__ _RADIO
___ TELEVISI ON
___ NEWSPAPER
___GEOTHERMAL WO RK SHOP OR CONFERENCE
___PUNA HUI OHA NA MEETINGS
___ PUNA HUI OH AN A NEWSLETTER
___FRI END
___ OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) _
7. HA VE YOU VISI TED THE GEOTHERM AL WELL IN POHOIKI ?
__ _YES
__ _NO
2 . WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOU LD GEOTHERMAL DEVEL OPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON HISTORI CAL SI TES IN PUNA.
3 . WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT IN PUNA
BRING ABOUT ON TRADIT I ONAL HAWAIIAN RELI GI OUS PRACTICES AND
BELIEFS.
WHAT ~ T ND OF CHANGE WOULD GEO TH ERMAL DEVE LOPMENT I N PU NA
ss r NG ,, ;: C:IT ON HA WA II AN CULTURAL vr~LlJES AND BELIEFS .
6. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOP MENT BRING
ABOUT ON COMMUNITY CLOSENESS AND GROUP RELATIONS IN PUNA.
B. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY GOOD I
___GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___ SLIGHTLY BAD .
___ BAD
___ VERY BAD
B. (CHECK ONE)
WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING
ABOUT ON THE SOCI AL CONDITIONS ( FOR EXAMPLE, SCHOOLS,
RECREATION , AND HOUSING) OF PUNA.
5.
___ VERY LARGE
___ LARGE
__ _SMALL
__ _VERY SMALL
___ NO CHA NGE
___ VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___BAD
___ VERY BAD
7. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING '
ABOUT ON TRAFFIC IN PUNA .
A. (CHECI( ONE)
___ VERY LARGE
' LARGE
___SMALL
__ _VERY SMALL
~ NO CHANGE
. A. (CHECK ONE)
II . (CHECt, OND
___ VEFa Goon
___GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___NE IT HER GO OD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___BAD
___VERY BAD
B. (CHECK ONE)
___ VEH Y GOOD
___ GOOD
___SLI GHTL Y GOOD
___NEI THER GOOD NOR BAD
___ SLIGHTL Y BAD
___ BAD
___VERY BAD
", .
A. (CHECK ONE )
__ _\..'ERY LAf;'GE
____LARGE
___ SM ALL
__ _VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
___ VER Y LAt,GE
___. LARGE
__.. SMA LL
..__VERY SM':'Ll...
_ _ _ ~W CHAN Gi":
:... ; ::fJ ECK :fIlE J
A. (CHECK ONE) B. (CHECK ONE) A. (CHECK ONE) B. (CHECK ONE)
4. WHA T KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHER MAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
ON HUNTI NG, FISH ING AND FOOD GATHERING IN PU NA.
_..:._VERY LARGE
___ LARGE
__ _SMALL
___ VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
___ VERY LARGE
___LARGE
___SMALL
___VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
___ VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___BAD
___ VERY BAD
__ _VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___BAD
___VERY BAD
8. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE IN THE ECONOMY OF PUNA WOULD GEO THERMAL
DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT.
A. (CHECK ONE ) B. (CHECK ON E) A. (CHECK ONE) B. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY LARGE
___LARGE
___ SMALL
___VERY SMA LL
___NO CHANG E
___VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
__ _SLI GHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___BAD
___VERY BAD
___ VERY LARGE
___LARGE
___SMALL
___VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
___ VERY GOOD
___GOOD
___ SLIGHTLY GOOD
___NEI THER GOOD NOR
___ SLIGHTLY BAD
___ BAD
___VERY BAD
--
BAD .....
~
Q)
---------
BAD
--------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
,JI' : !'·:I N.:: OF C I-!I~N '3C:: iJJU! .r.: GEDT:1C F: I'i AL DE'Jr:: LJ F·11 EN T DR I NG ABOU T . 13 . WHA T. KI ND OF CHAN GE WOULD GEO THERMAL DEVEL OPME NT BR I NG ABO UT
C~ ' HE A'JA!LAPILI Tv OF AGP I C U~T URAL LAND I N PUNA. ON EARTHQUAKES AND ERUPTIONS IN PUNA.
( CHEn; ONE) II . (CHEel" ONE ) A. (CHECK ONE) B. (CHECK ON E)
.__VE RY LAFGE
.. U', r,GE
__ _ SMr:\LL
.:_VEF. Y SI1ALL
.... _110 CHA NGE
__..VEF\ Y GOOD
___GOOD
_ __ S LI GIHL Y GOOD
___NEI THER GOOD NO R BAD
_ _ _ S LI GHTl Y BMi
___BAD
____\,;'EF:Y BAD
___ VERY LARGE
___LAf,GE
___SMALL
__ _VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
___VER Y GOOD
___GOOD
__ _SLIGHTLY GO OD
___ NE I THER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___BAD
___VERY BAD
: 0 . WH AT KIND ~OF CHANG E WOUL D GEOTHERMA L DEVE LO PM ENT BRING ABOUT 14. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DE VELOPMENT BRING AB OU T
ON EMPL OYMENT FOR HAWAIIA NS I N PUNA. ON THE PLANTS AN D ANIMALS IN PUNA •
15. OVERALL, THE EFFECT OF GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT IN PUN~
WOULD BE ••• 1
.i. (CHEel, ONE)
___VER Y LA RGE
___LARGE
___SMAllL
___ VERY SMA LL
___ NO CHANGE
11. WHAT KIND OF CHANGE WOULD
ON LAND TAXES IN PUNA.
A. (C~ECK ONE )
:\
__ _VER'( LARGE
___ LAR1E
___SMAUL
___VER" SMALL
___NO CHANGE
B. (CHECK ONE)
___VER Y GO OD
___GOO D
___SLI GHTLY GO OD
___ NE ITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLI GH TLY BAD
___ BAD .
___VERY BAD
GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ABOUT
B. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
__ _SLIGHTLY BAD
___[lAD
___ VERY BA D
A. (CHECK ONE)
. __.:.. VERY LARGE
___ LARGE
___ SMALL
___ VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
A. (CHECK ONE)
." VERY LARGE
___ LARGE
___ SMALL
___ VERY SMALL
___NO CHANGE
B. (CHECK ONE)
__ _VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
__ _SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___ BAD
___ VERY BAD
B. (CHECK ONE )
___ VERY GOOD
___GOOD
___ SLI GHTLY GOOD
___NEITHER GOO D NOR BAD
___SLIGHTLY BAD
___ BAD
___ VERY BAD
l2 . WHAT KI ND OF CHANGE WOULD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT BRING ~BOUT 16. ·WHO DO YOU FEEL SHOUL D OWN THE GEOTH ERMAL ENERGY AND RECEIVE
ON THE PHYSICAL ENVIRON MEN T ( NOI SE, AI R QUALITY, VISUAL THE INCOME FROM IT1 (CHECK ONE)
ENVIRONMENT) OF PUNA.
A. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY LARGE
___LARGE
___ SMALL
__ _VERY SMALL
___ NO CHANGE
B. (CHECK ONE)
___VERY GOOD
_.__GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGH TL Y BAD
___BAD
___VERY BAD
___THE STATE GOVERNMENT
___ NATIVE HAWAIIANS ·
___THE SURFACE LAND OWNER
___THE OWNER OF THE MINERAL RIGHTS FOR THE LAND .
17 . HOW HAPPY ARE YOU WITH THE QUALITY OF LIFE I N PUNA AT
THE PRESENT TI ME . ( CHECI" ONE>
___._VERY HAPPY
___ _HAPPY
__ _SOM EWHA T HAPPY
___ NEITHER HAPPY NOR UNHAP PY
___SOMEWHA T UNHAP PY
.. __ UNH APPY
___ lJEF:Y UHHAPPy
USES OF GEO THERM AL ENE RG Y
ASSUMI NG THAT SOME GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPME NT COMES TO PUNA,
WHAT ARE YOUR FEELI NG S ABOUT THE USE OF GEO THERMAL ENER GY
FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING :
1 . AGRICUL TURE OR AQUAC UL TURE (CHECK ON E)
___VERY GOOD
___GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GO OD
___NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___ SLIGHTLY BAD
__ _BAD
___ VERY BAD
2. HEALTH SPAS/HOTELS (CHECK ONE)
___ VERY GOOD
___GOOD
___ SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
___SLIGHTL Y BAD
___ BAD
__ _VERY BAD
3. LARGE INDUSTRIES ( FOR EXA MPLE, PROCESSI NG MANGANESE
NODULES) (CHECK ONE )
___VERY GOOD
___ GOOD
___ SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAIl
___ SLIGHTLY BAD
___ BAD
___ VERY BAD
4. SMALL INDUSTRIES USING STEAM OR HOT-WATER DIRECTLY
<FOR EXAMPLE, FRUIT PROCESSING, AQUACULTURE,
AGR I CULTURE) (CHECK ONE)
. VERY GOOD
.....__GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
__ .NEIT HER GO OD NOR BAD
__ _SLI GHTL Y BAD
.__ BAD
..... _.VE" Ry BAD
5 , EL.ECTRIC POW ER FOR THE BI G I SLAND (CHECK ONE)
..._...VEHY GOOD
..__ GOOD
___SLIGHTLY GOOD
___NEITHER GOOD NO R BAD
____SLI GHTL'( BAD
.__..BAD
... ... ...I)ERY BI-H I
6 . ELECTRIC POWER FOR OAHU (CHECK ONE)
__._ VERY GOOD
__ _GOOD
__ _SLIGHTLY GOOD
___ NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
...__SLIGHTLY BAD
__._BAD
_._ ._ VERY BAD
t-'
U1
o
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
MEAN
MEANS FOR SURVEY I TEMS 1- 15 (IMPACT)
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4.~1
4.88,
4.52
5.11
4.04
4 ~0~
5.03
3.51
4.95
j~87
5.21
5.38
4.9~ '
5.20 '
4.36
2.24
2.21
2.78
2 .4 1
2.09
2.43
2.05
2.04
2.12
2.71
1. 93
1. 88
2.95
2.40
1. 78
IMAGNITUDE
= Very Large; 5 = No Change)
= Very Good; 7 = Very Bad)
ATTACHMENT 10-2 :
IMPACT CATEGOR
1. Scale from IrS
2. Scale from 1-7
Va l ue s a nd beliefs
Hi s t or i ca l Sites
Tr ad i tion /Re ligio u s
Hunting, etc.
Social C9nditions
Community: Closeness
Traffic
Economy
Agricultu ral Land
Employment
Land Ta xe s
Physical Environmen
Earthquakes/Eruptio s
Plants/Animals
Overa].l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ATTACHMENT .1 0- 3 : HISTOGRAMS OF RESPONSES TO IMPACT QUESTIONS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I I I'() v,!(1 r T(1N CUl..TUF:(.\ 1_ t,!(~ 1. !.iF ;;)
F"t:.:E Cl UENCY 2 1. :=:i 4 2 :;> "7 (~.. :34 4 < <:> t
I~;~~-; -~~~~C~--;-;~ i~~;--- - - _ · _ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - · - - - - . - - - . - - - - - -..--.-.--------.---.-...-
BAD
7I TEM S F I~:()M 1 TD
1: VEH Y GO OD
2 : G[)O!)
3: SLIGHTLY GODD
4: NEITH ER GOOD NO R
5 : Sl.. I oun.Y t fA [ 1
6: BAD
7: V Er~ Y BAD
"'f'
*
.I -.J
? /~. ",.~ .
" ~I I' )
*
I,;.,
7 0
*.: Cl ,>,t.' _J '·r
6 6
*c~ 4
*6:.~ :>t'. ,
60 * t
58 * *
5 6 * *
5 4 * * *
52 * * *
50 * * *
48 * * *
4 6 * * * *
44 * * * *
42 * * * *
40 * * * *
38 * * * *
3 6 * * * *
3 4 * * * * *
32 * * * * *
30 * * * * *
28 * * * * *
2 6 * * * * *
2 4 * * * * *
22 * * * * * *
2 0 * * * * * * *
18 * * * * * * *
16 * * * * * * *
14 * * * * * * *
1 2 * * * * * * *
1 0 * * * * * * *
8 * * * * * * *
6 * * * * * * *
4 * * * * * * *
2 * * * * * * *I- - - - ~ ~~ ~ --- ;-- ; - -~ - -~ --;- - ~ - - ; - -- - - ---- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ~ - - - - - - - - -------
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
HISTOHI C I~IL. ~:)TTr.::!3
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I
I
I
I
~~~~~~~~~..~~-~~ .. .~ ~-~~ -~~- ~~-~~- --- - ---_ .. .. ------- ------------- -------------------1
EACH * EQ UAL.S 2 POI NTS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
BAD
ITEMS F/:;:Ot-i :i. TCl
1~ VEHY (JODD
::.~: i:~ C) oII
3: Gl..ID HTI...Y GClClD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR
~:): ~)L_ I eurt. '( I~AD
6 : Bt~D
7: VEf=i:Y BAD
*
*
*
*
*:r.
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
/' 4
..." .)
I . :.
70
60
6\~)
t>4
6 2
60
~~)8
~;6
~;4
~::} 2
~~i ()
4 8
46
44
4 ':;
...
40
3 13
~ ,
..~ \~)
3 4
3 2
:3 0
*~~ G
*26
*2 4
*'") r)
*
~....'..
2 0
*:l.D 'J,.-
-r-
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * ** * :1<
* * * *
* * * *
>¥. * *- *
* ::I< * *
::« * * *
* * * *
* ::1< * *
* ;j( * ;.f:
>,1< k: * *
)I,< :>j( >:< :),<
* t : * t
* * * *
* * * ).<
1 6 * * * * * *
1 4 * * * * * * *
1 2 * * * * * * *
10 * * * * * * *
8 * * * * * * *
6 * * * * * * *
4 * * * * * * t
2 * * * * ¥ * *
..... ........I I'E ~ :;: ;:~ ~~ ~; :;; :~~ ~; ".. .. I
I
I
I
I
I
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I Po: A11 I T I CJ NAI... Htl L,)t:':! 111~N r~ [I.. I cr ]U!3 F' F~ACT ICES
BAD
7ITEMfJ FfWM :I. TO
:I.: VEI~Y GOOD
~~: (3 ()()[I
:3: SLI GHTL Y GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR
5: SI...IC31"ITI... '( fiA['
6: BAD
7: VEI~Y BAD
*
*
*)/;
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)/(
*
>I<
.*
*
*
*
*
*
5 4 * *
5 1 * * *
48 * * *
45 * * *
4 2 * * *
3 9 * * *
36 * * *
33 * * *
30 * * *
2 7 * * *
2 4 * * *
2:1. * * * * *
1 8 * * * * * * *
15 * * * * * * *
12 * * * * * * *
9 * * * * * ~ *
6 * * * * * * *
3 * * * * * * * .I- - - - - - - - - - ----- - - --~- ---- --- -- - - - ------~--~-- - - ------------------ T-- -- ----_----
I TEM :I. 2 3 4 5 ~ 7
I~~~: ~=~~: ~:.~ : ~ ~:~ ~ ,?'.~ _.. ~:: :~ ~= ~: :. ~~ ~~ ~~ ?..~~ : .~~: _ _ _._ ___ __ _ , _ __ _.__
EACH * EQUAI... S 3 POINTS
I 1. 20
:1..1."7
I :1. :1. 4:1.:1..1.l OB
:L O ~)
I 1. ():;,!99
91.>
I (1390
B7
El4I El:l.
'7(]
I ~ ;;
66
I 63,( "• \J~)~:i?
I
I
I
I
I
I
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HUNTING, FISHING~ FOOD GATHERING
FRECWENCY 9 17 13 87 42 64 85
EACH * EnU(~I...s 2 F' c) IN T ~;
BAD
I TEt-iS FF:Ol"i :J. TD
:I.: VEf~Y GOOD
2: GOOD
3: SLIGHTL.Y GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR
5: SL I mrn...Y r~A[1
6: BAD
7: VEf~Y 1MD
86 *
84 * *
82 * *
80 * *
78 * *
76 * *
74 * *
72 * *
70 * *
613 * *
66 * *
64 * * *
62 * * *
60 * * *
58 * * *
56 * * *
54 * * *
52 * * *
50 * * *
48 * * *
46 * * *
44 * * *
42 * * * *
40 * * * *
38 * * * *
36 * * * *
34 * * * *
32 * * * *
30 * * * *
28 * * * *
26 * * * *
24 .* * * *
22 * * * *
20 * * * *
18 * * * *
16 * * * * *
14 * * * * *
12 * * * * * *
10 * * * * * *
8 * * * * * * *
6 * * * * * * *~ * * * * * * *
..... ._.~::: :~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ :~ ~ _.. .. - , ... 1
ITEM 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 7
I
I
I
I
I
157
I SOCI AL CONDIT I ONS
BAD
7ITEMS FF\OM 1 TO
1: VERY GOOD
2: GOOD
3: 51- I GHTI... '( GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR
5: SLIGHTLY BAD
6: BAD
7: VEF'~Y BAD
7
*
*
*:;:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
6
*
*
*
*
*
*»:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)«
)«
*
*
,.
.::J
*
*
*
**
4
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3
)/(
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*>I;
*
*
*
2
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*it<
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*;-{<:
*
1
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
2
I TE M
, , .)
<:l ,:..
7 2
7 0
6t3
6,'S
64
76
74
2 4
48
60
513
:~j6
:~i4
.1.13
:1.6
:1.4
:1. 2
:1.0
8
44
40
38
36
34
I I:~ ~~~ ~ ~~I::::~: ~ ~~ .: ~ ~t._~ ~ ~ ?:_:~ ~~ _.:: "._ ~~: ._. ___.._ __ _..__ _ _ "__ ._ _ __ _. _
r~ A CI-1 * E(~UAL_S 2 POIN "rS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
COMMUNITY CLOSENESS
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I
I
I
I
FFiEQUENCY "> t '-'4 '"1'-'1 t '" '1 (/ .. .~ 44._.~ ..-.:..~ ~:_.._-_.~~-~~:-- ~~:~ .:.~-:~ :~ :.~ -._ -_ _ _ _ _ ·1
EACH * EQUALS 3 POINTS
U.l
lOB
1 O~'5
102
99
(; 6
'>'3
90
8'7
8 Al
81
78
7 5
7 "s;
*
*
*
*
*)~
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*:j<
*>:<
** *
* *
* :{<
ITEMS FFWi'1 1 TO
:1. : l) EI:~Y (JODI)
::~: (,001)
3: SLIGHTLY GOOD
4 : NEITHER GOOD NDR
~) : S1_I (31-1 "1'1... Y }~A[I
6 : BI~D
7: VE/:;:Y BAD
BAD
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Tf~AFFJC
I
159
ITEMS FROM :I. TO 7
1: VERY GOOD
2: GOon
3: SLIGHTLY GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
5: SLIGHTLY BAD
6: BAD
7: VEr~Y BAD
7
------------------------------------ ----------------
r:' r;: E CI UF NCY :I. ? :? t..\ ? 0 ,:,3 4 e., ? 0 D4
I~~ ;~; ;~; ~ ~~ ;; ~~ ~;:.~~ ~; ~::;:;:;'~:;:~ "'"'' . - -.- _ ,. - -_ .
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)/(
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
I
B./t
El2
DO
7B
I 7674
"O} ' 1
l ,....
I / 0 *MJ *, "
*
o o
64
*I b2 * *60
* *58
* *I 56 * *54
* *c; . , .)
* *
".J.'••
I 5 0 * *4 0 * *46
* * *44
* * *I 4':> * * >I<A.40
*
>I<
*3B
* *
>I<
I 3 6 * * *3 4 * * >I<:32 * * *
I 30 * * *28 * * *~:.:~ ..~~
* *
>I< *
:24
* * * *I ~~ :~~ * * * *20
* * * * *1.[1
* * * * *I :I. Cl * * >I< * *14 * * * * *:1.2
* * * * * *:J.O
* * * * * *I B * * * * * *6 >I<
* * * * *4 * * * * * *II 2 * * * * * *
-_._-_.._ -~ _.~ ~ - -- ----------------
ITEM 1. 2 3 4 5 6
I
I
ECONOM Y
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I
·1
I
FREQUENCY 42 83 52 6 7 14 20 44
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
EACH * EQUALS 2 POINTS .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
BAD
7ITEMS FROM 1 TO
:I.: VEFi:Y GOOD
2: noon
3: SLIGHTLY GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR
5: SLIGHTLY BAD
6: BAD
7: VERY BAD
82 *
80 *
78 *
76 *
'74 *
72 *
70 *
68 *
66 * *
64 * *
62 * *
60 * *
58 * *
56 * *
54 * *
52 * * *
5 0 * * *
48 * * *
46 * * *
44 * * * *
42 * * * * *
40 * * * * *
38 * * * * *
36 * * * * *
34 * * * * *
32 * * * * *
30 * * * * *
28 * * * * *
26 * * * * *
24 * * * * *
22 * * * * *
20 * * * * * *
1 8 * * * * * *
16 * * * * * *
14 * * * * * * *
12 * * * * * * *
10 * * * * * * *
8 * * * * * * *
6 * * * * * * *
4 * * * * * * *
2 * * * * * * *- ---;~~~---;--;--;--;--;--~ - -;--- ------------- - --- -- - ----- .- ----- --------------- I
I
I
I
1() (JfnCUI.. TtJFi.'AL LAND 161
I~~~~~~~ ~ ~- ~~-~~-~ ~ - ~~-~~ - ~ ~ -~~--------------- -- --------- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - --
C ( ICH ~~ E Cl U /~U:; :? P OHHS
(/2
*90
*BB
*B6
*B4
*8 ':)
*
A .
no
*7l:l :>I<
'.76 )/<
74
*"'J ..")
*
/ s;
7 0
*68
*66
*6 4
*6 "
*
A.
60
* *~:;B I1 *56
* *~:;4
* * *C"'1
* * *
,JA'..
'.50
* * *4B
* * *46
* * *44
* * *42
* * *40
* * *3B
* * *:~ 6
* * *34
* * * *~3::~
* * * *30
* * * *:;~B 'I< )/<
* * *
ITEMS FfWM :J. TO 7
;?6 )/( )/< )/(
* *2-1 1: )/( >I< *:
* *
1: \.'E (~ Y GO OD
'i ''' ) :+: )/(
* * * *
2 : GOOD,,:.. ..:..
~~O
* *
.f
* * *
3: SLIGHTLY GOOD
18
* * * * * * *
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
:1.6
* * * * * * *
5: SLIGHTLY BAD
14
* * *
>1<
* * *
6: BAD
1'"'
* * * * * * *
7: VERY BADe:
1 0
* *
*= * )/< * *8
* * * * *
)/<
*6
* * * * * * *4
* * * * * * *:~
* * * * * * *
ITEM 1 2 3 4 ~ 6
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
._ _ _ __._._---_._------_.._ _..
I
I
-----------..-- _. __ ._ --------- -------~ -----------~ ~~- --
7
EMPLOYMENT FOR HAWAI IAN S
'1 6 2
I
I
I
~~~~~: :~~::~~~.: .~~ ~~ ~ ~~= ::~ .:.~'.''' <~~ ::::::~ :~: ~~~.~ _ - - I
EAC H * EQU ALS 2 POI NTS
'70
*6 B
*6 6
*64
*6:~
*60
*5 8
*:';6
*~54
*r.:-".)
*
...J«.•
5 0 ::j<:
*
·4 ! :~ ;-{<:
*46 :* >,'<
44 >I<
* * *
·1 2
* * * *40 >,'< * * * *3B * *
>,'<
* *36 >,'<
* * * * *34 * >,'< * * * *3':) >,'<
*
::I<
* * *
\. "'-..
3 0 >,'< >,'<
* * * *20
* * * * *
>,'< ITEMS F t=~ClM 1 TO ?
26
* * * * * * *2 ·4
* * * * * * *
:J • VEt=~Y (JUOD..
,,) ." )
*
'J'
* * *
~{
*
" ) . GDClD~. ",,'.. ", ",,' ,..
20
* * * * * * *
3: ~; L I G H T L Y GOOD
lH
* * *
>v. )~
* *
4 : NEITH Er:: Go on NClF< B:~D
:1.6
* * * * * * *
r.:' f f;;L I GHTI... Y BF-lD\.) v
:I. 'l
* *
;{-;
*
;1<
* *
6 t BAD
:1.2 ~<
*
;{{ \\ '
*
>,'<
*
.". + V Er~Y DAD"I" / .
:1.0 >,'<
* * *
>,'< >.\
*B
* * * *
>,'<
* *6 >,'<
*
>,'< >,'<
* * *4 >,'<
* * * *
>,'<
*" >,'<
* * *
>,'<
* *
4'..
IT EM :I. ?
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.1
I
I
I
I
I
1 6~
r" f" r "l l Jr." ~1 {"Y l' .., 4 '1 () ,...r' O • •<; ~ "'1'1 '\ c'I:~ ~~ .~~~. '.~:: ~ ~: ~. ~~.~..; :..: ~~ ..:'" ::~'.' ~:.:.::.~ ~:. :~ --'-_ _- : '-'_- -~ - ..j:~ tl CH * E[,1Ut tl.. G 3 POI NT S
"" - •••• •••• ••., MO, ._ _, 0, _ _• •_ _ . _ _ M __ _ _ . __ ._ , _ _ _ _ _ ••_ _ _.,.. _._ ..
:f. o\~J *:l. O~:.:.; \~t
' I'
l O;!. *? ':~~
*~? 6
*?:'::)
*'/ 0
*El?
*f:l 4
*Ell
*7U
*7 ~5
*..) ' J
*
... ......
6 !J *(., ,~,
*l -z
*
U d
6 0
* *~:;/
* *~::i4
* * *~.'.i :I.
*
»:
*40 * * *4 ~:j
* *' *4 :'? .,1/ )« ::(<II',
3 9 * * *3 6
* * *:~3 'I<
* * *30 ~'
* * *"~~ '? * * * *~.~ 4 * * * * *2 :1. * * *
)/( )/(
1 0
* * * * *J :=::
* *
:>,'{ >~ )/( )/(
:1.2
*
)/( ):<
* * *r;
*
)/( * * * * *1.
* * * *
)/<
* *
', . /
:3
* * * * * * *
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IT EM :t 2 :3 4 ,...) 6 7
IT EMS FROM 1 TO 7
:L: VI::f~Y GODI)
zr C'J o() [I
3: SLIGHTLY GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
~~j: ~:) I... I (,1..1"TO I... '( IiAI)
6: BAD
7: VERY Bfl[l
PHYSICAL. ENVIRONMEN T
164
I
I
I
I
FREQU ENC Y 10 16 11 60 4 6 65 11~
;~~~;:~ ; "' ~~ l:; ~ ~~ ~ ~ ;~: ~; ~~.~~: ;~ - - '1
114
*111 *
:L08
*:1.0::.:;
*102
*99
*9lS
*93 ;I<
90
*El'7
*'El4 *81
*I'D *- J I::"
>1<,. .J
72
*ill)
*cl6
*63
* *60
*
)/<
*5'7
*
*:
*54
* *
:+:
51 * >1< *4D ;{<
* *45 ~{
*
::j<.
*4") >I<
* * *
4 ..
3 '.1'
* *
>~ >I<
3 l)
* * * *33 ", ~{
* *
~':'\
30
* *' *
*-
27 },'< ~I ;(<
*
. ,
24 ',l, *
.,.
*
.... .)~.
2 :1.
* * * *i C' * ;(< ~\ *... 0:I. ::5 )/\
* * * *l :?
* *
'-I; ",I,
*
" I'
9 ,~: d .- ~'( :+: "~ :'1<: I~\-!'.
6 \/,, ' :/':
*
>~ ·r * *'
'1'
J :i. :~ >I< >;\ 'N '..,
*
'I' .~\
I TE M .I.
IT EMS FROM 1 TO '7
:I. :~ l'}Ef~Y GOUD
2: (3oo[I
:-3 t ~; L I GHTI... Y GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
~5: SLIGHTLY B,~D
6: BAD
7: t)EF(( [1M)
..... ......................... ......-_ "- _.' - ' " . '" - -. . . .. . .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
165
~:~ ~~~:: ~:~ :.~ ~ ~ ~.= ~ ~ ._ :~ ~ .~. ~ ~~: ,o- .'.:~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ..,o _ "."_ '" _ - - - - __._ _ _.._.__ _. ~ . _ ._.__.- __._._ ._- ._._~: AC H * EQUALS 3 POINTS
. . . . . .. . . .. . _ • • _ - _ 0 _.- _ . _ _ • _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ . • _ . _ ..0 0 _ _ .. _ _ . _ _ . _ • _ • • _
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
lOU
*:l () ~:j
*:L 0 2
*9(~
*(il f.,
*C) ".W
*
.. ..)
(;> 0 :;.:
p.' -.f..J / ';0-
04
*C\ 'l
*
r..::' ••
78
*-, I ;~
* *
1 ,.1
7:2 * *69
* *,i6
* *63
* *60
* *'''""7 1,<:
*
.J ,
5 4
* *5:1.
* *48
* *4 '"'
* *
...1
4 ':)
* *
•..
39
* * *
ITE Mf.l FF~DM :I. TD 7
3 6
* * *...., ..7.
* * '*
., . VE F~ Y GOOD..) .. ~ ...
J () l~
* *
2: GODD
t ·)" ,
* * *
3: SLIGHTLY GDOD.:.. I
::.~4
* * * *
4: NEITH EH GOOD NDR BAD
2 1
* *
>x
*
5: SLIGHTLY BAD
:L 13
* * * * *'
6: BAD
:I. ~) ~f(
* * * *
7: V EI~ Y BAJ:I
1~~
*
:,,\
* "* *9
* * * * *6
* '* * * * * *
.3
* * * * * * *
I TEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PLAN TS AND ANIMA LS 166
FRE l1UENCY (I 1 5 8 m·' 44 ~53 ')8
EACH )/< EQ l.J J{)L.~l ' ") POI NTS.\ "-
913
*'16 ":I(
?"l ;-:<
9 ')
*
•..
(,:'0
*DB >I<:
*0 6
'*
:j<:
U4
* *8~~
* *BO
* *7tl
* *76 * *7 4
* *7~~ >I<:
*70 >I<
*68
* *66
*
)/<
6 4
* *J '")
* *
\:> ......
6 0 )/<
*58
* *tj6
* *54
*
-*
52
* * *50
* * *4B
* *
>I<
46
* * *44
* *
:>1< ;(<
4 :2 »<: ;(<
*
\1.'
,l',
40 ,)'< ,I,
*
>I<I f -·
38
* * * *:36
* * * *34 :{(
*
>~ *32
*
>I<
* *30
* * * *20
* *
:>x
*
I T Ei'1S FH [) ~'l :i- TO ) '
2 6
* * * *24
*
).:{ -.j,
-* 1 • I) E I:~ Y GO ()D' r, •
r) ... )
* * * *
r, (- GCl Cl D,,:......:. s; +
20 * * * *
-.. f3L I GH TL. ·'( GOOD-:I.
:I. f3
*' * * *
4: NE I THEF;: GOOD NOH BAD
:I I.! :f; ,', '1/(
*
c ;" • !:;I". I GH Tl.. 'I· Il ,~D' l\. ..J ,
.I. ·t
* * *
>',<
*
6: Il~~J.)
L~
* * * * *
. '';' t V EF~Y B I~~D/ .
1 0
'*
>I<
* * *B * >I< )/< * * * *6
* * * * * * *'4
* *' * * *
:1<
*, .)
*
:"!< )/<
* * * *
J\..
IT EM 1 ' ")J:_ 6
I
I 167
I
I IJ VLh:AL. J... I Mf',i CT
~ R E Q U E N C Y 27 50 37 65 25 41 75
._._. ._ _. •M·"·· ··_·_· __. ·_. __••_ .•• .__ .M. - - .•. -- •_ _ • ~_ .__• •__ •__ . .. ~ ~ _-- •.--.--_-
*
::M;H
*
ECH.JALS " POINTSA'.
I '.7 4",>'2
? O
I 6B6 664
*
1
Li ::~ :+;
60
*sa
*~)6
*I :i4 *s :~~ '"'1'
so )(<:
*I 4('3 * *46 * *44
* *4~~
* *I 40 * * *3 8
* * *3 6
*
if( )«
*I 3 4 * * )« *..,. ,.) * * ~,< *,,:'),,:..3 0
*
>.'< )~
*::.~D ~'f< )Ii 'J, )"I .";'. .'~2 6 * ", * },< *-r-;;.~4
* * * * * *2~.~::
'* *
'I< ::<
*
:«
I 20 * * * ;~ * *lEi
* * * * * *.\ '
* * * * * *
... (,)
I .1. 4 * )« )« * * *:1.2 * * * >/., * *' I':to
* *
.f
* * *tl
* * * * * *I 6 * * * * * )«4
* * * * * *" ) ~(.
* * * * *
.'1.. .I"·-, .. ... ... ~ .~... .. _.-~ _.-~_.--_.--'--=----
rlE M 1 , 3 4 ~ 6
I
I
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)«
*)«
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
7
ITEMS FROM :I. TO 7
1: VERY GO OD
2: GDO D
3: SLIGHTLY GOOD
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
~.): SLIGHTLY B~)D
6: BAD
7: VEF.:Y BAD
USE X
ATTACHMENT 10-4: IMEANS FOR SURVEY ITEMS 1-6 (USES)
1. Scale from 1-7 (1 = Very Good; 4 = Neither Good Nor Bad;
7 = Very Bad)
Big Island Electric Power
Small Industries
Agriculture ~ or Aquaculture
Health Spas/Hotels
Oahu Electric Power
Large Industries
2.33
2.95
3.29
4.07
4.25
4.47
168
i..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ATTACHMENT 10-5: HISTOGRAMS OF RESPONSES TO USES QUESTIONS
USE FOR AGRICULTUR E OF AQUACU LTURE
170
I
I
I
I
FREQUENCY 58 79 45 70 17 20 31
;-~~- --~-- --~ - -~ - ~~ ~- ~~ - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- --- - - - - - - --- --------------- - - 1LALH >:< EQUAL .:> •.. I c..r Nl o
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B r~D
'7ITEM~) Fr~OM :J. TO
1: VEF~Y GClDD
2: GOOD
3: !31... I GHTl..Y G(]O!)
4: NEITH ER GOOD NOR
5: BLI CJ ~ ·i ·rL Y I{ ,!:t[l
Cl: BE)!)
"7 ~ 'JEF~Y BAD
7 f.l *
?Ci *
7 4 *
72 *
70 * >:<
68 * *
66 * *
64 * *
62 * *
60 * *
58 * * *
56 * * *
54 * * *
52 * * *
50 * * *
48 * * *
4 6 * * *
44 * * * *
42 * * * *
40 * * * *
38 * * * *
36 *- * * *
34 * * * *
32 * * * *
30 *- * * * *
28 * * * * *
26 * * * * *
2 4 * * * * *
22 * * * *- *
20 * * * * * *
18 * * * * * *
16 * * * * *- *- *
14 * * * * * * *
12 * * * * * * *
10 * * * * * * *
8 * * * * * * *
o ~ * * * * * *
4 ~ * * * * * *
. ............ ~;: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - M M __ _ · M I
ITEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I
I
I
I 171
I
I~ 1(:; ::.' f 'r IF: HEAL T I·/ !~ PA S / H ()T EI _f3
;::. F~E0 U[ NCY -4 () 6 0 :.~ ? s9 12 :3s ? 2I~~;~;::; ~"-~~~~~ I~~~ ~ _ .- ; .•- ~: ~I ~; ~~~---- ---.---._.--..-- _.. _. --_.._._.. --_..-.-.------ -. '" ._ -_.-'.-..-.- -..-.- __.,..-.- _.--.-.-._.--._-
..., - - - - - - _ --_ _ " ' - ' ' "- .- .
'? ~~
*""J { '
*
.' . )
(:)B
*, l
*
(:.1...)
/" 1
*,: ' 1
-*
",,) ,,'..
60
* *~) f.l
*
)/<
*:7j 6
*
-*
*::-; 4
* * *5 2
* * *:7jO
*
:>',<
-*
40
*
,J.
*
I f'
4,')
* *
>I:
44
-* )/< >I:
4:'.::-
*
>x
*40
*
-* -*
*:.?i f=l * )/< *
)/(
3 6 :I,< * * * *3 4
*
>,'( ~I< ~{
* *:~2
*
:I,< * *
:I<
*30 * )/< *
:I< )/<
*:·:~D
* * * * *
:>',< I TE M!:; Ff< (J M :J. TD 7
.. ' \ I
*
:I,<
* * * *
.:.('.>
24 )/< )/< )/( >" )/<
*
U VEF~ Y GODI).'
:~ ~~
* * * *
>,'<
*
r ) • GOOD"" .20
* * * * *
)/( 3: SLIGHTLY GO OD
lEl
* * * *
)/( )/( 4: NEI THEH GOOI) ND H BAD
1.6
*
)/(
* * -* *
~:) : SLIGHTL Y BAD
:1.4 * * *
)/(
-*
*
t~~ : BAD
I. ) >};
*
::1\ »::
* * *
7: VEin BAD
.I. ,:) :«
* *
"0/.' >K
* *
,"j "
f~
*
)/( .~<
* * * *~~)
* * * * * * *fl
*
)/<
*
:I<
* *
)/(
~?
* * * *
)/< )/<
*
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i l
I
I TFM 2 J 4 6 7
USE FOR LARGE INDUSTRIES
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I
I
~~=~~=~:~-:~-~~-::-~~-:~-:~-~~ - ---------- ---- -------------------------------- I
EACH * EQUALS 2 POINTS
96
S14
92
90
88
86
84
82
DO
78
76
74
72
7 0
68
62
60
~:58
56
54
r:-,.)
,J",,"..
50
4B
46
44
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
"I.-
'f'
* *
* *)/<
*:I<
*;]<
*
*
~{
* *
* *:+: 'I'.",\
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
* *
* *
*
:{(
~{ )I,<
* *
* *
* *'v
* *
' J'
* * *'
*
," oJ!,j,
' 1'
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
I TEt1!3 F f::OM 1. TO
:I.: VEHY GOOD
2: GOOD
3 : SL.IGHTLY (JOOD
4: NE:r TI-IEF:: GOOD Nun
~o:i : SL..IGH TL Y BAD
fd BAO
? : l)EHY ro~()D
BAD
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I USEFOR SMALL INDUSTRI ES
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FREOUE NC Y 73 98 45 ~ 9 9 1 ~ 29
I ~~~~ - ~ - ~~ ~~~~ - - ; -~~ ;~;~ - - _ · _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - . -
BAD
ITEMS FI:;:CJM 1. TO
1: VER Y GO OD
~~: (3C)[)[1
3: GLIGHTI...Y (-J(JOD
4: NEITHER G(JOD NOR
5: SL I (3 J-fl"L Y BA .O
Cl: BAD
?: IJEF\Y BAD
*
*
*
*
*
(113 *
96 *-
(/ 4 *
92 *-
(;'0 *
BB *
El'::l *-
B4 *
D2 x<
00 *
?D *
76 *
74 *
7 ~;~ * *
7 0 * *
(~! 8 * *
6 <:) * *
64 * *
6 2 )/< *
C!O * *
5 8 * * *
5 6 * * *
54 * * *
52 * * *
50 * * *
48 * * *
46 * * *
44 * * * *
4 2 * * * *
40 * * * *
38 * * * *
36 * * * *
34 * * * *
32 * * * *
30 * * * *
28 * * * *
26 * * * *
2 4 * * * *
22 * * * *
2 0 * * * *
18 * * * *
1 6 * * * * *
14 * * * * *
1 2 * * * * * *
10 * * * * * *
8 * * * * * **
6 * * * * * * *
1 4 * * * * * * *-- --~- -- ---~--~ - - ~ - - ~ - -~- - ~ -~-- ---- --------------- ----------------------------
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I TEM :J. 2 :3 4 C·,'J 6 7
:I. ~ VEF<Y GOO D
2 : GDCJD
3: SLIGHTLY GODD
4: NEITHER GCJOD NO R
::, j: [;L. Ic-J HTI...Y El ,:~ I:i
\~) : J~ f.1 I)
7 : VE:F~Y B(\D
USE FOR BIG I SLAND ELECTRICA L POWER
FREQUENC Y14 8 83 35 31
EACH
*
EQU(:.ll...S "1 r:'OINTS, .J
:1. 4 7 >:<:
1 4 4 'v
' .'
:l.4:i.
*:l3i:l :I<
135 >:<
132
*129 \I,
' ...
1"') .1.
*~ lJ123 >~
120
*i ll
*l1A )/(
i i i
*108 >:<
:I. os
*i () ~2
*9 9
*96
*93
*90
*8l
*D4
*1:1:1,
*
);'<
78
* *75
*
)/(
72
* *6(1
* *66 )/( *c)3
*
}~:
so
*
'J!;
~~; '?
*
)I(
I::" " ;1<
*
-.. } "'1
:5.1.
*
, .1/
'"40
*
:>I<
45
*
:+:
4 2
*
>:<
39
* *36
* *33 X< ;¥. ;1(
30 )/(
* *
)/(
2"7 * * * *?4 >I<
* * *2 .1.
* *
>!< )/( :+:
1;;:) >;,
*
.1," :+:
*
~.
1. ~~; or. ;(< ;;: ~" ~x..
1 ::,~
* * * * *9
* * * * *f.)
* * *
>I<
* * *~~
*
7.<
*
)/(
*
)/(
*
,
I TE~1~; Fr~O t'! 1. TO ...,,
174
r-=- --
I
I 175
I j ;:l l::, :"D!? Cir~ II U [I "F: CTr;:T Ct,L F'nl... [F~
I:'F;'/:: "11 11::' \ .1 r.'., ...,- J L ' 3 ' ') ..x L ~ i.:.1 ,..l;.•':, i·.,j o, . .. L .. _.1, _, I ,;) I l:l v, . : . '~I C) "1 T
ITE~1E! F F~ D H :1. TCl
:l.: VEI:~Y GOOD
2: (JODD
:3: Sl... J GHTI...Y [:1CJ ()D
4: NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD
5: SLIGHTLY BI~D
6: BAD
7: VEF~Y BAD
7
-_.__ ._ -----_ .... _--...._- ~ ...._..... __ ._.~~--~--~ - ....~------------_. _- -
\'<
*
*
*',I,
'I',
*
*
*
:I<
*:I<
*)~
*
*:I<
*
*
*
*
*
*
*)(<:
*
X<
*
*
* *
* ** *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *:>I<
*
* *
* *
* * *
* * *
* * *)/<
* *
;:~ POINTS
, I TEM
Elf.>
D4
D2
BO
'70
.... (/ (.)
/4
?::.~
70
\~') D
66
6 4
*f.) ::.~
*
)~
60 It'<
*~::,;D * *::~i .(:) * *
:::;4
* *~:.; ;.:.~
*
;{<
~:.:;o
* *4G
*
>,\<
4Cl
* *"ill
* *,. ,...
* >~!C, ...-:.40
* *J D
* *3(j
* *
1,<
:34 )~ * *3 ::.?
* * *30
* * *2B ~< * *~~~ (:,
* *
;r.
2 4
* * *"j " l
* * * *
,,'.,-,:'
20
* * * *:1. 0 .*
* * *:1. 6
* * *
'.I',,\
:L 4
* * * *:L~
* * * *10
*
:I<
* *Cl
* * * *
.. . .1
(,
* * * *-4
* * * *"
*
:I<
* *
....
1: :~ ~I C H * E(~lH~I...Sfl U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
..- _ _ - _ _.- __..
I
176
·ATTACHMENT 10-6: HISTOGRAM: OWNERSHIP OF THE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE
OWNERS HIP OF GEOTHE RMAL ENERGY
~
I
I
I
FREQ UE NC Y 37172 78 41
••- _ • • • • • • • - •• • • • - •• - . - •• • • •••• - • •••• • -- • • • • M • • _ • • ••• _ .- • ••• _ ••• • ' . ' _ _ " " ••- ••••••• • • - - ••• • - • • ••• - •• - _ ' - .. -- -"1
EACH * EQU ALS 4 POINTJ
. . .. .... • ••• • 0 " • •• • • ••• • _ • •• • • • • •• ••• • •• • • • • • • • , •• ' _ , _ _ ,' . , , •• •• •• • • • • _ " ,,,.
:l72
*.1 6 ~1
*1 I.) 4 *
:L e, O
*:I. s f.; :{<
:I. ~; :~.~
*'1 .. ,.., ){<:
. . I·i D
1 ,4 4 *1.40
*1.36
*132 *1. 2 D
*1.24
*1. 20
*1. 1. 6
*112
*J. OB
*104
*lOO
*96
*92
*B8
*84
*BO
*'7 .. ;.K *I C>72 ;~ ::f':
6D
*
..!t
' \\
6 4 l >:<
so
* *5 6 ~(
*r.:" /)
* *
,.J4'..
·H3
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SECTION VI
EVALUATION
The final section of the report presents a discussion of
some of the strengths and weaknesses of utilizing a community-
based model for social and cultural impact assessment. Using
the present study as a model, suggested issues that should be
addressed by other communities considering similar activities
are described.
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regard, as was indi ated Ln vt.h e preface.
of these strengths a d weaknesses will be described.
the point of view of both the research
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EVALUAT ON OF THE COMMUNITY-BASED MODEL OF
SOCI L AND CULTURAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
U iversity of Hawaii at Hilo
The experience with the Puna Hui Ohana Project suggests a
Project Consultant
CHAPTER 11
Jerry L. Johnson, Ph .D.
based assessment mo
model is that the f nding level for the project be sufficient
for the community 0 ganization to obtain the necessary profes-
effort and communit needs~ As the final topic of the report some
number of potential strengths and weaknesses of the community-
relationship requir s close cooperation between the leadership
of the community orranization and the consultants. This is
particularly import!nt in the coordination and interpretation
of data from the tw , sources. A second requirement of such a
rather for it to se
l
the direction for the activities of the
consultants and monitor the progress of the work. This sort of
sional help. The p esent project clearly suffered in this
As has been in icated, the present study reversed the usual
relationship betweeh researcher and target community by having
the community direcr the research, with professional expertise
hired when it was needed. It should be clear that the model
did not call for thl community to replace the researcher, but
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Positive Features of the Model for the Community
1. From the viewpoint of the community, the model assures
that community members have input into the assessment effort
and that their concerns are accurately represented. Thus, it is
possible to minimize the problem of an "outsider" misperceiving
community needs and concerns, and the priorities among them.
2. There is a direct benefit. to the community in the
training and experience in project-related research skills that
the resident project staff receives. In addition to growing
in their own career development, these people become an increasingly
valuable community resource.
3. To the extent that a goal of the project is to educate
the community members about the development project and its
possible consequences, ·ha v i n g prqject staff who are established
residents can facilitate this educational process through the
informal communication networks of the staff. While this sug-
gestion is intuitively reasonable, there is no systematic data
from the present project to document the extent to which this
process occurs. It would seem to be a suitable topic for
future research.
4. A final benefit to the community is the cohesiveness
it generates among those participating in the project. For a
community group with the commitment and initiative to create and
submit a proposal for funding, the many tasks requiring joint
effort can solidify the interpersonal relationships in the group
and strengthen the community as a whole.
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Ne ati v e Features 0 the Model for the Communit
1. The resear h effort can demand a great deal of volunteer
time a nd c a n thus d~srupt the normal routiries of the project
partici pants. Care should be taken not to overstate the resources
o f the community or in either volunteer time or matching
funds available. V ry often insufficient matching funds trans-
late to increased v time to conduct fund rais ing activities
which can compete needed to meet t he project objectives.
2. It can be ifficult not to let · the scope of the project
get too large ge if the target of study i s a single
public in the community. Examples of this problem in the
present study a geothermal symposium requiring much time
181
Pos i t ive Fe a t u r es nf t he Model fo r the Res e~rch Effort
.-."......_.._.... .._-- -_.- - ~ ~ ...- ..... ,-- _.. --.-... - --_._._._---_.._~ . - -_._----_..-...--_.•._-- -_ ._ .._-- _ ._--
1. The resear h will benefit from a high level of cooperation
from the targe t co unity members. In addition to the community-
base d sponsorship a d control of the research , the rappor t of the
resident project ff can make the data collection process
much smoother .
2 . The l oc a l now ledge of the staff can lead t o increased
va l idity of t he dat collected, and can help the researchers
anticipate potentia problems that might not be apparent to
someone from the community.
3. The nce from the present Project makes it clear
tha t i n an assessme t project conducted by a community on itself,
the ret ur n r a t e on uch things as attitude surveys is unusually
high. Rep r e s e n t a t i eness of the data is thus increased.
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and energy which ,wa s attended largely by non-Hawaiians and
people residing outside the Puna District; and pressure from
non-Hawaiian residents of Puna to be included in the Hui survey
of Aboriginal Hawaiian attitudes toward geothermal development.
3. Finally, the community organization must have reasonable
expectations about the effect that the results and recommendations
of its study will have on relevant decision-making bodies. A
great deal of frustration can result if immediate and dramatic
changes are expected and the results of months of hard work appear
to be ignored. There is, for example, little evidence that all
of the efforts of the Puna Hui Ghana to present community concerns
about geothermal development have influenced the process of
development in any substantial way.
Negative Features of the Model for the Research Effort
1. It can be difficult to locate people from within the
community who have the skills necessary to complete the project
tasks. This can sometimes lead to either considerable additional
training time, or inadequate work products.
2. Because of the larger number of 'people involved in the
research, progress can be slowed. Progress can also be slowed
because of competing community activities which make demands
on the time and energy of resident staff, both 'p a i d and volunteer.
This can be a particularly touchy problem because a refusal of
the staff to participate in s~ph activities can undermine their
rapport with others in the community and thus hurt the project
indirectly.
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appear in any particular project. It is
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consultants.
It is likely at neither all of the benefits nor all of
3. There is the potential for inaccuracy and bias in the
the limitations o f he community-based assessment approach
person and respond nt.
i nfluence of soc ia . o r f ami lia l relat i ons h i ps be t ween t he staff
described above
hoped that this sumrary of some of the positive and negative
features of the modkl will help other communities anticipate
potential problems knd prevent or prepare for them if they
attempt to assess t ie impact of development projects on them-
selves. It is the process of one community learning from another
I
that will create a r e t ho dOl 09y of impact assessment that is more
in tune with the needs of the community residents most directly
affected by large-sJaledevelopment projects. In the present
th . h l b ' . d · d i fcase e process as een an lnterestlng an rewar lng one or
the Puna Hui Ohana J nd its members, as well as the Project
Conclusion
data collected due to a relative lack of staff training or the
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APPENDIX 1
MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
ATTENDED
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MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
Sponsored s mal l -scale hydro energy
program fo r f e asib i l i t y of refrig-
eration/cold s t orage facility in
Pohoiki or Pahoa using wind power
or geothermal wa s t e heat. Social
proposal filed with Alu Like and
Bishop Estate.
Purpose of Me eting
Geothermal resea r c h with infor-
mation and planning system among
the communities of Sonoma,
Mendecino , Na p a and Lake Counties;
exc hanged info r ma t i o n ; picked up
film docume nts.
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Two visited t he Gey s e r s complex
to examine env i r onme n t a l condi-
tions comparable to extent of
geothermal activity in Lake
County in connection with early
stage development in Puna. Con-
ference and discussion with Chair-
man o f Lake County Supervisors and
members of Lake County Planning
Commission Mary Jadiker and Com-
mission Chairman Volker.
Techno logical: Engineering,
Exploration, Drilling.
Conference on direct use applica-
tion o f geothermal energy in
processes utilization; observing
space heating greenhouse, agri-
c ul t ura l a nd conservation acti-
vitie s i n Boi s e.
Techno logi cal: Engineering,
Exploration, Drilling, Financial
Impacts.
Se ek employme nt o pportunities f o r
Young Hawa iians - d i s c us s economic
partnership a nd inves tme nt i n
Barnwell-connected or sponsored
geot hermal ent e rprises.
n
Hirai Associates
Barnwel l Corporati n
G.R.I.P.S. (Califor ia)
Geysers (Cal i fornia)
Geothermal Resourc
Council (Californi
Geothermal Resourc
Council (Idaho)
Geotherma l Resourc
Council (Cali forni
I
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Sponsor Organization
Honua Hawaii/
Senior Hostel
Life of the Land
Life of the Land
Job trade-off
National Ocean and
Atmospheric Ad.
Hilo, Hawaii
New Zealand
Rotorua
Waikato University
Kawerau
Ohaki
Waahi
Wariakei
PUu Honua Hawaii
State Department of
Planning - Hilo
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Purpose of Meeting
Discuss status of geothermal, Hui
Ohana concerns for the future in
State/University program with
Senior Citizen experts.
1979 Conference discussed manga-
nese refining and impact on Puna
environment.
Honolulu, conference/workshops
discussing environmental trade-
off for jobs with respect to
geothermal construction, tourism
and labor unions.
Closed meeting/workshop to discuss
over-all economic and social im-
pacts of the manganese processing
industry using the Puna, Kawaihae,
and Kohala/Waimea scenario. Op-
posed methodology for determining
social impacts; proposed setting
new guidelines for ' s o c i a l impact
analysis.
Visited geothermal development.
Observed utilization projects
and examined possible cultural/
economic impacts resulting from
geothermal development near Maori
communities. Studied Maori re-
sistance to thermal/developmental
abuse.
Advisory Board: Small-scale
Community Energy Conservation
program.
Called attention to need for
early planning by State and
County to consider basic philo-
sophies in geothermal planning
with regard to the State's
Energy Integration Assessment
programs.
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State Department of
Planning and Econo ic
Dev e lopment - Comme -
ci a l ization - Honol lu
The rma l Power
Un i vers i t y of Hawaii
Universi ty of Hawaii
(Honolulu)
University of Hawai i
Dept. of Ed uc a t i o n
Univ e rsity of Hawa i i
Geography/Psycholog l
Department
Volcano Insti tute
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Purpos e of Meeting
Discuss lack of developer's con-
cern for community interests and
social acceptability. Begin to
make d emands f o r up-front repre-
sentation by community o rganiza-
tion; proposed i mp r ov e d planning
a pproaches with DPED. Invited
to participate on the GAC.
Discuss Thermal Power, role with
Dillingham, Kapoho Land, Bishop
Estate interests in geothermal
development. Seek Thermal Power
sponsorship of Hui research proj-
ect for lI a c t i o n ll programming of
geothermal i nv o l v eme n t by the Hui.
Group discussion leader in energy
courses for credit; examined
phases of energy use: Applied
Sciences 326.
Technological Conference - New
Methods, exploration; drilling,
chemical analysis.
Workshop Ed. 600 course, discuss
methods of public education and
awareness of energy problems at
State and County levels.
Discuss implication of geothermal
development, update or status of
development in Hawaii, discuss
need to plan on fundamental issues.
Participate on panel; discuss
social management resource appli-
cation regarding geothermal devel-
opment.
APPENDIX 2
GEOTHERMAL SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM
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St r uc t ure : Four Panels/Four Discuss~on Areas
a. Resourc I Assessment/Description
b . Exploration/Engineering
c. Utilizadion: Enerqy-Conversion/Direct Use
d. Impacts: ! The Environment, Eco/Political
TENTATIVE PR~RAM TIME
1 . Call to Order (HO'om~ka) 8:30-8:32
2. Pule (Opening prayer for guidance) 8:32-8:35
3. Puna songs 8:35-8:40
4. Moderator, Symposium (explain format) 8:40-8:43
5 . Welcome (Hui President) 8:43-8:48
6. The Fe d e r a l I n t e r e s t l 8:48-8:53
7. The State Interests 8:53-9:00
8. The County Interests 9:00~9:05
Br e a k : New Zealand Geot ermal Slide Show
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9 : 57 -1 0 : 2 2
10:22-10:24
9:05-9:07
9:37-9:.57
9:07-9:22
9:22-9:37
M. Ka'awaloa
N.Z. Group
S. Kinney
P. Hauanio
T. Yoshihara
H. Kono
H. Matayoshi
UHM
Future?
SS1 e uses: Impacts a nd predictions
l\ (;f·:O'rlll·:HHl\L SY"'ll)O~~ J 1Jr-1
Sponsored by the Puna Hui Ohana
GEOTHERMAL FUTURE:
***************************************************** j
Questions Discussion
a.m. -
Symposium/Pan 1 Discussion
8 : 3 0
June 28, 1980
Assessment, Re s o u r c e , and Exploration
Panel Moderator: P. Hauanio
Ex p l o r a t i o n / Enq i n e e r i g
Pane Mo erator: earl Kajiyama
Second Panel
First Pa n e l
Prm e l i s t s :
Dr. John Shupe: Chrmn, .n e rgy Research,' UHM
Nature and Occurenc
Dr. Charles Hellesley: II Inst. of Geophysic,
Exploration, Techni ues and Strategies
Wher e : Pahoa School Ca
Format:
Da t e :
Theme: What is the
Time:
Title:
I
I
I
****************************
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Panelists:
Mr. James Ditmar: Business Development Manaqer, Parsons Enqineerinq
Underwater Cable Technology 12:26-12:36
Mr. Lloyd Jones: Manaqer, Energy Products, HD&C
Direct Use Application, Industrial Park in . Pahoa 12:36-12:46
Mr. James Moreau: Project Manager, HD&C
Wood Ethanol Project in Pahoa 12:46-12:56
Mr. Chip Hiqqins: Director, Energy Supply, HECO
Energy Transfer-Honolulu 12: 56-1.2 06
Mr. Ed Nakamura: Bishop Estates
Land P1anning/Deveopment 1:06-1:16
Mr. John Humme: Manaqer, Puna Sugar
Sugqr & Future Land Use 1:16-1:26
Panelists:
Mr. Louis Lopez: Project Manaqer, HGP-A
Project status-Generating Plants
Dr. William Chen: Profe?sor, Engineering, ·UHH
Engineering and Field Development
Mr. Edward Craddick: GEDCO, President
Drill and well Completion
Questions/Discussion
Break: Lunch
Third Panel:
Utilization
Panel Moderator: Kini Pe'a
Questions/Discussion
Break: New Zealand Dance Group
Fourth Panel:
Impacts:
Panel Moderator: Sarah Hauanio
Panelists:
Dr. Sanford Sieqel: Environmentalist, UHM
Environmental Interruptions
Dr. Jerry Johnson: social Psychologist, UHM
Hui Research Update
Mr. Tim Lui-Kwan: Native Hawaiian Leqal Corp.
Ownership ~spects, Geothermal Resource
Mr. Jack Keppler: Manaqiriq Director, Hawaii County
County wide Impacts
Dr. James Kent: FUND Executive Director
Social Impact ~nalysis
Questions/Discussion
Closing Remarks: symposium Moderator - s. Kinney
Mahalo/Alohil: Hui Presictent - P. Hauilnio
Closing Pule: (Blessinq of the Future) - II. Lcellonq
PAU
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10:24-10:39
10:39-10:54
10:54-11:04
11:04-11:24
11:24-12:24
12':24-12:26
1:26-1:46
1:46-2:06
2:06-2:08
2:08-2:18
2:18-2:28
2:28-2:38
2:38-2:48
2:48-2:58
2:58-3:18
3:18-3:28
3:28-3:33
3:33-3:36
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Mr.
Dr.
Mr .
Mr~ Lou Lopez~ HGP-A St tus:
Type of ~enerating plant, size option, sulfur dioxide content,
MWe capacities, exhaust system, facilities for the future using
geothermal. ~
Ed Craddick- GEDCO/ RI Drill Site Construction, Drill and Well
Comple ion:
Drilling mediums, l ype s of rigs, site problems, costs per depth,
blow-out preventioh equipment; labor demands, watet requirements.
James Ditmar- Parsobs Engineering: Underw~ter Cable Technology;
Feasibility, majOr lSUbmarine technology problems, cable cons~ruc­
tion; transfer pro~lem in Alenuihaha Channel (depth; current, etc)
what is cable role \for Honolulu future: w/o cable? For Puna?
Lloyd Jones- The Industrial Park in Pahoa; Direct Use Applications:
Dr. Charles Hellesley- Exploration Techniques and Strategies:
Exploration methodology now in use, their value and limitation;
assessing the res9urce, reservoir characteristics and future
demand, analyzing r e l l test data; chemical, fluid . content.
william Chen- EngiJeering and Field Development:
Well and field pre1ferences, plant upset concli tions, valve blow-
out prevention, handling waste fluids hy injection? Well future
in terms of earthqbakes, lava i~undation.
Describe process a d product, the feed stock; equity distribution:
envlronmental conc rn; the anchor industry as an attraction-
what will it attra t: mobile demands for the future.
Over-all industria park concepts; why we need it? Is it more
efficient (agglome ation). Is geothermal source iri the park?
Future for mb~erat temp/pressure resource in Hawaii County.
Mr. James Moreau- Wood thanol Pzoj ec t; in Pahoa:
Mr. Chip Higgins- Energ Demands and Self~Sufficienc~:
Honolulu's energy eeds: how does HECO see the Puna role in ·
supplying energy to Honolulu; the full and baseload condition;
ov~r and undergroun energy transfer-probable routes, future
needs and the deple ion problems.
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Dr. John Shupe- Nature and Occurence:
What the resource is, its various forms, classification, where it
occurs in Puna, teState, why? Any other likely places in Puna,
offshore? The he t source and steam generation, renewability.
Gl\C MEMBERSHIP AND OTH R ASSIGNMEN'I'S
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Mr. Ed Nakamura- Bishop Estate's Development Plants:
Describe general Puna holdings and location: leasing plans re-
garding geothermal possihilities: direct developmental invoron-
ment: any place for Hawaiians: future in Puna.
Mr. John Humme- AMFAC, its Land and Sugar:
Can sugar be saved? Geothermal and sugar refining role in Indus-
trial Park; innovative sugar uses; Puna sugar in the Keaau setting
with geothermal energy-can geothermal save sugar?
Dr. Sanford Siegel- Environmental Interruptions, Mitiqation Processes:
Ecological rythms under stress: stress factors: noise, air and
visual pollutions: endangered plant and animal species: health
safety: chemical danger; environmental reporting. will NEPA
standard be reduced? What is its role in future of alternate
energy and conservation?
Dr. Jerry Johnson- Research Design Consultant:
Overview of Hui Project to date-objectives: issues h~inq examined;
the New Zealand experience-cultural concerns: future implication
for Lower Puna.
Mr. Tim Lui Kwan- Legal Aspects of Geothermal Development: .
Ownership issue; Hawaiian issue, water rights, various laws govern-
ing geothermal in permitting, regulatory process: future legal
issues: extention of ownership to submarine and air rights.
Mr. Jack Keppler- Political, County-Wide Implications:
Hawaii County and self-sufficiency what does it mean? How spon;
political leverage and the community vote: community partic~pation
in planning input and policy decisions. How County sees geother-
mal as enhancing economic development.
Dr. James Kent- Social Resource Management:
Citizens perception of a changing environment: community perception
of geothermal development, ideoloqy and culture in conflict:
monitoring social change: the FUND Methodology-role of a social
impact analysis.
Mr. Sonny Kinney- Research Project Director, Puna lTui Ohana:
Closing Remarks.
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APPENDIX 3
SAMPLE NEWSLETTER
Geothermal development as a relatively
new power/energy source is certain to gen- I
erate new social, economic, and cultural
aesthetic forces, much of which are un-
known or inadequately understood. Poten-
tial impacts resulting from geothermal/eco- I
nomic development on the aboriginal social,
economic and cultural systems in connec-
tion with the widespread possibility of
future exploration of geothermal site has I
accelerated the need for an objective re-
search program identifying and quantifying
changes cer-tain to occur.
Puna paia ala ika ala 0 ka hala
1!\JN1~ HUI OII41\T~
.I ~on-Profit Tax Exefir . ll1/Jt
Organizat ion
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STATEWIDE ISSUE NO. 1
Uncertain about the effects of geo-
thermal development the ~una Hui Ohana,
an aboriginal Hawaiian community organi-
zation sought funding from the U.S. De-
partment of Energy for a research pro-
posal assessing potential changes in the
social and cultural fabric of the abori-
ginal Hawaiian community. The proposal
was approved and the project became oper-
ational October 10, 1979. One of the
study objective calls for expansion of the
regular Puna Hui Ohana Newsletter to in-
clude Statewide mailing to aboriginal
Hawaiians and public planning and decision
making groups. Many of the concerns are
relevant for Hawaiians throughout the
~tate and this mechanism will provide in-
put for Hawaiians outside the Puna
Hawaiian community.
change the physical and cultural land-
scape, of the Hawaiians in this ancient
settlement. 11 recent bore into the
heart of the Kapoho rift zone by the HGP-
A (Hawaii Geothermal Program-Abbott) pro-
duced an extremely hot, high steam content
and high pressure well. An experimental
)-megawatt electrical generating plant is
under construction on the site for on-line
use by the Hawaii Electric Light Company
by April 1981. The two-year project is
expected to examine the geothermal and
economic feasibility of large-scale devel-
opment. Scientists theorize a potential
of over 1000 megawatts (enough to satisfy
the electrical needs of a city of more
than one million people!) in the Puna geo-
thermal resevoir. What lies in store for
Puna; for the Big Island~ .
P.O. BOX .11
PAHOA. HAWAII "77'
PHONE : .n.....,
Today this ve ry same place is on the
threshold o f potentially enormous g e o t he r -
mal and economic development certain to
Peter Hauanio, President
In addition, a basic rural a gric ultu-
ral economy of sugar, anthuriums, papaya,
citrus fruit, orchids, macadamia nuts,
vegetables and the lucrative but illegal
pakalolo, provided employment and a rural
lifestyle in the communities of Kapoho,
Polloiki, Pahoa, Kalapana, Kaimu and Opi-
hikao. Only one road led in and out of
lower Puna-Makai; Pele had earlier s e a l -
ed off the southern access.
~OVING INTO THE GEOTHERMAL ERA
Four yea~s aqo lower Puna-Makai lying .
on the south-eastern coast of the Puna
district on the Big Island, in the sha-
dow of Kilauea volcJ~o, quietly watched
its many residential subdivisions slowly
grow. Twenty-two miles from the island's
major urban center, the seaport city of
Ililo, the area appeared destined to become
the city's major bedroom community.
ALOHA MAll
DECEMBER-MARCH
.... /:: 1"::~l). _. _ .... ~'ft- -- - \...., 1.:-' \~, _ \ .~'.1?t ,L~"I~ r 44'1{,',~"\t~-~:f~yt. <, \ .. ~- /:~ :r-:_.~ _
Ii1('):1~~(~~~t\ : ,~;.~....~. 'l't:.'-'. -\\~ I}r:i~\~'f~~ '
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APPENDIX 4
I ORMATIONAL MEETINGS AND
PRESENT TIONS BY THE PUNA HUI OHANA
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INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS AND PRESENTATIONS BY PUNA 'HUI OHANA
ORGANIZATION
Conununity Groups
Hui Hanalike
(Conununity Organization)
Kalapana Conununity
Organization
Puna Conununity Council
(Umbrella Group)
Puna Lions Club
Puna Speaks
(A non-Hawaiian
Conununity Organization)
Native Hawaiian Groups
Alu Like
Bishop Estate
Hawaiian Homes
Conunittee
Kaho'olawe' Ohana
PURPOSE
Provide objective informa-
tion using slides, and Hui
data.
Speak several times on
status of geothermal, econ-
omics, cable technology,
exploration methods; future
of geothermal.
Provide update information
on geothermal process to
fourteen group organization.
Speaks . on status of geother-
mal development, focusing
on conununity economic
impacts.
Provide background on geo-
thermal development including
economiC probabilities.
Brief Board of Director/
Hilo staff on geothermal
development in Hawaii County
- apply for research grant.
Invite trustees, discuss
issues regarding development
of estate lands in Puna-
seek funding for Hui.
Discuss relevant ideas on
economic development assis-
tance to Hui members with
some relevance to geother-
mal energy use.
Advice on Hawaiian status
on geothermal in Puna.
Pledge assistance on Native
resurgency.
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Office of Hawaiian
Affairs
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Brief Hawaii · County
Trustee on geothermal
development status -
s pe ak on Hawaiian issues
regarding geothermal uses.
APPENDIX 5
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ort for the Br@adlands,
P. L . Environmental Assessment Report
S sterns.
0, J .W. , A Joint Pr o j e c t of the Geothermal
il and the Oregon Ins t itute of Technology.
i o n o f Geotherma l Ener A Technical
Anspaugh, L . R. & Ph
for Geothermal
Handbook.
Anderson, D. N. & Lu
Resources Co un
Direct Utiliza
Bauer, H.E. EnviroGeothe rm-a""=l'-:P:-o-w-+;""-:'"=""~=-:-~""'-::':"':;'~~""""-~ '-"":;:";:";::';""-:c..:..:.;:-=....;:;..;:.:.;;.:.;~~=
Blackwood, J.G. & C rter . A.C. Utilization of Geothermal Energy
at the Tasman ulp and Paper Company Ltd. Mill at Kawerau.
Burgess, J.C., Feldlan, C. & Siegel, B., S i egel, S., Siegel, S.
& S'Leqe L, B. , ~anaan , P., Kamins, R., & Siegel, B. Hawaii
Energy Resourcf Overviews Volumes 1-6 (Noise, Hydrology-
Geology, Geo-b1010gy, I mp a c t , Socio-Economic, Legal, Sum-
mary). U.S. D~partment of Energy with Lawrence Livermore
ILaboratory, Contract No. 3415609 r Hono lulu, 1980
Department of Resealch and Development, County of Hawaii. Pro-
ceedings of thE Seminar on Geothermal Enerqy.
Department of Plann ng and Economic Development. Hawaii Inte-
qrated Enerqy issessment, Volumes I -IV. U.S. Department
of Energy, Lawlence Berkeley Laboratory, Contract No. HD
9502.H3H354, Hcwaii, 1980.
Cramer, G., Duffiel , R., Smith, M. & Wilson, M. Hot Dry Rock
IGeothermal Energy Development Program, Annual Report, U.S.
Department of Energy, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
Contract No. wt7405-ENG. 36, Norwood, Colorado, 1980.
Department of Energy, I d aho Operation Office. Rules of Thumb for
Direct Application .
Department of Plannl~and Economic Development. A Register of
Government Permits Required for Development.
I
Department of Planning a nd Economic Development. The Feasibility
and Potential I mp a c t of Ma n g a n e s e Nodule Processing in
Hawaii. State of Hawaii, Honolulu, 1978.
Department of Plann 'ng and Economic Development. State Energy
Plan, A State Junctional Plan and Related Technical Refer-
ence Document. State of Hawaii, Honolulu, 1980.
DiPippo, R. GeotheImal Enerqy as a Source of Electricity. U.S.
Department of Energy, Contract No. A502-76ET 28320, Washington
D.C., 1980.
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EY-76-S-
(Editors)
Geothermal
Mining, Draft
National
Department of
Energy. U.S. Department of Energy, Contract No.
4051.A002, Washington D.C., 1980.
Oregon Institute o f Te c hnology . Multi-Purpose Use of Geothermal.
Snoeberger, D.F. & Hi ll, J . H. Identi fication of Environmental
Control Te chno l o gies for Geothermal Development in the
Imperial Valley of California.
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Office of Ocean Minerals and Energy. ~D~e~e~p~~s~e~a~b~e~d~~~~~~~~_
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S.
Commerce, 1980 .
Shinn, J.H. (Editor). Potential Effects of Geothermal Energy
Conversion on I mperial Valley Ecosystems.
PNOC Energy Development Corporation, Philippine National Power
Corporation. Tongonan Geothermal Power Project Leyte,
Philippines/New Zealand Development (Environmental Impact
Report Main Report:2).
Ermack, D.L. An Environmental Overview of Geothermal Development:
The Geysers-Calistoga KGRA.
Kestin, J., DiPippo, R., Khalifa, H.E., & Ryley, D.J.
Sourcebook on the Production of Electricity from
Eadington, W.R., Taylor, P. & Tissier, M. Bureau of Business
and Economic Research.
Leitner, P. An Environmental Overview of Geothermal Development:
The Geysers Calistoga KGRA.
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute. Annual Report. University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, 1980.
Final Report. Energy Self-Sufficiency for the Big Island. County
of Hawaii, SRI International, Contract-Project No. 8020,
Menlo Park, California, 1980.
Fund Pacific Associates. Critical Social Concerns Leading to
the Formation of Social Impact Guidelines.
Hawaii Dredging and Construction Company. (Dillingham) Proposal
for Engineering and Economic Studies for Direct Applications
of Geothermal Energy in an Industrial Park at Pahoa, Hawaii.
Integrated Energy Systems. Idaho Geothermal Commercialization
Program. The Idaho Office of Energy, Geothermal Program,
U.S. Department of Energy, Contract No. DE-FC07-791D12010,
Boise, Idaho, 1980.
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Special Report #9. Commercial Uses of Geothermal Heat. U.S.
Department of Energy Grant DE-FG03-80RA50128, Geothermal
Resource Counc~l, Davis, California, 1980.
SRI I nt e r nationa l . Energy Self-Suffic i ency for the Big Island
(Five Enerqy D~velopment Paths and their Implication).
Stephens, F .B., Hill, J . H. & Phelps, P.L. Jr. State-of-the-
Art Hydroqen S~lfide Control f o r Geothermal Enerqy Systems.
1979.
Stokes, E. Local P~rcept ions of the Impact of the Huntlev Power
Project. Univ~rsity of Waikato: Centre for Maori Studies
and Research, ~ 97 6 .
Strojan, C.L. & Rom~ey, E.M. An Environmental Overview of
Geothermal Dev~lopment: The Mono-Long Valley KGRA.
U.S. Department of homme r c e . Thermal Springs List for the United
States. Natiohal Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data
Center, Boulder, Colorado, 1980.
IU.S. Department of Energy. Fourth Annual Program Information
Notice. washi 1gton D.C., 1980.
Western Energy Plan~ers. State Geothermal Commercializatimn
Program in Seven Rocky Mountain States. U.S. Department
o~ Energy, Contract No. DE-AC07-801D12101.
Workshop proCeeding~. Susanville Geothermal Energy Project.
U.S. Energy an~ Research Development Administration, Con-
tract No.AT (01-3)-1077, City of Susanville, California,
1976.
Yim, T.C. Hawaii E ergy Legislature RD&D Workshop.
Yim, T.e. Legislatlve Energy RD&D Workshop Handbook.
EBD Search on Geoth rmal Development Impact. Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Un 'versity of California.
APPENDIX 6
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS USING
PUNA HUI OHANA RESOURCES
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APPENDI X
LIST OF INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS USING PUNA HUI OHANA RESOURCES
Name
Anspaugh, Lynn
Baker, Byron
Beemer, Rebecca, Dr.
Burgess, Rod
Canaan, Penelope, Dr.
Carpenter, Dante
Chambers, Marilyn
Chen, William
Enriques, Simeon, J r .
Hess, Dave
Hirae, Wally Assoc.
Kajiyama, Pearl
Kalei, William
Kauhane, Francis
Organization/ .
Associat ion
Lawrence Livermore Lab
State Legislator
Thermal Power
Trustee, O.H.A.
UHH, Visiting Professor
Sociology
State Legislator
Puna Speaks
Professor, UHH
Puna Jaycees
Puna Community Council
Engineer
Pres. Young Hawaiians
Information Specialist OHA
Government Affairs, OHA
Data o f Int e r e s t
Hawai i a n Communi t y I s sues , Maps
Community Issues, Own e r ship
List o f Community Concerns
Economic Planning
Social Overview
Community Issues
Air/Noise Pollution Data
Participan t Di rect us e
Applica tions
Ethano l Production Da t a
Geothermal Status, Upd ate
Needs Assessment , Co ld storage
Plant
General Geothermal, J ob's
Planning
General Geothermal I n formation
Legislative Needs and Attitudes ~
,:)
~
Name
Kuroda, Joseph
Levin, Andy
Lew, Allan
Matteson/Rae
Mocencamp, T.
Moreau, James
Murphy, Tony
Nakano, Rodney
Nakashima, Carol
Nimmons, John
Nishimuta, Gary
Phelps, Paul
Severance, Carol
Siegel, Barbara, Dr.
Smith, Hazel
Organization!
Association
state Legislator
State Legislator
Student, UHH
Consultants
National Conference of
State Legislators
Dillingham
Hui Hanalike
County of Hawaii
Planning Department
Student, UHM
Earl Warren Legal Institute
Publication "Geothermal
Energy", California
Lawrence Livermore Lab
Hawaii Tribune Herald
Professor, UHM
Claremont, California
Data of Interest
Community Concerns
Economic Development, Jobs
Geography, Senior Thesis
Social, Non-technical Barriers
Geothermal Legislation Ownership
Social Barriers
Geothermal Information, Update
Community Concerns, Manganese
Nodules
Social Concerns for Sociology
Paper
Ownership
HGP-A, Community Reaction
Community Issues
New Zealand Trip
Social Concerns
Urbanization & Transcultural
Behaviours
l'V
o
co
-------------------
-------------------
Name
Solomon, Malama, Dr.
Stapleton, Frankie
Stout, Dennis
Strong, Susan
.Or g a n i z a t i o n /
Association
Trustee, OHA
Hawaii Tribune Herald
Pres. Puna Speaks
Citizen
Data of Interest
._ - - - - - -
Geothermal & the Hawaiians
Planning Concerns
Geothermal Information
Maps ·, Permit Records
'L-.t------1.J-UJLU.1- - - - - - - -F-ub-l-iGat-i-on-"Hone-l-uJ:.u..!.!."- - - - - -{::ommuni ty At ti t ode~------------i
Groups
Alu Like
Office of Hawaiian
Affai-rs
Puna Lions Club Group
Kalapana Corom. Org.
Echostel (2)
Young Farmers
Energy Class/Seminar
Graduate Students
Geography Club
Staff Orientation
Staff Orientation
Staff Orientation
Staff Orientation
Staff Orientation
Staff Orientation
CCECS
UHM Geography
UHH
Geothermal Future & Hawaiians
General Geothermal Information
Geothermal Future & Hawaiians
General Geothermal Information
Geothermal Future & Hawaiians
General Geothermal Information
Geothermal Future & Hawaiians
General Geothermal Information
Geothermal . Future & Hawaiians
General Geothermal Information
Geothermal Impact on Farming
Geothermal in Puna
Geothermal in Puna
Geothermal in Puna No
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APPENDIX 7
GLOSSARY OF HAWAIIAN WORDS
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utcast, a caste which lived apart and was
acrifice, slave-servant
LOSSARY OF HAWAIIAN WORDS
feast, eal gathering, give a feast
kauwa untouchable,
drawn on for
kahuna priest, ' mini ter, sorcerer; expert in any profession; to
act as pries or expert
kapu taboo, prohibi ion, special privilege, exemption from
ordinary, sacr dness, to make sacred, prohibitive, holy
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ho'oponopono to put to rights, correct, revise, regulate, rectify,
reOrga~iZe, tidy, make orderly or neat; mental
cleans'ngi the old Hawaiian method of clearing the
mind of a sick person by family discussion, examina- '
ti~n a rd prayer
hui clu~, association, society, corporation, firm, partnership,
union, to form kn organization, to meet
hukihuki to pull orl draw frequently; or by many persons, to
disagree, uarrel; not cooperative, headstrong, obstinate
aloha love, affect'on, compassion, mercy, pity, kindness, charity,
greeting, re ards, sweetheart, loved one, loving, to love,
beloved
haole white person, American, Englishman, Caucasian; formerly
any foreigner, something foreign, introduced, of foreign
origin
ho'okama to adopt] child or adult one loves, but for whom one
might not have exclusive care
ho'omaka call to 0 er
hanai foster child, adopted child, to foster or adopt
aloha'aina love of the land
'ahi yellow-fin H waiian tuna, prized for eating raw
'aha'aina
ali'i chief, chief ss, king, queen~ noble, royal, kingly, to
rule or act s chief, govern, reign
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I
niele inquisitive, nosy
kokua help
mahalo thank you
mele song, chant of any kind, poem; to sing, chant
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Hawaiian slang for marijuana, "stupid crazy smoke"pakalolo
opio youth, juvenile young; to make young
pule prayer, to pray, grace, blessing
Pele volcano goddess, lava flow, eruption, volcano
mo'opuna grandchild, great niece or nephew, relatives two genera-
tions later whether blood related or adopted
kupuna grandparent, ancestor, relative of the grandparents'
generation, grandaunt granduncle
laulima corporation or group of people working together
'ohana family, relative, kin group, extended family
mana supernatural or divine power, miraculous power, authority,
to give power and authority
maile native twining shrub with shiny fragrant leaves used for
decoration and leis
maka'ainana commoner, populace, people in general, citizen, people
that attend the land
maha oe bold, impertinent, nervy, forward, presumptuous, brazen
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